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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Creativity, not the knowledge or information is the source of our old competitive economic
growth. Namely creativity today is increasingly seen as the key factor of success in an individual’s
knowledge-based society and economy. Revealing creativity as a determinant of success assessment,
development of conditions, and support and promotion becomes a new economic and social
paradigm. Creativity is not just an economic engine, but also a way to make social, political and
cultural challenges and changes. It is important both for improving competitiveness and reducing social exclusion and overcoming it, as well as the renewal of organisations, regeneration of
communities, and political decisions. With the growing pace of life, the theoretical knowledge about
creativity is gaining wider application value. One of the areas where it is missed the most is in
leading to various organisations and organisational forms. Creativity has become a necessary
condition for the success of modern business. Everyday consumer goods market is flooded, so the
winner is the one who uses adventurous means to distribute them, proposes something more unusual,
reduces production costs introducing new technologies and through more effective forms of work
management. More and more organisations take profits by creating and disseminating intellectual
products. Therefore, creativity, lateral thinking is becoming one of the most desirable features in all
levels of managers and even ordinary employees. The ability to quickly and efficiently adapt to the
changing situation is now critical and for non-profit organisations (Almonaitiene, 2006).
According to Glosiene (2010), creativity has so far been seen mostly as a narrowresourcefulness, the ability to develop new products, equipment and the like. In today’s
economy, creativity is multidimensional; it manifests itself in various forms as the
reinforcing power. Technology (invention), economic (entrepreneurship), artistic and cultural (and
creative expression) types of creativity complement each other and inspire. The author notes that
creativity does not depend on merely artistic or literary writers, but also on entrepreneurs and
managers; moreover, in any field, the requirements of flexibility, independence, adaptability,
initiative are put on senior staff , which are nothing more than the expression of individual creativity.
Creativity, as a characteristic, is a necessity to scientists and inventors, who create new things
and improve current technologies. It is no less important to business people. In order to survive in a
competitive environment, it is important to pursue novelty and renewal, to provide new solutions,
and to react to one’s competitors in creative ways. A creative organisational environment encourages
employees to assume unconventional positions with problems. The creative solutions that
employees can offer guarantee entrepreneurial success. It is no wonder why the biggest share in the market
belongs to the innovator – the first business that offers a new and original product. Those, who copy and
improve upon that product, sadly fall behind. Creativity enriches business. It is evident that creativity
is also beneficial in business activities.
The handbook is meant for students and lecturers; also anyone, who is keen on creativity
Creativity Methods
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and teaching it, can also find it useful. The purpose of the handbook is to help the reader to become
acquainted with the essential theories for fostering creativity and be able to apply creativity methods
in practice.
The handbook is divided into four chapters (topics). Every chapter starts with
introducing the skills, abilities, and knowledge that the reader will acquire by becoming familiar with their
content. Moreover, the reader is presented with a list of the main concepts. The first chapter analyses the
concept of creativity and provides information on the characteristics of a creative personality. The second
chapter presents the factors that determine creativity and the factors that stimulate a creative
climate (environment). The third chapter briefly discusses the aspects of creative problem-solving, by
emphasising the role of divergent and convergent thinking within this process. The fourth and last
chapter discusses various creativity methods. This chapter presents both the methods for generating
and determining the best ideas.
At the end of each chapter, the reader will find self-comprehension questions and exercises,
which give a chance to practice what the reader has learnt in the chapter. Exercises provide the reader
with an opportunity to put the knowledge that was acquired from the chapter into practice (e.g. case
studies) and to consolidate it.

6
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Chapter One
THE CONCEPT OF CREATIVITY

The Aim of the Chapter – to provide theoretical and practical knowledge and skills, which
would enable the reader:
• to DEFINE the concept of creativity
• to COMPREHEND the impact of the various types of thinking on creativity
• to EXPLAIN the characteristics of a creative individual
• to DESCRIBE the stages and phases of the creativity process
• to FOSTER creativity
• to CULTIVATE imagination and attentiveness
The following concepts were used in this chapter:
Creativity – specific characteristics, abilities, processes and ways of thinking; it is usually
connected to novelty.

Creativity Methods
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The origin of the word creativity is associated with the creation, because creativity comes from the
Latin word for creare, meaning “to create”. Creativity is a broad term that has different meanings in many
different contexts, and can be regarded as the most important human intellectual activity.
M. S. Jakobsen and S. Rebsdorf (2008) state that creativity itself is not a new phenomenon.
Conscious awareness of the existence of this phenomenon was evident in ancient Greece, where
creativity was seen as a normal phenomenon, inspired by muses, demons and other supernatural forces.
With the advent of Christianity such perception has changed - faith in muses and demons was changed
by faith in God as the creator and at the same time the only one who can create. Overall, there was
a perception that a person is unable to create - he or she just might transform the works of Muses or God.
The verb “create” did not apply to humans (Rand, 1981). During the Middle Ages to talk about the creation
of other than in the context of God became blasphemous and such degrading approach to the concept of
creativity prevailed until the seventeenth century. The perception that creativity comes from supernatural
muses and demons vanished in the seventeenth century, when creativity was started to be related to God’s
power, but even today many scientists give great importance to supernatural forces. So far, in different
cultures and environments around the world it is considered that art is something supernatural and divine,
and even in ads or advertisements, creativity is described as a feature of some people, or the attribute of
some products, and which is important for a person to occupy a certain position or an equivalent position.
Francis Galton (1822- 1911) was one of the first scholars to start empirical research on creativity.
J. Guilford, who studied creativity, believed that creativity - is certain human abilities. He said that
these are such thinking skills, which cannot be measured by traditional intelligence tests. For example, the
ability to see the problems, the ability in a short period of time to bring a lot of different ideas, and so on.
Creative thinking skills depend not only on knowledge or skills, but on a special ability to see
the problem in different ways and use the information presented in tasks at a fast pace. He noticed that
it is easier for some people to generate ideas to solve problems, while for others, it is easier to evaluate
and to select the most appropriate ideas. This way, two types of thinking were proposed: divergent and
convergent. Divergent thinking enables individuals to create new methods for solving problems. Convergent thinking, on the other hand, enables individuals to select the most appropriate ideas from all that were
created. Some tasks require divergent thinking, while others are carried out through convergent thinking.
Creativity is identified as divergent thinking and covers the following dimensions:
• Thinking fluency (the ability to create a lot of ideas over a period of time);
• Originality of thinking as the most important parameter of divergent thinking (the ability to create
new, unusual, non-standard, complex ideas);
• Thinking flexibility (the ability to offer a diverse range of different categories of ideas about the
same phenomenon, looking at different aspects of it);
• Detailed thinking (the brevity of details, adorn the creation, improvement)
• Sensitivity to issues – the ability to identify them.
A person having such capacity may for example within a short period of time offer a number of
different, unexpected, but in reality adaptable ways how to use any ordinary objects in unique ways - a
8
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side walk tiles or plastic lemonade bottles. Many divergent thinking tests request to come up with more
of this kind of ideas within a few minutes. Later, more types of divergent thinking skills were identified.
For example, the attention was drawn to the ability to discern associations between distant to each other
(in various senses) objects (Almonaitiene, 2006).
E. P. Torrance continued the works of J. P. Guilford; he continued developing J. P. Guilford’s
creative approach based on which he created widely used tests of creativity all around the world for which
divergent thinking is required. E. P. Torrance defined creativity as a process, which is characterised by
the sensitivity to the issue, the ability to see gaps in knowledge, note missing items; search for various
possible solutions to the problem, speculation or hypothesis formulation noticing the lack of information,
discrepancies; hypothesis and substitution, reuse of verification; summary of the results and presentation.
E. P. Torrance’s (1962) concept of creativity includes intellectual abilities, personality
characteristics, requires problem-solving skills, but focuses mostly on the creative process of concept
analysis (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
Creativity is the ability to apply an object, an action or your knowledge in a way that would be new
and beneficial/effective at the same time. Creative thinking is using something that is not new in a way
that is novel and useful (Batey, Furnham, 2006).
Creativity is interpreted not as much as knowledge and education, as the ability to synthesise and
create new combinations. In addition, self-confidence requires self-confidence and willingness to take
risks. Creative people, creative ideas destroy the established rules and regulations; this requires courage
and self-confidence.
Creativity is a tendency towards the composition, design, and thinking of new, original and
innovative ideas (Kirvelis, 2009). So, creativity is the ability to identify phenomena and situations
differently, innovatively, and individually.
Creativity is the ability to see events and situations differently, in their own innovative way (E. de
Bono). Most often it is associated with a well-established fact, the attitudes and traditions of peoples, so
creative man is bold, taking risks, and confident.
Creativity breaks established boundaries and creates new combinations. Peter Bazalgette
argues that creative people have six features. The first is being very open-minded, allowing your
mind to wander like in a dream. The second feature is the independence of mind: creative people are
the breakers of rules, rather than rule-makers. Third - no fear of change. The fourth is a blank sheet
test - creative people seeing a blank space want to fill it. The fifth - they have a great sense of humour.
And finally, the sixth feature - creative people are competitive and ambitious (Howkins, 2010).
As N. O. Haimovitz and M. L. Haimovitz say (1973), creative people are characterised by
spontaneity, sense of humour, flexibility, originality, freedom, disregard of rules; also indicate negative
correlation with creativity peculiarities - pedantry, rigidity, monitoring, logics, and respect for tradition
and authority, avoidance of routine (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
There are many definitions of creativity because it is often revised, just like many concepts in
the field of psychology. S.G. Isaksen and D.J. Treffinger (1994) perceive creativity as finding new,
meaningful, and suitable connections. Creativity, in their opinion, is expressed through skills: a) to see a
Creativity Methods
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lot of possibilities; b) to design and test a variety of solutions; c) to offer unusual and new opportunities;
d) to develop and select alternative ideas.
V. Obrazcovas (2012) defines creativity as the creation of new material interfaces and modification
of relations between them in order to:
• think using a lot of opportunities;
• comprehend the experience in different ways and use different approaches;
• begin to think about new and unusual possibilities;
• generate and choose alternatives.
M. Basadur described personal, team and organisational creativity as dynamic and circular
four-steps process consisting of continuous finding of problems, their definition, their solution and applying of good decisions in practice.
Creativity researcher Robert W. Weisberg distinguishes creativity into art, discoveries and
inventions (Weisberg, 1993). For Weisberg creativity means to discover what no one has found so far;
Creativity is expressed through the “new“ forms of act, expression, combination, and techniques.
Myers (2008) states that creativity – is ability to create new and valuable ideas.
Creativity - is a process which gives birth to a creative result (product). It might be an idea,
drawings, inventions and so on. Creativity - it is a skill to create something new and valuable. Creative
people are able to use the ordinary ideas unusually and find new solutions. Creative people are innovative.
Their goal - to notice, discover and develop new. Along with the word “innovation“, “creativity“ is
usually defined as a tool or process the end result of which is a new creation.
Creativity guru Edward de Bono in his historical book “Lateral Thinking“ in 1971 describes
creativity as follows: “The brain is developing models. Brain information systems are designed to
build models and recognise them ... Lateral thinking is associated with restructuring of such models
(insights) and triggering of new derivatives (creativity).” This definition, emphasising breaking models
had a significant impact on professional creativity as a process of perception. Many scholars define
creativity as the ability to solve problems: to find new, unconventional ways of solving problems, and
view problems from a different perspective. Newell and Simon (1972) say that creative activities are
a unique way of solving problems. Such activities are characterised by originality, unconventionality,
relevance, and difficulty in defining the problems. D. Kirvelis (2009) notes that creativity is a specific
human trait, which enables them to see or to think of something faster and differently, more effectively
than regular problem solving.
The new concept of creativity includes the ability to identify, form, and solve problems, the ability
to transfer and apply knowledge in different contexts, the necessity for life-long learning and accept one’s
own mistakes, and the ability to focus on the pursuit of a given objective.
Teresa Amarillo at the Harvard Business School in 1996 defined creativity as “a new and useful
ideas for the production in any field, and in accordance with this definition and approach that production
is a process, and the product is the result.” It was noted that creativity is a process.
Creativity is more of an action. An individual, who acts creatively, finds surprising solutions or just
10
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different ways out of a situation, goes down unexpected paths, and sees the unusual in what is simple and
ordinary (Daujotyte, 2010).
In A.H. Maslow’s view, self-expression and creativity are related - creativity leads to
self-expression and self-expression helps to unfold creativity. In M. Runco’s opinion, it is more likely
that creativity is expressed differently and is not necessarily related to self-expression. For example, some
people are creative at work, others - while resting, some are creative when it comes to solving problems,
others - when they have no problem to be bothered about. Thus, self-expression and creativity can be
connected, but this is not necessarily - some people can have ways of self-expression without being
creative (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
The moment of creativity, according to J. Howkins (2010), is often accompanied by a sense of
enlightened consciousness, a breakthrough of the mind. When individuals are creative, they feel
lively and are more focused. There is also the opposing view that the state of creativity is similar to being
unconscious, like the individual enters a dream or a state of no control. The psychologist C.G. Jung
distinguished between these states naming them as “high voltage emotional moment” and “the
state of reflection when the idea of traveling is as a dream.” He described creativity as “strain
energy”, still emphasising a causal role in the creative process, being well aware that the work is necessary.
Like many other concepts in the science of psychology, so the concept of creativity is constantly
being revised. Traditionally, however, creativity (in English) is defined as a personality trait associated
with the ability to discover what is new, original, and unexpected (Guilford, 1968; Lubart, Runco, 1999,
Sternberg, Lubart et al., 2005). Creative thinking skills depend not only on knowledge or skills, but
on a special ability to see the problem in different ways and use the information presented in tasks at a
fast pace (Guilford, 1968, Torrance 1962 a). (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006). Creativity is generally
considered to be the new, original and valuable result of human behaviour. It is purposeful but not the
result of random errors and trials (for example, Illustrations drawn by dolphins and monkeys will not be
considered the results of creativity). Creative product can be the result of art work, invention, original
and useful ideas. In general there is an agreement on the major creative product features that allow it
to recognise to be the result of creativity. In particular, the developed product (or result of the activity)
stands out among others by its freshness and originality. Other features of the creative product, according
D.Grakauskaite-Karkockiene (2006) - suitability, social utility and value for money. Suitability is judged
by whether the created result corresponds to the situation and context, and the value and utility - in terms
of whether the results apply in practice, or meet a person’s needs.
J. Howkins (2010) explains that creativity has three main conditions: personalism, originality
and meaning. The first condition is person’s participation. People but not things are creative. Creativity
requires the person to have a look at something directly or metaphorically and call them to existence.
Secondly, creativity is original. It could be something completely new, what I call the “something out
from nothing“, or recycling an already existing thing “by giving the character”.
University of Sussex psychologist Margaret Boden distinguishes ideas that are new in relation
only to the individual’s mind (which is called P creativity, from the words psychological creativity), and
ideas that are “new to the whole human race” (and call them the H creativity, from the words of historical
Creativity Methods
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creativity). Someone is P creative if he or she raised an idea that is new. A child can be endlessly creative
thinking and doing what for adults is self-explanatory and familiar. By doing so, the children discover and
enhance their personality. M. Boden emphasises that “H” does not mean “historical” but “historic”. This
means that the idea is not of historical meaning but it is absolutely new in the space and time.
J. Howkins appreciates the difference between the “newness“ and “uniqueness”. Novelty value has
priority. It is not an absolute measure, and may mean “the first in the mind of the creator” of “the first in
the group“ or “the first in a given time”. Uniqueness is absolute. This means that the created thing is not
comparable to what existed before now. Of course, all the things that were unique were once new but not
all new things are unique.
These two conditions (privacy and originality) are essential elements of creativity. But they are not
enough. We avoid calling something creative, if it does not express our creativity in a meaningful way,
even if the meaning is limited. Naming of the inventive ideas gives some sense or it is the relationship
between a creator and creation. Thus, the third condition is the essence.
J. Almonaitiene (2006) points out two main views of creativity: the first, creativity - is an internal
human feature, the second - a particular behaviour. Under this approach, the creative person is considered
someone who is characterised by high creative thinking skills and other internal features, enabling him or
her to generate new and valuable ideas. Appropriate tests determine whether the person has the qualities
and at the same time is creative. On the other hand, the author notes that proponents of this approach consider a creative person - the one for whose behaviour results in real life are often characterised by novelty
and value. The mere fact that he or she has a high creative thinking skills or any other test results give no
reason to keep him or her a creative person.
Phases of the Creative Process. French scholar Z. Adamar divided creative process into four
phases: preparation, incubation, insight, testing (see Illustration 1).

Illustration 1. Phases of the Creative Process

The first phase - preparation. During this phase knowledge is deliberately accumulated, it is
an attempt to define problems, collect data, accumulate experience while observing, discussing, developing observation skills, prior work done, trying to get the first impression. This is the period of forceful efforts when knowledge is accumulated deliberately, the problem is properly defined, the questions
are raised. As D. Grakauskaite – Karkockiene (2006) states, looking into a problem creatively in the
preparation stage the following things help the most: a) the ability to re-evaluate what is known;
b) curiosity; c) surprise; d) enthusiasm; e) openness to experience; f) open mind - freedom from
prejudices, readiness to accept and consider new ideas. In this phase, individuals are intensively searching
for solutions, and they are gathering information that may help them in the search. If no solution can be
12
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found, the search is temporarily discontinued. This is the incubation (maturity) phase.
The second phase - Incubation. Focus is put to other issues (allowing unconsciousness to “work“),
resting, travelling. Especially important is the influence of subconscious, while talking about its influence
is difficult, because it is not completely clear of the processes taking place during incubation phase until the
problem is solved in the subconscious level. Resting periods (Sunday celebration, vacation, sleep) are very
important for creative processes taking place in the subconscious. In order to learn something, to solve a
problem, write a poem or create a valuable scientific theory, incubation periods are required, during which
the subconscious mind is working. The problem is broader, more complex, and needs more time.
The third phase – insight (sometimes called “enlightenment“). Insight - sudden solution of
the problem which also seems as if it were not based on previous experiences of situations, essential
relationships and understanding of the entire structure. This stage is often exposed to inspiration state.
Inspiration - is a human mental condition which is characterised by mental and physical strength and
sublimity tension, mental activity and creative excitement. Moments of inspiration are impossible to
predict. Among the many ideas, solutions, there suddenly comes precisely the idea that consciously was
failed to be found. The long-sought idea there is so bright and vivid, the developer immediately realizes
that this is precisely what is needed. This stage is often expressed by feelings of relief and completeness.
Often unexpectedly the correct answer is perceived followed by a “Eureka!“ or “Aha!“ cry. The most
important and valuable are the new ideas or synthesis of the creative process produced not by logical
thinking through the answers you need, but thanks to the intuition and the subconscious.
The fourth phase – testing phase (specification, evaluation). At this stage, the result is checked
deliberately. The idea raised in the time of enlightenment is critically reviewed, verified (often through
expert opinion or the application of generally accepted criteria), whether or not it is valuable and
consistent with reality. Not always ideas discovered during the “revelation” are valuable; therefore, there
come new insights. This step is similar to the first, the preparation phase because of the needed conscious
efforts. The analysis of the creativity concept points out that it is all competence that requires knowledge,
skill, and attitude. The main components of creativity:
• Divergent thinking: sensitivity to the issue, thinking fluency, flexibility, originality and detailed
thinking.
• Individual traits: imagination, thinking speed, accuracy, flexibility, ingenuity, constructiveness,
curiosity, and the constant need to improve one’s own performance.
• Tolerance for uncertainty (ambiguity): no fear of risk, non-conformity, openness to experience,
adaptation and immunity, humour.
• Intrinsic motivation: the thirst for knowledge, curiosity, the need for novelty, playfulness,
self-expression, interaction, dedication / duty, the need for control, and the use of measures.
• The ability to perform tasks: perseverance (endurance), attention focus, the creation of an object
(product), devotion, relaxation.
H. S. Jakobsen and S. Rebsdorf (2008) consider the process of creativity the start of the
process of innovation. The word “innovation“ comes from the Latin word innovare, which means
“renewal” or “new unit” and is seen as a development of new ideas and their implementation in
Creativity Methods
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practice. The essence of innovation is the practical application of the new ideas. Innovation can be new
products, new production processes, new market behaviour, new raw materials or semi-finished
products or new forms of organisation.
M. A. West (2011) highlights that creativity is different from innovation: creativity means new
ideas and innovativeness (which also includes creativity) still needs that creative ideas are implemented in
a team, organisation or society. Creativity is the creation of ideas; implementation of innovation - putting
of these ideas into practice. Therefore, innovation includes creativity and implementation.
The quality and quantity of ideas depend on the level of innovation that the employees
possess. Such innovation is determined by the common vision, the focus on the task at hand (the pursuit of
perfection), safe activity, and the support of novelty. The level of employee innovation is considered high, if they expect, agree with, and practically support any attempts at implementing new and
improved work methods (see Illustration 2).

Illustration 2. The dependence of quality and quantity of ideas on the level of innovation
(adapted from Group Innovation Model, West, 2011)

Creativity is multidimensional, and it is associated with intelligence, and with the persistent work
and experimentation, testing, and searches. Mostly creativity is driven (merely) a tangible reward, and the
pursuit of inner satisfaction. Today creativity is understood not as an individual but as a social process,
where the quest takes place, and solutions are found in networking, cooperation between groups, and
teams. In addition, creativity is required for a given environment: stable enough to ensure continuity, but
sufficiently diversified and open to encourage experimentation and creativity.
Creativity is connected to thinking, provocation, and the formation of critical questions. However,
it is important to note that it is not critical or negative thinking. In essence, creativity is positive thinking.
14
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Psychologists note that many people are creative, but the ill-treatment can suppress creativity
(Torrance, 1974; Alencar, 1996). And on the contrary, creativity unfolds when suitable conditions are
developed. In order for creativity to blossom, individuals need to be at ease, in the state of serenity. Stress
and huge workloads inhibit creativity. One should look for an unconventional environment. Time is also
necessary. One cannot say: “I want ideas from you, but you will have to work 120 percent on this, and
while you are sleeping tonight, think about this situation and get me some ideas tomorrow”.

SELF-COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. What is creativity?
2. What are the characteristics of a creative individual?
3. Which type of thinking – divergent or convergent – concerns creativity?
4. What are the dimensions of divergent thinking?
5. What are the phases (stages) of the process of creativity? Explain what happens in each stage.

PRACTICAL EXERCISES
Exercises for the development of creativity, attentiveness, and imagination.
Task 1.
a) Do not remove a pencil or pen until you connect all nine points with four lines (answer is in the
end of the chapter).
b) Connect all nine points with one line. There should be one straight line through all nine points.
You cannot change the position of the points (answer is in the end of the chapter).

Task 2.
Arrange six matches to form four equilateral triangles (answer is in the end of the chapter).

Creativity Methods
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Task 3.
Set ten coins on the table as it is shown in Figure. Move only two coins into the other position (by
adding to the horizontal or the vertical line), form two lines to form six coins separately. Added
challenge: each of these rows has to have six coins (answer is in the end of the chapter).

Task 4.
Put in eight matches or toothpicks in a way so it looks as the illustration below (Figure) like a
fish that swims to the left side. Add a coin which depicts a fish eye. Move only three matches or
toothpicks and coins to get a fish, floating to the right side.

Task 5.
Creativity, regardless of its definition, requires individuals to view the world and try solving
problems in a different way. One way to challenge one’s own thinking is to think in metaphors.
A metaphor is a figure of speech that uses a word or a phrase to describe an object or an idea, with which
it has no relation. The ability to think in metaphors increases the chance of finding surprising solutions to
problems. Metaphoric thinking enables individuals to see similarities among things that are very different
– it is a characteristic of creative thinking. Metaphoric thinking can help individuals to see a relationship
between the problem and something else.
Now stop and imagine that you wish to increase your productivity at work. Your problem can be
described with the following question: how can I become more productive at work? What ideas concerning
the problem do the following questions bring to mind?
16
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Metaphoric questions:
• If your problem was an animal, what animal would it be? Why?
• A cheeseburger is like the solution to your problem because ...
• How can your problem be compared to a lantern? What components are similar? How can the
similarities and differences give you new ideas?
• How much is an iceberg similar to the idea that could solve the problem?
• If your problem was a meadow, what type of weeds would grow there? How would you get rid
of the weeds?
• How is a road map similar to your problem? What ideas come to mind from this analogy?
• How would a dog’s bark help to solve this problem? How can you hear the problem? What sound
does your problem make? What makes a similar sound? How can these things inspire new ideas?
• What are the similarities between a half-eaten cold pizza and your problem?
• If your problem was a football team, what team would it be? How would this team overcome
problems? What about other personnel? Strategies? Game plans?
• What famous historical figure reminds you of the essence of your problem? Why? What ideas
could this historical figure offer you?
(Source: Obrazcovas V. “Kūrybinis problemų sprendimas”. Vilnius, 2012)
Task 6. How many squares are there in the Figure?
Study the Illustration below and determine the number of squares in it.

The Illustration contains .................................. squares.
Put all your attention skills. Look at the Illustration from a different angle or scroll through a
sheet of paper from left to right, or from top to bottom. Can you still find the extra squares? Look at the
Illustration from a different angle or scan the page from left to right or from top to bottom. Can you find
any additional squares after another look?
How many squares do you see?
If you said 22, 23, or even 29 – keep looking. There’s more! The Illustration contains ..............
.................... squares.
There is no right answer and V. Obrazcovas (2012) explains why through the following story:
Creativity Methods
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A little boy once said, “I see an infinite number of squares.” Insisted to explain his answer, he
said, “Imagine that this is a long tube-like intestine, but it is square rather than round, and endlessly
long. I’m looking at only one end-to upper row of squares, and they still go on and on. “Now, how many
of those squares can you find?” Answer: .................................. .
Task 7. Meet an apple
Examine the apple in the Illustration or pick up some apples. What characteristics can you point
out? Try to name as many as you can.

What did you notice? Some high school students listed 50 or more things that they noticed about
the surface of the apple?
While determining the characteristics of the apple, think of the type of information that you are
able to acquire by just touching it? (i.e. texture, form, sharpness or dullness, temperature, etc.). What
information can you gather by smelling the apple? By listening to it? By watching it?
List your findings below.
...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

And now really FOCUS. Surprise yourself. Now what can you say about an apple, you always
overlooked previously? Maybe these words will help you to see new and unusual things:
Sight
colour
Distance
Density
Structure
Speed
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Sound
Clatter
Tone
Rate
Noise
Area

Taste
Salty
Sweet
Tasteless
Sharp
Sear

Touch
Tough
Soft
Rough
Equal
Size

Smell
Aroma
burnt
Perfume
Clean
Dirty
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Contrast
Attention
Line
Shadow

Depth
Quiver
Voiceless
Inharmonious
sounds

Fruitful
Unripe
Sour
Aromatic

Viscosity
Pourability
Humid
Friability

Fermentation
Silty
Fresh
Punky

(source: Obrazcovas V. “Kūrybinis problemų sprendimas”. Vilnius, 2012)

Use the following objects for this exercise: oranges, a radio, nail clippers, watches, and plastic
bandages. List your findings below.
...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

...............................................................................

Task 8. Stranger than fiction
Every time you read a newspaper or magazine or watch the news on TV, you are the data collector.
If you are really observant, then in every story you will find a lot of information.
Task: Read the article below and select or highlight the data that you find.
Would Anyone Want 10 tons of Old Money?
VILNIUS. The bank of Lithuania every year, just imagine, loses (throws away) 10 tons of money of course, chopped-and civil servants (officials) are looking for what could recycle the old notes.
The bank representative says that the bank transports the destroyed to the dump but it would be a
good idea to find more useful and less expensive ways to get rid of the paper.
“These days the trend is to recycle everything what is possible,“ said a representative in this
interview. “Some companies use the money to make small goods such as pens and paperweights but this
market is limited,“ he said.
According to the bank representative, the efforts to use the destroyed paper for panels and roof
coatings have not been very effective. The Finance Ministry will not allow cash to be used for an even
greater amount of paper produced because the final product may be ideal for future counterfeiters.
The representative suggested that the money could be used as an insulating material, but they do
not know of anyone who would have tried this.
The main difficulty of getting rid of the money is that the Ministry of Finance requires the buyers
to take the whole 10 tons of cargo each year.
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How much and what information were you able to gather from this short article? Be sure to
carefully look at some new, different or unusual perspectives-remember that there are many types of data!
Write your findings below:
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
Compare your findings with the findings of the author of the exercise: is there any information that
you did not register? Is there any information that the author did not mention?
Findings:
1. Vilnius.
2. Bank of Lithuania
3. Unnecessary emissions.
4. 10 tons
5. Money (LTL)
6. Every year
7. First crushes (destroys)
8. Civil servants included (bureaucrats)
9. Looking for something.
10. Processing of shredded banknotes.
11. Money notes get old then they are shredded.
12. The bank representative represents the bank.
13. Money was moved.
14. To a dump.
15. Bank wants more useful ideas.
16. The bank is required to dispose destroyed (shredded) paper.
17. The bank wants to reduce costs.
18. An interview was taken from the representative.
19. Recently.
20. Relates the problem with the common understanding of recycling.
21. They are aware of specific use.
22. Unusual modern writing pens.
23. Innovation in the market is limited.
24. Tried to use in practice.
25. Panels.
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26. Roofing.
27. According to the bank representative, it was not effective.
28. The Ministry of Finance included.
29. The Ministry of Finance has rules.
30. Cannot be used in paper production.
31. This paper is too good.
32. It may lead to counterfeiters.
33. Bank representative’s idea: the insulation material.
34. No one knows if anyone has tried it.
35. One “string“ is added.
36. Buyer will not deliver.
37. It is required to take all 10 tons.
38. Every year.
39. Title of the article consists of 8 words.
40. 6 paragraphs.
41. 8 sentences.
42. Article is from X news agencies.
43. There is no author.
44. 2 quotes.
45. No semicolon.
46. Two hyphens.
(source: Obrazcovas V. “Kūrybinis problemų sprendimas”. Vilnius, 2012)

Task 9. Are you innovative at work?
This question analyses what you think about novelties and changes at work. Do you agree or
disagree with the following statements (indicate the appropriate number)?
Totally
Disagree

Disagree

Not
sure

Agree

Totally
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

I try to implement new work methods.
I have ideas that could improve work.
I offer new work methods to the people that I work with.
I take part in the changes in team work and tasks
I am open to new ideas that could improve my work.
The average score of 250 men and women was 19.0. If your score is 20 or more points, you tend to be innovative.
Calculate the average score of your team to determine whether your team tends to be innovative or not. If the average
score is high, it is very likely that the team will offer creative ideas.
Source: West M. A. (2011)
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Answers to tasks 1, 2, 3, and 4
Task 1 solution:

Task 2 solution: make a pyramid out of the matches.
Task 3 solution. The problem can be solved by transferring a single coin from the right branch to
the left branch and transferring the last coin that is below to the location in the centre, placing it on
the top of the coin that is in the centre.

Task 4 solution: Move the coin and three matches or toothpicks as shown below:
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Chapter Two
DETERMINANTS OF CREATIVITY AND
STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT

The Aim of the Chapter – to provide theoretical and practical knowledge and skills, which
would enable the reader:
• to HIGHLIGHT the factors that determine creativity
• to DESCRIBE an environment that stimulates creativity
The following concepts were used in this chapter:
Creativity Fostering – the result of a continuous individual interaction with other individuals and
with the environment.
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It is important to mention that creativity is not an inborn talent or skill but a behaviour that could be
learnt by everyone. Creativity - is a skill that is learned and can be acquired by all. According to studies,
the stereotype that creativity is an innate human trait is only partially true. Intellect and personal traits bear
an impact on the initial stages of the development of creativity. However, desire and proper effort may
foster such traits as well. In 1962, I. W. Getzels and P. O. Jackson have conducted a study, which sought
to determine the relationship between intellect and creativity. Teenagers participated in this study. They
were divided up into two groups based on their intelligence quotient (IQ -150 and IQ -127). The study
concluded that highly intelligent teenagers were not necessarily creative, and that creative teenagers were
not necessarily intelligent. In other words, it was concluded that the creativity and intelligence has little
interrelation. Creativity is learned through various experiences, new impressions, learning and activities
(Beresniavicius, 2006).
Creativity Fostering – the result of a continuous individual interaction with other individuals and
with the environment. Ind and Watt (2004) present the following characteristics of an environment that
encourages individuals to foster creativity:
a) confidence: secure, relationships based on trust and tolerant environment are important factors
for people to take risks, try something out, and learn from mistakes;
b) freedom of action: it is possible to creatively apply knowledge only when people can choose
what and how they want to do;
c) a variety of contexts: the learners have to try different contexts in which they can apply the
knowledge;
d) appropriate balance of risk and skills: expressing creativity needs the challenges that greet the
necessary skills and knowledge;
e) interactive exchange of knowledge and information: creativity fosters continuous exchange of
ideas, feedback and evaluation of the environment;
f) Tangible results: creative powers and motivation are strengthened by motivation to achieve real
results, implemented specific changes (Ind, Watt, 2004).
R. J. Sternberg (2000) denies the creative theorists’ idea that creativity is a constant, almost
unchanging ability. In contrast, creativity is learnt by developing the necessary approach to work, life,
and learning to make the right decisions. According to the author, creative people cannot be recognised
by tests showing their creative skills, but more in terms of the decisions they make. This ability is learned
and could be changed. Any person can decide to be creative (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
One of the factors that determine creativity is group work, which has an impact on creative productivity.
A. B. VanGundy (1984, quoted from Puccio, 1999) refers to the advantages of group work:
group work expands the scope of knowledge, it is less error-prone, creates the unique problem solving
techniques, participants are more satisfied with their decisions, increases efficiency of solutions, has less
fear of risk, develops (generates) more diverse and higher quality ideas, wrong decisions are quickly
rejected, mistakes are identified, the participants control their behaviour more, more interest in the task is
taken, complicated problems are more effectively solved.
Studying environment has a lot of influence to reveal the creative abilities. The following key
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dimensions for conductive atmosphere to creative thinking are distinguished: interesting, freedom, ideas,
support, confidence, dynamism, playfulness, debates, specific time to generate ideas, the ability to take risks.
The appropriate group leader’s behaviour increases the creativity learning efficiency. G. J. Puccio
(1999) notes that it is particularly important if the leader is able to listen, ask questions, direct the group
in different processes in the right direction, say the instructions, teach to build a consensus, help the group
members to share ideas on how best to make decisions, achieve goals or perform other actions (Grakauskaite-Karkosckiene, 2006). Leaders facilitating the work (called “facilitative”) stimulate to act boldly
and decisively, manage to include all participants in the creative work, help to develop creative potential
opportunities and understand the meaning of this activity.
T. M. Amabile (1983), who investigated the favourable atmosphere for creativity, argues that
creativity-stimulating factors are characteristics of the organisation of work (for example, encouragement
to take risks, innovation and evaluation of new ideas, encouragement of creative behaviour and so on);
support of superiors (clear objective presentation, accepting different opinions without criticising them);
support of the work group (all members of the group use skills, openness to new ideas and suggestions,
cooperation, good relations with the same purpose); freedom (autonomy of the members of the group
performing a task, granting them freedom to make their own decisions and self-control); interesting
activities (motivating activities, inspirational intellectual activity) (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
Another significant condition for creativity is a favourable organisational attitude towards new
ideas, and the abilities to implement them. This means that the opportunities for the free and open
exchange of ideas, including questionable ideas, have to be established. The generation of new ideas is
hindered by the following statements:
• It is a good idea, but...
• It is not serious
• You are completely wrong
• I do not want to agree with that
• That is wrong!
• I do not want to hurt you, but....
• This is hilarious!
• Present this in written form
• Can you prove this?
• Stop! Stop! Stop!
• It will not work out
• We shall see....
• You are not listening to what I am saying
• You are here only for few months so far, and I am here for 15 years!
• Let’s postpone this matter
• This is interesting! (Then other topics are discussed)
• He (she) brought up a very good idea (it is said copying the voice of the superior person but the
idea itself is ignored)
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• I do not want to criticise, but....
• We are not ready yet
• Higher authority will not agree to this idea
• We have tried this before
• It is too risky (Almonaitiene, 2006)
In order that employees would not be afraid to look for new solutions, not only the final product,
but also the effort to create it should be evaluated. In addition, everyone should know that he or she will
receive support even in the case of failure. On the other hand, the pressure on one worker when too much
hope is placed expecting that he or she alone will suddenly revolutionise the entire organisation is very
unfavourable for creativity.
Creativity develops and grows in environments that do not destroy individual confidence and that
offer opportunities for them to perform their work better. These include incentives such as letting the
employee know that his or her competence is assessed positively, while allowing for improvement in the
selected area, is given more time or other resources are found to implement their ideas.
In the opinion of G. Beresniavicius (2006), in order to increase levels of creativity, employees
have to be encouraged to make decisions on their own because decision-making requires creative thought.
Creativity is associated with initiative. Therefore, employees need to have the opportunity to show initiative.
Creativity obstacles, according to T. M. Amabie are organisational (internal competition,
conservatism, rigid management structure), as well as excessive workloads (when it is given too little time
to accomplish the tasks or project).
J. Almonaitiene (2006) explains that “traditional” strictly hierarchical organisations are not
conducive to creativity. Employee initiative is harmed by artificially created distance between the
different levels of employees, which is the characteristic of traditional organisations. Often, it is
accompanied by real or perceived distrust in the competence of subordinates, trivial supervision and
control. This frustrates the creativity of employees: under these conditions the probability for the assigned
work is made informally and uniquely.
Managers, who are overly fond of giving orders and who desire to control absolutely everything,
do not only impose certain tasks upon their employees, but also tell them how they should perform
these tasks. Creativity requires the freedom to choose one’s own methods of performance. J.Almonaitiene says that flexible instructions that leave room for the employee to choose stimulate the growth
of creativity. By eliminating certain bureaucratic rules that apply to the workers, they would become
free to take initiative. This way, everyone would be enabled to use their potential by doing what they
are best at. Therefore, one of the ways that stimulate the growth of creativity, is the minimisation of
hierarchical relations. The author proposes to decrease the number of “steps“ in the hierarchy (which
in turn forces certain employees to take on more responsibility because that is how they are enabled to
make decisions on their own) and to grant as much autonomy as it is possible to the employees (if they
have the opportunities to solve problems on their own, they will be more keen on seeking unconventional solutions).
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E. Fromm (1959) lists five conditions to reveal creativity:
1. The main condition is the ability to be surprised. For example, a scientist observes phenomena
which were not noticed by anyone but for him or her, something that is already clear to others
becomes a problem, his or her mind starts working. That is the beginning of discovery.
2. Ability to focus, comprehend oneself as a real, able to create and at the same able to step outside
one’s own personality limits, connect with others and feel the unity with the world.
3. Personal “I” experience. “I” feeling means personal experience that is the real centre of the
world and initiator of activities. Feeling themselves is essential to every person. When a person
comprehends his or her individuality, they “separate” themselves from the group comprehending
better what is happening with them and what they are capable of.
4. Ability to accept the conflict and tension instead of avoiding them. Tension is a condition for
person’s existence, essential for spiritual strength and development of their creative imagination.
A conflict is the source of development, strength and surprise, helping to discover, understand new
opportunities in oneself.
5. Bravery and faith, allowing trusting one’s own experience and allowing any new experience
to appear. Being brave means to allow disappearing what is known and dare to be different and
sustain isolation. (Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).
According to H. S. Jakobsen and S. Rebsdorf (2008), one of the most important elements of
creative prosperous behaviour is the individual human disposition to do something unexpected, something
that has not been done yet and is risky. This desire to experience the inner satisfaction is often hampered
by external beliefs and situational factors that arise as barriers to creativity. Often, these barriers are not
caused by personal beliefs but by fear and anxiety, considering what will be said or done and how it will
be greeted by others. The authors present four groups of factors that hinder creativity:
1. Will I be able to?
• Commit myself.
• Not to be controlling.
• Experience rejection.
Usually most people are judged by their deeds and successes, whereas commitment in advance to
something one is not sure of is risky, because one can lose control; it may be that what is discovered, will
be rejected and that a person will not receive support. Therefore, the safest way is to start when you are
convinced that are able to cope with the task or situation.
2. Will I dare?
• Fear of surprises.
• Choosing a firm “No”.
• Rejecting using “But”.
However, “no” is usually not used as a denial, but as the expression of the recipient’s
misunderstanding, confusion, lack of support, opposition, and so on, while in order to avoid surprises,
the process is stopped after taking the word “no”. “No” can be usually told in many different ways, for
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example, using the related word “but“ as the initial approval (yes, but ..., a good idea, but ... and so on.).
3. Am I suitable?
• Fear of losing reputation.
• Fear to experience pain.
• Fear of reality.
Humans are not pleased to fail. Despite the appalling nature of the situation, they are embarrassed
in front of their colleagues, friends and so on. Therefore, both for the individual and their environment
there are high standards to change that fear.
4. Am I talented enough?
• Fear of failure.
• Fear of wrong choice.
• Fear that something will fail.
When finally there is enough courage to do something, there always remains the fear that what is
done will not work; that major mistakes are done or wrong decisions are implemented. However, when
the fear that this “litter” will work is replace by the fact that everything works as expected, the situation
get easier. However, when you want to show something new, there are always risks.
C. R. Rogers proposes two groups of premises that are necessary for constructive creativity:
internal and external. C. R. Rogers defines three inner conditions that are needed for constructive creativity:
1. Openness to experience. Openness - is the exact opposite of frigidity, it is the tolerance of
ambiguity, the ability to accept even the most controversial information, without rejecting anything that
is happening.
2. Internal assessment directives. This is the most important condition for creativity. The essential
feature of this condition is that the product is being designed not for praise or criticism, but is an important
for the developer itself. The developer is able to assess what is developed on the basis of his or her own
internal sources, and not on other people’s evaluations or criticism.
3. The ability to combine unusual concepts or the received information items. This ability is not
as important as the first two, but the ability to freely, without any fear, spontaneously combining different
ideas, forms, links, “play“ with elements and concepts and create unexpected combinations from them,
embody them, raise a variety of hypotheses and give them a shape, see the problems where everything
seems clear from the first glance is a must.
The conditions for external creative unfolding, according to C. R. Rogers, is the psychological
safety and psychological freedom.
1. Psychological safety is created in three ways::
• Fully recognising person’s value without any preconditions and requirements. This prior
provision is real only when we get to know the person’s potential personality characteristics and believe
their abilities. With this approach, the individual feels safe and gradually realises and feels that they are
valued just the way they are.
• Not judging another person. We help other people to become another creative when we cease
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to judge others according to our created system of values. When the other does not feel the external
evaluation, one gets possible to rely on his/her inner experiences and realise that the source of assessment
lies in themselves. The main thing is not to judge each other, to have one’s own opinion and allow the
other person to follow his or her own opinion. Another person is allowed not to worry about what others
think because the right to have their own internal criteria is reserved.
Accepting the other person emphatically. If one is able to empathise with what the other is
thinking, feeling, perceiving, then there is the real opportunity to feel safe is given as well as to express
their authentic “Me”.
2. Psychological freedom can be given by people around. C. R. Rogers believes that parents,
teachers, and therapists can provide freedom for a person to freely express their innermost feelings,
thoughts, and states
American psychologists G. Lindsay, K. Holo and R. Thompson has listed the following
barriers to creativity: conformism, the fear of new ideas, rigid thought, the desire to find the right answer
immediately, non-critical admiration for one’s own ideas, the lack of time for ideas to mature, avoiding
anxiety and tension, self-criticism and the fear of failure (quote according to Grakauskaite-Karkockiene, 2006).

SELF-COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. What should the manager of an organisation or the leader of a team do to stimulate the growth
of creativity and innovation of their teams?
2. What are the characteristics of an environment that stimulates creativity?
3. Which of the aforementioned characteristics are the most important? Why?
4. What has an impact on the effectiveness of learning creativity?
5. Provide five examples of barriers to the creation of new ideas.
6. How does a strict hierarchical organisational structure hinder creativity?
7. List the barriers to creativity.
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Chapter Three
CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVING

The Aim of the Chapter – to provide theoretical and practical knowledge and skills, which
would enable the reader:
• to EXPLAIN the differences between traditional and creative problem-solving
• to DESCRIBE the stages of problem-solving
• to DESCRIBE the importance and location of convergent and divergent thinking in the
problem-solving process
• to DESCRIBE the barriers to creative problem-solving
The following concepts were used in this chapter:
Problem – 1) a deviation from requirements and expectations; 2) the instance when actual
information or the situation is different from what should be; 3) an undesirable event,
situation, tendency; 4) the difference between the present and the future, desired state, or obstacles,
difficulties.
Divergent Thinking – the search for multiple possible solutions to a single problem, where an
individual returns to square one many times and starts over in a different way.
Convergent Thinking – a strategy that aims at finding the one right solution to the problem, where
all ideas are focused on a single premise.
Mental Attitude – the tendency to solve problems in a specific way, especially if it was proven to
work in the past.
Functional Fixedness – the tendency to think that objects serve their usual functions only, which in
turn impedes the resolution of problems.
Confirmation Bias – the tendency to only search for information that would support one’s own
preconceived opinion.
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Creative thinking (not traditional) offers unusual and unconventional, slightly risky but effective
solutions. Some are concerned about the application of creative thinking in working life, because they
fear to experiment, take risks, or get out of their comfort zone. I assume that this fear is associated with a
degree of uncertainty that we experience trying to innovate. Creative solutions promote change to which
we respond most vitally. By taking creative solutions in dealing with uncertainty we ask ourselves - will
it work?, will it work out?, or nothing bad will happen to me if I am ...?
The process of creation is often considered a certain way of problem-solving, which is
characterised by specific characteristics. A problem is:
• a deviation from requirements and expectations;
• the instance when actual information or the situation is different from what should be;
• an undesirable event, situation, tendency;
• the difference between the present and the future, desired state, or obstacles, difficulties, etc.
According to J. Almonaitiene (2006), any kind of problem-solving has several stages. It is the identification of the problem, the collection of necessary information, the selection of appropriate strategies to
solve the problem, the search for a solution, and the inspection and adjustment of the end-result.
V. Obrazcovas (2012) suggests other stages for creative problem-solving:
1. Troubleshooting and evaluation (perception of the current situation).
2. Data search and collection of facts.
3. Defining and reformulating the problem (structuring).
4. Search and generation of ideas.
5. Search of root of the problem, causes and solution (optional).
6. The implementation of the decision.
Various creativity methods are implemented with stages 4 and 5 (more on creativity methods in
Chapter Four).
Creativity is not only a continuous listing of crazy ideas allowing each idea to be expressed without
discussion and evaluation, but also a choice of good ideas. In the creative problem-solving process, we
learn to apply effective techniques while generating and evaluating ideas and reaching valuable balance
between divergence and convergence. It is a state of dynamic equilibrium, making a creative problem
solving process powerful and valuable.
Divergent thinking - this is a quest searching of number of possible solutions to the problem over
and over again when it is returned to the starting point and from there it tries to go in other directions.
It juxtaposed to convergent thinking - a strategy directed towards finding a sole solution; applying it, all
thoughts concentrate (focuses, converges) on one premise. If a convergent thinker chooses one of the
possibilities, then a divergent thinker would search for possibilities – he/she would not select from what
is available.
It should be noted that the convergent and divergent thinking as favourable and unfavourable
juxtaposition to the creativity strategy is not quite reasonable: although divergent thinking is more
effective for generating of ideas in the solution-seeking stage, but in the solution verification and
elaborating of ideas stage, it is necessary to have convergent thinking.
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This means that both types of thinking are needed: divergent thinking enables individuals to see
things from different perspectives and to perform creative leaps from the problem or object to various
associations and creative solutions, while convergent thinking flips the logic switch and helps the individual to select a solution that would be realistic and implementable.

Illustration 3. Divergence and convergence within the stages of problem-solving (V.Obrazcovas, 2012)
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It is believed that creative problem-solving has specific characteristics that are not shared with
other ways of solving problems.
J. Almonaitiene (2006) explains that the following elements make creative problems solving unique:
• The nature of the problem being solved. One of the most commonly reported characteristics
of creative problem solving - the problem itself is not quite clear and is not defined. Before you
start to solve the problem, you need to clarify, formulate or even detect, and discern. Therefore,
creativity is sometimes described as the task with vague solution.
• Specific thinking strategies - second creative problem solving feature. (Thinking strategy - it is
the plan of actions to be carried out in finding a solution). One of these strategies can be considered
divergent thinking.
• Mental processes are important for enabling to find a solution. Many scientists and artists say
that the original solutions to complex problems often come to mind quite unexpectedly, when one
is thinking about completely different things, and sometimes they are even found in their dreams
while sleeping. This encourages the presumption that an important role in creating something lies
on unconscious processes and intuition.
The “Paths to the World of Ideas“, presented in the book “The Development of Ideas and Creative
Innovation“ by H. S. Jacobsen and S. Rebsdorf (2008), are divided into four categories by their reasons
for emergence:
1. Without any reason – we call it the natural method. Ideas arise without searching them in
particularly because thinking is a part of one’s existence. Such ideas usually come at the relaxing
circumstances, for example, while taking a stroll in the forest, swimming, jogging, fishing, before
falling asleep and so on. Such ideas are not provoked by any problems; therefore, no action are
taken further.
2. Inspiration – we call it a free association. Ideas arise just observing something without any
particular need.
3. Working - we call it “here it is!“ approach. New, not searched for particularly ideas appear when
solving a specific problem. The problem should have been simply resolved.
4. Recognised need - we call it idleness. When the need arises to alleviate some of the things, you
generate ideas when in fact the process of search for ideas is absent. For most ordinary people living as easy as possible is usual.
When solving problems in a creative manner, it is important to detect, identify barriers to creative
thinking and interferences because their perception is the first step to overcoming them.
Knowledge of the barriers to creative thinking helps to create a personal behaviour that encourages
creativity. Some external or environmental factors are very important for establishing and maintaining a
climate of creativity. Introducing these factors the situational barriers interference resistance can be easily
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overcome. V. Obrazcovas (2012) lists several recommendations that help to create an atmosphere of
creativity:
• Accept previously unrecognised and unusual potential.
• Encourage the initiated projects by the employees themselves.
• Allow and encourage individuals to achieve success in their field and have their way.
• Reduce pressure and establish the climate of impunity.
• Support and encourage unconventional ideas and individual feedback.
• Adapt to individual interests and ideas.
• Give individuals time to think and realise their creative ideas. Creativity does not occur
immediately and spontaneously.
• Build an atmosphere of mutual respect and acceptance among individuals, so that they share
ideas, grow into and learn from each other as well as individually.
• To foster a warm and friendly atmosphere as it provides a sense of freedom and security for
thought.
• Encourage challenging questions: do not limit yourself with one type or one answer to a question.
• Do not be afraid to start something new and different.
Barriers to creative thinking V. Obrazcovas (2012) divided into three main categories: situational,
personal and organisational barriers.
SITUATIONAL BARRIERS
Situational barriers include critical thinking elements of the immediate environment, as well as
cultural and sociological aspects.
1. The scientific argument or explanation becomes a panacea. This approach encourages the
attitude that rationality, logic, reliance on numbers, practicality and tradition are good whereas
feelings, intuition, qualitative judgments, delight and change are bad. Playfulness is seen as only
appropriate for children, and the imagination and reflection - only as a waste of time. Thus, there is
the opinion that the problem solving is a very serious matter and there is no room for humour. This
approach violates the delicate, weak balance necessary for creativity.
2. Resistance to new ideas. This resistance is usually seen as a criticism of new ideas. Novelty
and innovativeness are perceived as a threat to existing security or status. The main concern of the
current situation in the status quo, as well as a lack of desire to fix the problems.
3. Negative approach to creative thinking. There may be plenty of time to work, but not a bit of
time for creative thinking.
4. Autocratic decision-making. Repeated decisions from the top down can silence all others,
because everything is decided for them.
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PERSONAL BARRIERS
Personal creativity barriers are associated with perceptual limitations or emotional issues, which
limit the ability to recognise and respond to the new challenges and problems.
1. Lack of self-confidence. A person who lacks self-confidence, will fear failure and avoid risk.
Also associated with the fear of heavy criticism and being alone.
2. Tendency to obey. This barrier promotes comparison tendency and limits access to areas of the
imagination.
3. Emotional numbness. Situation when it is difficult to create interest and there is a lack of
challenge. This encourages just responding to the problem, but does not prompt to engage in
preventive issues.
4. Focus. This tendency means that you are too deep into the situation.
5. Too much enthusiasm. Too strong desire to achieve quick success can provoke jumping too fast
into a solution. Extreme zeal can lead to failure and not leave time to incubate.
6. Lack of imagination control. This difficulty means too much access to the limits of your
imagination that you think could be used. The lack of imagination control may lead to an inability
to distinguish between the reality and fantasy.
ORGANISATION BARRIERS
These barriers for problem-solving are more associated with cognitive thinking activity.
1. Decision consolidation or permanence. This barrier is related to one-sided emphasis on the
problem (a quick identification of the problem). This immutability encourage forces to get hold
of and implementation of the first idea that comes to the head, instead of creating a number of
alternatives from which a solution is selected.
2. Early decisions. This is the most common barrier to creative thinking. It relates to the failure
to set aside the solution and put greater emphasis on discussion itself, rather than the generation
of ideas. Such barriers are often illustrated by an individual who is required to have only specific
practical and complete ideas.
3. Habit transfer. When there is a provision that the previous strategy has been successful and has
the same value to other new situations.
4. Applying of false approaches. Dealing with incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete
information may mislead. Inadequate definition of the problem (formulation) may divert you from the
correct path. Seeing problems from the narrow point of view, the exclusion of the diversity of views
reduce efficiency and can lead to difficulties in isolating the real problem. Sometimes the choice of a
comfortable position can cram into a lull and obviously clear the problem boundaries.
5. Rigidity. A person’s inability to move from one problem solution to another blocks other
strategies and techniques that may be necessary for the application.
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According to D. G. Myers (2008), solving problems is seriously hampered by the tendency to look
for such information that confirms preconceived notions. Scholars call this the confirmation bias. Peter
Wason (1960) showed this trend by providing a British university students with a three-digit sequence (24-6) and asking to guess under which rule the sequence of number is made (there were some simple rules:
any three increasing numbers.) Before submitting the answers the students themselves made a threenumber sequences, and Wason would tell them every time whether the sequence corresponds to the rule.
When students seemed that they really understood the rule, they would say it. What was the result?
Seldom correct, but always was not in doubt for solvers: many Wason’s students had believed the false
rule. Mostly they raised the wrong idea (“apparently calculated every two”), and then searched for
evidence to support it only (by checking the number of sequences as 6-8-10, 100-102-104, etc.)
These experiments show that we desire more evidence to support our idea, than those who would
deny them (Kalyman and Ha 1987, Skov and Sherman, 1986). For instance, it is more likely that the
business managers would take interest in more successful work of the people they have employed, but not
of those who were not employed, because it helps them to confirm their imaginary ability to select good
employees.
Another tendency hindering problem-solving is called fixation. It is the inability to see the
problem from anew, which hinders its solution. When person imagines the wrong problem, it is difficult
to change the decision.
D. G. Myers presents two types of fixation:
• Mental set – tendency to solve a problem in a particular way especially if that way was proved
to be successful earlier. Mental set is based on our tendency to look at the problem in view of previous
experience. In fact, often successful solutions in the past are suitable also for new problems to solve.
Answer the following: What should be three last letters of this sequence: O-T-T-F-?-?-? According to D.
G. Myers, it is difficult for many people to guess that the last three letters are F (five), S (six), S (seven).
Nevertheless, after this task it is easier to solve the other one: What should be three last letters of this
sequence: J-F-M-M-?-?-? It is not difficult to understand that these are now the first letters of each
month. However, Myers notes that sometimes the mental set based on experience, prevents making of new
decisions in the context of the new problem.
• Functional fixedness - tendency to think that things have only the usual functions; that hinders
finding a solution. It is a human tendency to only think about the object functions that the human is aware
of. Some people can turn their house upside down looking for a screwdriver, despite the fact that they can
simply screw in a screw with a 2 cent coin.
New perception of things as we know them and their linking is an important aspect of creativity.
As stereotypes shape our perceptions of people (we can forget that the fire-fighters and first aid specialists
can also be good cooks) in the same way fixation shape our perception of objects.
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SELF-COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. What do we call a problem?
2. Which type of thinking does creative problem solving require: convergent or divergent?
3. What do we call convergent thinking?
4. What do we call divergent thinking?
5. What are the stages of the problem-saving process?
6. How is divergent and convergent thinking manifested in problem-solving?
7. What are the barriers to creative problem solving?
8. What are the differences between traditional and creative problem-solving?
9. What impact do mental attitude and functional fixedness have on problem-solving?
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Chapter Four
CREATIVITY METHODS

The Aim of the Chapter – to provide theoretical and practical knowledge and skills, which
would enable the reader:
• to EXPLAIN the application of creativity methods
• to DESCRIBE the methods for generating ideas
• to DESCRIBE the methods for selecting ideas
• to APPLY creativity methods in various situations

The following concepts were used in this chapter:
Unconventional methods of fostering creativity are meant to do just that - to foster creativity skills;
they develop characteristics that are necessary for creativity.
Formal methods of fostering creativity are meant for the stimulation of the idea generation process.
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All creativity methods can be classified into methods that apply to individuals and methods that
apply to groups. It is noteworthy to mention that all personal methods can be applied to groups, but not all
group methods can be applied to individuals.
R. Strazdas, R. Bareika, and E. Tolocka (2010) point out two main principles, by which group
methods function:
1. Uniting group member potential. It was already mentioned that creativity requires both
divergent and convergent thinking. Most of the time, individuals have either one well developed way
of thinking, or the other. In such a case, if the product is designed and produced separately, the creation
process often maintains a low level of efficiency. It is similar to running with one leg. However, if a single
group contains both good convergent and divergent thinkers, one should expect good results. However,
that is not always the case. The main reason as to why this is a problem is that convergent thinkers cannot
work together with divergent thinkers. If work processes are not properly structured, group members will
more likely disturb each other rather than be of any help. If we run again with the leg analogy, it would
be like two people, both having just one functioning leg, attempting to run together. If there is not proper
synchronisation between the two, they would only interfere with each other. In such a case, it would seem
faster to jump on one leg individually instead of trying to run together.
However, differences between the way people think – whether they are divergent or
convergent thinkers – are just one side of it. There are also differences in knowledge, perception, experience,
personality, which hinder effective interaction and cause conflicts. The more different individuals are,
the more frequent are miscommunication and conflicts. In order to harmonise and to use group member
potential properly, it is necessary to apply methods that would establish a structure within group
processes. This structure would have to unite the strengths of the group and would have to ensure that
conflicts due to differences are avoided.
2. Using other members of the group as stimulants. It is the phenomenon when the words or
ideas, arguments, pictures, experiences and emotions, looks and similar aspects work as stimulants
for the rest of the group. This way, group members affect each other and are challenged beyond their
own way of thinking. This is also the way to reach unconventional and original results. Creativity
methods, based on this principle, are meant to structure work in a way that would allow the stimuli to be
better expressed and which would ensure that the stimuli will reach their audience. If group work is not
properly structured, group member stimuli can be weak and / or they may not receive it at all. In such a
case, standard template results will be reached.
Such methods are, however, mostly used with the generating of ideas. The aim is to generate as
many different ideas as possible without evaluating them. Methods that are based on the principle of
uniting the potential of the group are often utilised for both generating and evaluating of ideas.
A. B. VanGundy distinguishes between formal and informal methods for stimulating creativity.
Unconventional methods of fostering creativity are meant to do just that - to foster creativity skills. They
develop the personal characteristics that are needed for creativity. The characteristics largely depend on
the field of activity that they are being developed in. For instance, visual artists develop a sensitivity for
colour, painting techniques, attentiveness, etc. It is a long process and the results are only visible after a
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certain amount of time. Teaching creativity focuses on utilising the potential for it and stimulates activities
concerning it.
According to A. B. VanGundy, formal methods are specifically used for the stimulation of the idea
generation processes. These methods do not directly foster the ability to create. Instead, it is a measure,
by which unique and unconventional ideas are created. A short-term effect appears. The author exemplifies this: “It is like a bicycle to a runner. It allows the runner to travel from point A to point B at a faster
pace. Even if individuals are not trained to be cyclists, they will still reach their destination faster than
a runner would. However, if they get off the bicycles, their abilities to run will have remained the same.
In fact, cycling will often increase overall physical activity and will indirectly and positively affect the
abilities that are needed to run faster”. The method for generating ideas is used in a similar way. Even
individuals with poor pools for creativity would be able to generate some interesting ideas with the use of this
method. Such methods do not have a direct impact on their level of creativity. However, frequent use of
these methods will ultimately increase it.
The classification of formal methods is based on the following aspects:
• Use (group and personal);
• The complexity of the application (complex, of medium complexity, simple);
• Stimuli used (visual, audio, kinaesthetic, and mixed stimuli);
• The relationship between the object being created and the stimuli used (related or unrelated stimuli);
• The application of stimuli used (coercive or free application of stimuli);
• The level of structure (strict, average, weak);
• Overall effect (that impact the creator, the environment, the process of creation);
• Effect on the creator (stimulating divergent or convergent thinking);
• Effect on the creative environment (affecting the micro-creativity or macro-creativity
environment, or bearing no impact) (Strazdas, Bareika, Tolocka, 2010)
A. B. VanGundy (2008) states that all methods of generating ideas are different depending on how
related, non-related, or both types of stimuli are used.
Stimuli can be very different: words, images, sounds, emotions, senses, smells, etc. Related
stimuli are directly related to the object that is being created. If the object is, for instance, a chair, then
direct stimuli can be images of chairs, the history of how they are applied, words that describe chairs,
questions on the use of chairs, chair testing, and many more. (Strazdas, Jancoras, 2011)
For instance, if one there is a desire to generate ideas on how a laptop computer could be improved
(it is a problem and a task), it is first necessary to consider its components and functions and to start from
there (related stimuli). One idea could be to create hardware and software that would adjust the brightness
of the screen in accordance with the ambient level of light.
However, some problems require external stimuli, i.e. stimuli that would not be directly related to
the object, the purpose of which is to provoke the generating of various ideas. Non-related stimuli are not
directly related to the object that is being created. For example, when generating ideas for a new chair, one
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may use stimuli that are not directly related to chairs, which would enable individuals to come up with
original and unconventional ideas. These could be various shapes and forms that are created by nature,
whether alive or not, these could be smells, objects created by other individuals that are not related with
chairs or their functions (Strazdas, Jancoras, 2011).
According to A. B. VanGundy, unrelated stimuli can be found anywhere. These are typically
words, images, or objects that have nothing to do with the task at hand. The more distant the stimuli are
from each other, the better. In this case, in order to improve a computer, one may resort to investigating
a motor vehicle for possible stimuli: maybe computers need a button that would turn on the alarm on the
computer. If a stranger tries to use the computer without providing a fingerprint as use identification, the
alarm may go off.
The free association method is used when generating ideas, i.e. a suggested idea is used as a
stimulus for the generating of new ideas, and new ideas become stimuli themselves, which lead to even
more ideas. There is also another option: in order for new ideas to arise, a specific stimulus is matched
or combined with other stimuli in a rational manner. For instance, in our example about the computers,
we took a related stimulus, a computer, and rationally combined it with a non-related stimulus, a motor
vehicle, and this conceived the idea of a security button. Then this idea can be put through the process
of free association and combined with other stimuli so as to find even more new ideas. For instance, a
security button can lead to the idea of a switch that would lower or raise the screen.
A. B. VanGundy, in his book “Getting to Innovation”, describes various methods that are used with
related and non-related stimuli. This handbook will present several of them.

4.1. BRAINSTORMING
Brainstorming - is a creative thinking technique that enables to get the maximum number of ideas
in a very short time.
Managers often complain that there is the lack of new ideas for the company, people are
passive, do nothing, but at the same time a huge creative potential of employees is almost practically
used. This method enables the manager to use the existing creative potential of employees, involve them
in solving organisational problems, give employees the opportunity to meet the intellectual needs of the
preconditions for forming the team (Obrazcovas, 2012).
The author of the Brainstorming method is Alex Osborn. Individuals must specifically generate
as many as possible even utopian and fantastic ideas on the subject. All ideas should be written down on
a paper or board, none of them can be criticised or rejected. Generating ideas such negative criticising
statements should be avoided:
• Let’s postpone this for a while.
• Who will do that?
• I have something better.
• We have tried this before.
• That will not suit for our work.
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• That objects our common logic.
• There is not enough of proceeds from the invested capital.
• That is great but...
• Someone else for sure has tried this out before.
• I was thinking about this a long time ago.
• We cannot afford this.
• You will never have approval.
• You are on the wrong road.
• Do not disturb the peace in vain.
• The marked is not ready.
• This is not a new concept.
The purpose - to provide a set of ideas, not necessarily caring of their quality. Ideas are evaluated
later; first the participants make all possible suggestions. Some participants come up with ideas and others
try to develop them, use each other’s ideas to create even more new ideas (this is called “piggy- backing”).
Sometimes a “dumb“ Brainstorming option is used. In such cases, the ideas are written down on
the pieces of paper, which are sent from hand to hand and the participants write down their suggestions.
Others also use “the approach of the last idea”, where the most irrational, inappropriate ideas are not
rejected, but on the contrary, it is attempted to make some of those ideas useful. In such a way, a version
that would totally never come to anyone’s head could be obtained.
The main guidelines of the Brainstorming method are the following:
• number of ideas (one of the main principles of the Brainstorming – quantity is the cause of quality);
• withholding from assessment;
• “riding on the other’s idea”;
• environment in which the Brainstorming activity is led should be comfortable and encouraging.
The best way to run the Brainstorming activity is allowing the team members to generate ideas
in solitude or quietly before sharing them with others. From this moment you can start “riding on other
people’s ideas”.
When one runs out of ideas, V. Obrazcovas (2012) advices to use a questionnaire (The list of 7W),
that can bring new thoughts. The list of 7W:
WHO? (OBJECT) What needs to be done?
1. What is being done?
2. What should be done?
3. What else could be done?
4. What else should be done?
5. Why can’t we reject this task, material and so on?
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WHY? (PURPOSE) Why does he/she do it so?
1. Why does this need to be done?
2. Why does this need to be done in that place?
3. Why is this needed to be done in this particular way?
4. Why is this needed to be done within that time?
WHERE? (PLACE) Where should it be done?
1. Where is it done?
2. Where should it be done?
3. Where else can this be done?
4. Where else should this be done?
5. Why does it have to be done on the site?
WHEN? (TIME, SEQUENCE)
1. When is it needed to be done?
2. When is it being done?
3. When should it be done?
4. Does it need to be done at that time?
WHO? (PERSON) Who performs the task?
1. Who does it?
2. Who should do it?
3. Who else could do this?
4. Who else should do this?
5. Why me (or he, or she) is the one to do this?
WHAT WAY? (METHOD) How to do this?
1. How is it done?
2. How should it be done?
3. Is there another way to do this?
4. Is this the best way?
WHAT PRICE?
1. What is the price?
2. How much does it cost?
3. How much should it cost?
4. How can we save?
According to A. Osborn, it is ideal when from 6 to 12 people participate. If there is less than
6 participants, then it is felt that there is lack of people with different experiences, and the lack of
appropriate ideas. Small groups usually cannot quickly generate ideas. More than 12 people generate
ideas too quickly, and players cannot grasp them. Brainstorming method allows solving any problem
with several options. It is not advisable to deal with problems that have only one decision. It is also not
advisable to consider abstract problems. If the problem is too broad and abstract, they need to be broken
down into smaller ones. According to V. Obrazcovas (2012), the problem of “learning at the professional
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training institute is boring simply because listeners learn nothing new and almost no one wants to learn on
their own initiative” can be reworded as follows:
• how to encourage specialists to improve themselves;
• how to attract a wider audience;
• how to raise the prestige of the course;
• how to improve the level of training, and so on.
Other factors that reduce the effectiveness of group brainstorming is production blocking
(although some do not allow the participants to express just-born idea, for example, while waiting for
his or her turn the idea is forgotten) and social laziness (occurs when group members are not motivated
because they feel that their ideas are not valued).
Osborn has identified four basic Brainstorming rules that reduce the suppressing social causes,
resulting from peer critique in groups and having possibilities to distract from the creative and/or the
development of radical ideas.
1. Do not criticise - the goal is to create a supportive atmosphere where any idea is withheld
due to the fear or criticism, no matter how unusual it could be.
2. Salute unusual ideas - unusual ideas can serve in discovering new ways of thinking to
solve problems, which can help better solutions.
3. Strive for quantity - the more developed ideas, the greater are chances of finding a good
and effective solution to the problem.
4. Assemble and refine ideas - the perfect idea can sometimes be formulated from the many
good ideas.
In addition to these rules it must be made sure that applying Brainstorming method individual
ideas are not discussed because it prevents the creation of new ideas; that heads and chiefs would not
participate in the sessions so that the participants would feel free to express their creativity and unusual
ideas; that drawings and use of symbols as well as colours would be promoted to stimulate creativity; that
sessions would be finished with a discussion about the successful implementation of ideas.
It is important that the essence of every idea would be understood and passed clearly to the group.
The person who is writing down the ideas should try to ensure that they are properly recorded and would
reflect what participants had to say.
The Brainstorming Process
1. A clear definition of the idea. The problem should be formulated as a question. It should be
short, without any unnecessary information, such as the question “how to effectively advertise a new
product”, or “what should we put on the website?” If the problem is too complicated it should be broken
down into smaller, making them easier to resolve.
2. Appointment of a consultant for the process control. A person with experience should
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manage the Brainstorming process. He or she must ensure that the social disturbances such as criticism,
fear of ridicule, blocking the production, or other participants’ opinions, do not burden or inhibit the
process of creativity and the support for the members of the group. A good consultant should be able to
make all participants feel easy and ensure that they participate for the whole designated period of time to
the end.
3. Selection of participants suitable to deal with the problem. Groups with eight to ten
participants are more effective than larger groups.
4. Time limit, i.e., information about how much time will the generating of ideas take, for
example, 15 - 25 minutes. Larger groups can take longer if you want to ensure that every person
expresses his or her opinion. It is therefore possible to limit the number of ideas that can be provided by each
participant, for example, no more than 20 ideas.
5. Session Management - the consultant starts the session presenting problems and calls on all
ideas. If initially no one wants to talk, he or she can begin the process by suggesting one or two ideas.
Each participant then presents their ideas and they are recorded in notebooks or on a board. A lot of ideas
can be written so that the consultant could use this number promoting quantitative ideas, for example, “we
already have 32 ideas, and thus increase the number to 40”.
6. Final discussion – when time is up, the consultant leads the discussion to create ideas. Similar
ideas, or where it is appropriate, are combined. Repeating ideas or inappropriate ideas are eliminated.
The rest of the ideas then can be discussed and grouped according to the set criteria, for example, needed
means, anticipated results.
Brainstorming approach does not end with generating and development of ideas. The team has to
select the best ideas that can be further developed using other creative methods, i.e., the method consists
of two stages:
1. Creating ideas (creative, divergent thinking is used)
2. Evaluating of ideas (analytical, convergent thinking is used)
In the last stage, the ideas are organised, combined into larger groups. The following ideas are
valued according to the compatibility with the objectives, conditions, needs, the reality of implementation
options. The main goal here - choosing the best idea (alternative solution).
According to H. S. Jakobsen and S. Rebsdorf (2008), the easiest thing you can do in assessing the
ideas is to destroy them. The authors present some of the classic examples of killing the ideas:
• It is already there;
• We have tried this already;
• This is not our priority;
• We do not think so;
• The Board will not accept it;
• Our clients are not accustomed to it;
• We will not be able to sell it;
• Our field is specific;
• Our field is conservative;
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• Too much theory;
• Will take too long;
• Too simple;
• The Japanese would like this idea;
• Good idea, but the company is not prepared for that;
• Yes, but...
Ideas killers also have other features, such as opposition to body language or expressing
sarcastic remarks:
• Shall we become millionaires...
• What you say is so important that we should discuss it later when we have more time...
• Etc.
When selecting the best idea it is possible to apply a variety of methods (methods are described in
section 4.24 of this handbook).
The main advantages of the Brainstorming method are convenient application, no need for
additional measures. Rules are clear and easy to remember. No special skills are needed. It is quite
effective to help the members to combine the creative power to promote teamwork. The divergent (Brainstorming) phase of the creative process is efficient enough.
The main disadvantages of the method. The idea evaluation phase is the problematic side of this
approach. After a fun idea generating stage it is difficult to go to the convergent (evaluation) phase.
Often the energy level goes down in the evaluation stage. It becomes boring. Neither the best nor the most
original ideas get most points in the assessment but those that are acceptable to the majority of the group.
The process of the forming of a group is neither well-structured nor clear; therefore, the group may be
formed in inappropriate way, which in turn generates and selects clichés.
The recording on new ideas as a result of Brainstorming is called Brainwriting or the Fund
of the Recorded Ideas. This method is the classic option of “Brainstorming”, which allows offering a
lot of ideas in a short time. It is a creative technique to facilitate the participation of all members of the
group. This can be useful in situations where a new group was created or when the players do not want to
speak publicly, and in writing each gets a chance to participate. Instead of expressing their ideas verbally,
participants write them down. The consultant then collects them and if necessary hands them out.
Each group member thinks and records ideas individually. The sequence of application of the method:
• Each group member is given one piece of paper. Everyone has 3 minutes to write down 3 ideas.
These ideas should be unedited – whatever comes to mind.
• After 3 minutes, everyone passes their paper to the group member on their left. Everyone reads
the ideas previously written and has another 3 minutes to write down 3 more ideas. In this way,
everyone takes the sheet already filled with another person’s ideas and write down their own: they
can use the ideas already written as triggers for new ones, or can ignore them altogether.
• Repeat this process until everyone has his or her original sheet back. Then, read the ideas aloud
and discuss. Repeat this process until everyone has his or her original sheet back. Then, read the
ideas aloud and discuss them.
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This method is appropriate also when it is difficult for participants to get together at the same time.
The pages with ideas can travel between the participants and be completed. One productive way of this
method came as the result of computer networking systems. A file in the network is created for “virtual
Brainstorming” that can be accessed by all the team members. The problem or the question is typed at
the top of the file and the team members simply record their own ideas or proposals for the ideas of their
colleagues. Team members do not need to get together for the “Brainstorming”; moreover, they all see the
outcome of the process.
Negative Brainstorming. It can be very useful for testing a new proposal or evaluation of the
current strategy, practice or desire to creatively improve the existing or proposed goals, strategies, working methods or processes.
M. A. West (2011) identifies the three steps composing this method:
1. First step. When an attractive idea is offered (or, in the case of the current practice, practice
or strategy are clearly defined), the team begins “Brainstorming”, looking for all the possible
negative aspects or consequences of these ideas. This negative “Brainstorming” should be as free
as the classic positive “Brainstorming”. Its aim is to create all the possible negative aspects of the
idea or strategy, no matter how crazy or unrealistic they seem.
2. Second Step. Team members elect four or five Most notably Criticism and Examine them in
detail. At least one of them must no crazy or unrealistic
3. Third step. Now the team is considering how to improve an existing idea or practice that would
in turn take all the critical remarks. Thus, the third step in the process is essentially constructive,
because the team is trying to improve a new or existing practice so to counter criticism of its
maximum.
The method is useful when the idea reaches the decision-making and implementation stage.
It not only refers to the idea of the deficiencies prior to its implementation, but also encourages
constructive criticism. Negative “Brainstorming” clearly shows that employees criticise the ideas
and practices, rather than the people. When the negative “Brainstorming” is carried out often, the
team members begin to accept that “criticism of ideas is a way for them to be improved”.
Brain-swarming
Since the Brainstorming method was criticised a lot for its inefficiency (as every idea is
discussed, and usually most of the time is spent for negligible chatter than for constructive discussion)
recently the brain-swarming method was proposed - which involves purposeful move towards solving
the problem. Just as ants that find the food source note the path towards it that other ants would go
exactly toward food, so the employees can leave their own marks, i.e., ideas to other colleagues on
ways to achieve the goal easier.
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Excursus
G. Jucevicius and I. Uus (2012) describe a method for promoting creativity, which is useful when
you are exhausted of all ideas, and require an additional stimulus for them to develop. This method of
application involves the following steps:
• In their thoughts the members of the team go on a trip that has nothing to do with the
underlying problem. With the help of the imagination the members of the group are traveling to
various places - cities, countries, jungles, deserts, planets, etc. The trip lasts for a few minutes and
then the participants have to write down a few things, places or people seen on the their trip.
• After that the members of the team must discover the links between impressions on the trip (on
the issues) and the discussed problem. These connections should be written on the other side of
the page.
• The third stage - the evaluation and understanding. The participants have to figure out how the
discovered connections can help resolve the discussed problem.
Web diagram
Web diagram - this is the method of having Brainstorming individually. This method has the
advantage of simplicity and fast results. The problem or question requiring an answer is written down on
a sheet of paper and in accordance with the rules it is possible to begin to generate possible solutions. This
can be represented graphically (Illustration 4).

Illustration 4. WEB DIAGRAM (Obrazcovas, 2012)
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The example of a web diagram solving a problem “What an employee loses or may lose having a
bad manager of the organisation” is presented in Illustration 5.

Illustration 5. PRACTICAL WEB DIAGRAM (Obrazcovas, 2012)

The creative ideas emerge when it is managed to combine two seemingly completely unrelated
thoughts. A lot of inventions are based exactly on these principles. If the raised questions or problems
would be viewed from not but at least two perspectives, such a process would encourage us to discover
hitherto untried possibilities. One of the methods giving such possibility is the synectics.

4.2. SYNECTICS
Synectics - translated from Greek means “connection into one“ of different to each other
outside elements. William Gordon, the author of this method, thinks that the main source of creativity
hides in the search for analogues. The Synectics method is also described as a problem identification and
solution method. This method stimulates the thought process based on surprise and luck; it is based on
the use of analogies, creative thinking, informal discussion groups composed of people who have different
knowledge and experience.
This method is designed to generate creative ideas in order to connect them including different
people in the search of solution. Its purpose - to excite activity in the brain and nervous system; research
addresses the problems. It allows people to give their attention to a unanimous search for a decision, as
well as to evaluate and criticise. Ideally, this only gives a complete solution to the problem. The weak and
strong sides of the decision are highlighted in the discussions and all possible means are taken to avoid
the weak sides.
The key instruments of Synectics - analogy and metaphor. There are four types of analogies:
1. Direct realities. They are usually detected in biological systems, dealing with similar problems.
2. Subjective fleshy. A human is “transformed“ into a thing, an object, and may experience
appropriate feelings. For example, what could a person feel taking a role of a helicopter propeller
rotation function or child’s bed movement function, etc.
3. Symbolic abstract. These are poetic comparisons and metaphors, when one thing leads to
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identification of other characteristics. For example, an estuary, a hammerhead, decision tree, etc.
4. Fantastic unrealistic. We imagine things not as they really are but the way we would like them to
be seen. For example, we would like to have a “little man“ who would dial phone numbers.
It is a technique that helps to coordinate at first sight incompatible things - in such a way
unexpected, original things are born. Synectics is somewhat similar to the Brainstorming method, but
the main difference is that in this method there is the specific order, which helps to focus on the main
objective; in other words some severity is prevailing. With this method it is necessary to identify the
object for which the creative process takes place. For example, a book is the object. Determine the
purpose (or one of the tasks), for example, to extend the range. In one column, the direct analogies should
be written in one column (e.g.: paper book), and indirect analogies are written down in the next column
(e.g.: the denial of the features written in the first column, for example, a plastic book). The result - a book
with a waterproof (plastic) sheets.
E. Janusauskas provides the following steps of problem solution using the Synectics method:
1. Definition of the problem.
Before using the Synectics method it is required to change an approach to problem solving. First,
define the problem with the question “HOW”. For example: “I do not have time to read”, change to “How
can I change my routine so that I can read this book”? In order to begin addressing the issue make the
following plan:
• Clear problem.
• Why is it a problem?
• Has anyone already tried to think or do something to solve this problem?
•What is the ideal solution?
2. Goal.
This step encourages free thinking and attitude. Problem solving groups are asked to find out the
customer’s needs. Desires can be very abstract, simple, but they can also be difficult. It is important that
the customer would have expressed them. The main objective is to generate creative, useful, and attractive
solutions to the problem. These decisions are not final, but it is an excellent starting point from which to
move forward.
The starting point is a desire, ideas, metaphors and alternative approach to the problem.
3. Choice.
Ideas can be connected from the list of generated ideas. Synectics makes to turn away the idea
from the solution. The main task is to guide your mind to the “unreal world”, fantasise and relate this to
the present problem. Therefore, the team working on a problem is asked to forget the idea and focus on
desires. The group has to imagine the world, such as: the underwater world where everyone should be
involved as much as possible and imagine their life there. Then try to imagine the existence of the desire
expressed in the fake world: the colours, the image, all the aspects that come to their minds. The team then
returns to the main issues and offers ideas that come up when they were in the “unreal world”.
This process is followed by another, i.e., the connection process: the ideas are written up on a sheet
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of paper and tested together. After that one or more feasible ideas able to solve the problem are chosen.
4. Details.
After the selected ideas are reviewed, their pluses and minuses are analysed, which are recorded on
the sheet (pros - cons method described in 4.1. section on educational tools) (http://metodai.lt/sinektika/).

4.3. DELPHI METHOD
Delphi method – - this is a group process for gathering information and collecting people’s
opinion in order to facilitate planning and decision-making process. This method allows taking into
account the participants’ anonymity and encouraging feedback, even among geographically dispersed
participants. The group coordinator manages the process of using formal communication (mostly email)
for each participant (even two players cannot communicate with each other directly).
The Delphi method is composed of several stages:
1. Preparation of the questionnaire and primary survey. The head or coordinator submits a
written description of the problem and sends to each group participant. Similarly, also suggests a
questionnaire with a request to submit suggestions and possible solutions to the problem.
2. First reaction. Each participant independently and anonymously writes their comments,
suggestions and potential solutions, and then returns to the sender.
3. Analysis of the first responses and second revised survey. The head analyses all the responses
received, summarises them, provides a more accurate (more questions) questionnaire and resends
to the participants. This form must be more precise, more concrete. Depending on the content of
the first questionnaire, the goals in these questions are to get a more accurate explanation of the
participants, to pay attention to the clear differences, with proposals for improving in the specific
area. Each participant independently and anonymously completes the second questionnaire and
sends to the coordinator.
4. The process continuation. The coordinator of Delphi method may send corrected forms
until he or she gets an answer to his or her question and until the opinions of many participants
coincide. Practice shows that about four inquiries are needed before participants arrive at
consensus. (Obrazcovas, 2012).

4.4. THE TABLE OF ELEMENTS
Table of Elements - is a method using which the members of the group divide a problem or
question down into elements (or components) for each of which then Brainstorming activity is organised
and a variety of creative ideas are chosen from those elements. In this way, in a very short period of time
one can create a huge number of possible solutions to the problem. It is suitable to solve the problems or
just questions that can be broken down into components.
M. A. West (2011) presents the possible application of the table of elements.
Example. A team must offer ideas for an event that would connect workers outside work and help
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them to have a good time together. It is possible to establish the following elements of this problem: who
will participate in the event; where should it take place; what will its goal be. Then, for each element the
team applies the Brainstorming method (see Table 1.).
Table 1. The Table of Elements: EVENT

In the next stage, the team forms different combinations. Combinations can be formed by
completely randomly selecting individual parts, such as a pencil dig into each column and thus create a
combination. Then the team should strive to make the resulting combination into a reality.
For example, if you were to choose only the elements: children, the Bahamas, treasure hunt, a
weekend, learning to swim; they may be combined into a more practical solution: a weekend by the pool
can hold a special event for children of team members (participants should be only the children). It is
possible to play pirates (goal - to learn how to swim) and on the Treasure Island (location - the Bahamas)
search for gold tokens (activity - treasure hunt).

4.5. MIND MAPPING
Mind Mapping – it is a diagram used to represent words, ideas, tasks, and other matters relating
to or situated around a key word or idea. It is used to create, develop and classify ideas and present them
visually. According to E. Janusauskas, the mind mapping is a great way to transform the problem - to
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describe the key word and find as much as possible relevant visual interfaces; it helps to structure and
restructure thoughts (http://metodai.lt/minciu-zemelapis/).
This method can be used both individually and in groups.
Tony Buzan, the author of Mind Mapping theory, based it on the fact that creativity is associated
with memory and if the memory is improved it will boost the quality of creativity process. The goal of
this method is - to activate the flow of ideas and draw a mind map. It is used for systematising of complex
topics, collection of new ideas, summarising discussions, and making notes. This method can be used by
one person and groups.
The essence of this method - in the middle of the paper write down the main idea and related
associations that are worthy to be remembered and should be ordered around the main idea plotted on
the branches of the main idea. You can also draw smaller twigs. The length of a word is required to meet
the length of the lines, to make sure longer lines do not cause distraction. The lines should be drawn as
much natural as possible, similar to the branches of the tree, smooth and distinctive - it makes drawing
much enjoyable, they do not look boring and are easy to remember. Thickness of the lines define the
relative importance.
Different colours, fonts, symbols, codes, and Illustrations can be used in the process of drawing
the mind maps. It is important to remember that making the mind maps it is recommended to use at least
three different colours.
Such drawing of the map usually encourages the emergence of new associations. The received
visual material acts as a stimulus for generating ideas. In such way the ideas generation process is
promoted. Also, individuals with a dominant visual memory remember better.
Most often the mind map is used in the planning of events, analysing problems, developing
strategies, and even preparing speeches and so on.
The mind map needs to be read starting at the centre of the sheet (the idea) clockwise one branch
after another supposing that each branch - this is a separate book. It is proposed to try to connect the
discussed branch with the preceding one.
• The main issue is written down (and drawn) and circled in the middle of a large sheet of paper.
• Then, as in a branch of a tree, branching out from the centre of the theme, the main ideas are
marked.
• On each branch of the tree below the smaller branches are connected which are logically
associated with a selected branch of the subject. You can then use the sharp pen to highlight key
points and connect interrelated points of the different branches. In this way it is possible to see new
connections, ideas and combinations.
• A mind map can look a tree, or a map of the river, with smaller tributaries.
• A mind map is open. Thoughts and ideas can always be added.
• Colours can be used to emphasise the meaning of every branch.
• Different symbols and drawings - are very desirable.
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All mind maps have five main features:
• Structure – the map shows information in a way that a person thinks about it.
• Keywords - the focus should be on the substance of what you want to express and how those
things affect the human mind. The selected keywords are written down in upper case or lower-case
letters. Each word/image must be in a different line (written on different lines). Line length should
be the same word/image length.
• Association - find links, communication and relationship between the separated pieces of
information. These links provide more options. The lines must be connected to the central image.
Central lines should be thicker, codified and clear. They get thinner away from the centre.
• Grouping - the structure of the map depends on how your mind classifies the idea. Mind mapping
encourages thinking.
• Conscious interest - creating a map one need to focus on the challenges because it helps to
transfer information from short-term to long-term memory.
Application of Mind Mapping.
This method can be applied in many places: for personal goals, family, education, and business
situations, taking notes, discussing new ideas (where ideas are added around the centre of the map without
clear priorities that emerge from the hierarchy and consistent composition, and in later stages of shaping
and clustering), making a summary, making a review, and, in general, at the interpretation of the ideas. For
example, one can listen to lectures and take notes, thoughts and keywords using a mind map.
The benefits mind mapping in meetings.
1. Drawing a mind map at the meetings the participants are usually brought closer together. It
becomes clear the way everyone thinks.
2. It helps to improve systemic thinking of the group. Some people are able to simultaneously
have a lot of ideas in their mind, and see the relationship and links between them. Most people do
not have such talent. Developing a mind map during the discussion, helps all the participants to
develop ideas and understand them better. Often systematic thinking can be used at the process of
drawing, as it helps to create better ideas and find solutions.
3. The “memory of the group” or history, i.e., what was discussed during the meetings are written
down. This is useful when the leader comes late to the meeting, which would usually stop the
group session. Map quickens the session and allows the late person to see what has already been
discussed at the meeting.
Mistakes that should be avoided drawing the mind map.
1. Too many details on the mind map. Too many Illustrations or other details can confuse other
people analysing the map.
2. Unnecessary use of colours, shapes, lines and various other visual tools on the map.
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3. Too much text. The map should contain only specific key words. The title of any topic should be
short – one to three words most.
4. One big map that contains everything. Such map could be not understood. It is better to draw
several smaller maps that are easy to understand and manage.
5. Maps are created where the text is most important. In order to benefit the most from the
mapping, one needs to use symbols that encourage working both sides of human brain.

4.6. LOTUS PETALS
Yasuo Matsumura, the author of Lotus petals techniques, sought to organised and as well creative
ways to solve complex problems. This technique is mainly used in organisations where the management
team decides a variety of strategic business or business issues. This method is similar to T. Buzan’s Mind
Mapping method. Stimulus for the development of new ideas have already become established and ideas
visualised, but unlike the “mind mapping“ approach, which is used to create the stimuli freely, the creator
of the “lotus petal“ method must complete all the lotus petals (matrix).
The “Lotus Petal” method is composed of the following stages:
1. In the centre of the matrix the main question (topic, problem, situation) that needs to be solved
is written down. That should be expressed in a general statement, not by specific question. For example
“leadership”, “agenda”, “planning”, etc. (see Illustration 6.).

Illustration 6. The Matrix of the Lotus Petal
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2. Around the central theme in boxes (A to H), the eight most important issue raised by the ideas
are written down. If the central theme is “leadership“, one of the eight ideas can be “planning“. If the central theme is the “creation of a creative climate”, it continues to develop ideas on how to create a creative
climate and they are written down in the blocks surrounding the main theme, for example, “to announce
a competition of ideas”, “create a supportive work environment”, “develop creative thinking meetings”,
“develop the means to get outside the box”, “to create a positive attitude”, “create a committee of creative
ideas”, “make work fun”, and “forget the importance of the work”.
3. Every idea of the just written down eight ideas in the marked boxes away from each other. So
they become the new “central themes”. This new lower central topic is again surrounded by eight cells, in
which the new theme-related ideas (themes, solutions, aspects) are recorded. Continuing the example, the
“planning“ aspect is surrounded by new questions, for example, one of them can be an agenda.
4. The Matrix is continued until the suitable solution is achieved.

4.7. SIX THINKING HATS
The Six Thinking Hats method proposed by the psychologist E. de Bono in 1980 helps to develop
ideas, assess the situation from different perspectives, focus on the problem and the process of thinking
in the right direction; which can be used individually or together with a team. In general, this method can
be implemented by a group of people who are looking for innovative ideas or solutions to the problem.
In general, this method can be implemented by a group of people who are looking for innovative ideas or
solutions to the problem. Often, the main challenge for the group to generate ideas is not aligned actions
of the members of the group. In this method, the group work is placed in a way that at the same time,
all members of the group think in one direction and avoid situations in which the ideas at the same time
are being created and also criticised, and evaluated. The idea is being evaluated and the idea generating
process is interrupted. Thus, confusion is brought into meeting, the debate becomes non-performing, and
other creative power may remain unused.
The essence of this method in the team work is - developing team members work in a way that effectively utilises the creative power of the group members in the development and evaluation of the ideas
to the problem being addressed. Structuring is done using different coloured hats. The method uses six
different coloured hats. The colour of a hat indicates how to think. When “putting on“ one of those hats,
only one way to think is chosen. Other participants also put on hats. When the hat is replaced, the direction
of thinking is also replaced. It is not possible to participate in all directions of thinking at the same time ways of thinking need to be identified.
There are four types of using the hats:
1. To “put on” the hat. During the discussion it is asked to “put on” the hat of specific colour. “What
thoughts come to you concerning this idea with the black hat on? What could hinder implementing
this idea?”
2. To “take the hat off”. It is asked to take off the hat of specific colour, i.e., asked to stop thinking
in the particular way.
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3. To “change” the hat. It is offered to “take off” one hat and “put on” another one. This method
allows changing the flow of thoughts without offending a person, i.e., he or she is not attacked but
asked to change it.
4. To “mark“ his or her thinking. A specific person can identify the colour of their hat to show what
type of thinking they are going to use. Typically, it is said that the black hat is “put on” and thus, the
opportunity to consider the idea without attacking the person who suggested it is obtained. In this
way, the idea of criticism is accepted more easily. Using this method there is no conflict because
when “wearing” the black hat, even the author of the idea is forced to criticise.
The Process of Method Application
Step 1. Presentation of the problem or issue to the group.
The consultant of the team needs to explain from the beginning to the participants that they will
have to look at the problem in six different ways of thinking, and that a different colour hat symbolises
different ways of thinking. The different meanings of colours are presented.
The White Hat - is a neutral and objective thinking. White hat is a symbol of known or needed
information, data and facts. This means that “when you put on” white hat your thinking focuses only of
the facts and clear, specific things. “It seems to me that we need to think with a white hat on” means “Give
up the arguments and suggestions and look to the database”. If it offered to “put on” the white hat - it
means that the consultant is waiting from the participants for objectivity and unbiased opinion, invites to
lay out only bare facts and figures. From the beginning to get used to this method of thinking is difficult,
because before saying anything it is necessary to avoid any emotional and easy solutions. The white hat
is used in order to address the existing and missing information.
The questions asked:
• What kind of information have we got?
• What information do we need?
• What information do we lack?
• How to get the missing information?
• Is this evidence or the interpretation?
• Is it a fact or only a chance?
• What are the arguments for and arguments against?
• What you need to clarify or add?
• What else is missing?
• What other questions still we want to pursue?
The Red Hat - is an emotional perspective symbolising intuition, feelings and emotions. The red
hat allows the thinker to fully enjoy discussing feelings about a subject at the moment. When you “put
on” this hat the problems are measured with intuition and emotion, they are freely expressed. There is an
opportunity to express their feelings and moods without any explanation.
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Having “put on” the red hat the inquiry about feelings is made:
• How do you feel in this situation?
• What feelings does this situation bring?
• What is your intuition saying?
• What things does this feeling encourage?
• What reactions does this feeling bring on?
• How would you yourself explain your reactions?
The red hat is “put on” rarely and for a very short period of time (maximum 30 seconds) so that
the group can express their emotions, which in contrast to the black and yellow hats, do not need to be
justified in any way.
The Black Hat - risk assessment, potential problems, danger, hardships. The black hat is
common sense, it is always logical - an unpopular view or seeking counsel as to why someone might fail.
It is the hat of good judgement and caution used to point out why the proposal does not meet the facts of
experience, possible experience, or the direction to be followed. This is the perspective of the weak
sides of ideas or solutions; it examines what are the risks and the difficulties , i.e., thinking “with a black
hat on” is designed to allow risk assessment or bad sides of the decision and what may “fail to work”.
Thinking “with a black hat on“ is designed in order to see the shortcomings, calls into question the words and
numbers, looks for weak spots. Black hat’s “mission” - to highlight as many risk zones as possible.
The questions asked:
• Is this true?
• Will it work?
• Why is it possible to do this?
• Why should it be successful?
• What consequences will this decision bring?
• What is accepted and what is not?
• How will the others react?
• What worse could happen?
• What are the risks and how will it be dealt with them?
• What other problems could come up?
• What are the drawbacks of this decision?
• What are the chances of failure?
• What could be the worst scenario of this problem?
The Yellow Hat - this is the perspective of the strong idea or solution sides. Yellow hat symbolises
logically explained benefits, intelligence, and optimism. It is logically positive. It asks the question: “Why
would anyone be successful and why it will bring benefits?“
This hat can be used to explain not only the possible outcomes and consequences of actions, but
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also finding something valuable in what has happened. So, this hat allows you to see the idea of the
benefits and advantages. “The idea of wearing” a yellow hat, helps a person to become an optimist, look
for a positive outlook, but needs to justify his or her illusion (the same as in the case of wearing the black
hat). It should be remembered that thinking while having “put on” the yellow hat has nothing to do with
art. All changes, innovations, the review of alternatives happen while wearing the green hat. “While
wearing” yellow hat participants make every effort to find the value and benefits of the proposal: “Why is
it good”? Even if they do not like the idea, the yellow hat forces them to see the good side of ideas: “What
are the benefits”?, “What will it be useful for?”
Questions asked:
• What are the strengths of the concept?
• Who maintains and supports this idea?
• Where can I find additional resources?
• What is the best way to solve this problem?
• What is the reasonable and realistic way to make everything work?
• What is the idea of a positive result?
• What benefits will there be after implementation of this decision?
• What value will it create...?
The Green Hat - is the hat of search of creative energy, ideas, alternatives, solutions, offers, and
opportunities. Of what is interesting, changeable and provoking. It symbolises energy, growth, and these
are creative ideas, or unusual, but effective solutions. “While wearing” the green hat, participants submit
proposals and discuss new ideas and alternatives, it talks about the modification of existing ideas. Green
hat enables people to think of the possibilities.
• Which actions are appropriate?
• What are the alternatives?
• What alternative solutions can be found?
• What other ideas have you got?
• What else there is the addition to what has already been said?
• Could be the decision presented from a different angle?
• What might be an unusual way to solve the problem?
• But what if ...?
So, when one “puts on” the green hat, the proposals, new ideas and alternatives are considered,
they are not criticised, as it comes to changing the existing ideas, thinking about the possibilities. When it
is “put on”, the thoughts become freed, every participant uses his or her creative forces and efforts.
The Blue Hat - is the process control and thought control. Blue hat symbolises the sky. This hat
offers an overview of all of the above. While wearing this hat the whole thinking process is presented.
It is the hat of common understanding or process control. It is looked not at the object itself but at the
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“thinking” about it .. “Wearing a blue hat, I feel the need for more green hat”.
• What is the best definition of the problem?
• What is our goal?
• What is the most effective way to move forward?
• What have we achieved?
• What should be done next?
• How is the discussion evaluated?
• Which moments were the most useful?
• How should it be, to make it even more useful?
• How many participants were involved?
• Is there enough alternatives that have been reviewed?
• What is its satisfaction with the found ideas?
People who lead meetings and discussion are wearing the blue hat. For example, when there is a
lack of ideas, it is asked to put on the green hat. Usually the blue hat is put on by the leader of the group,
who does not participate directly in discussions: s/he monitors and manages the work of the group, i.e.,
depending on the situation, points which colour of the hats the group members should “put on”.
Step 2. The team starts to focus on the discussion concerning the specific solution.
Team members deliberately choose with which hat to begin. For example, if they choose a blue
hat, meeting starts discussing how it will be conducted, and by clarifying goals and objectives. After
the discussion they can go to the red hat collecting opinions and reactions to the problem. This stage
can also be used to shape the current decision limits: what this problem and / or solutions will affect.
Continuing the discussion the yellow and green hats may be used in ideas and ‘to put forward possible
solutions. Finally, the discussion should tend toward the white hat to gain information and the black
hat - to criticise the decision.
The secret of successful implementation of this method is the order of wearing the hats. Sometimes
it is possible to put the hats on in a formal order to ensure effective thinking about a particular thing – then
the real sequence will change depending on situation. For example, when a new idea is being discussed,
the order could be following:
• White (to receive information),
• Green (for ideas and suggestions),
• Black followed by yellow for every alternative (to evaluate the alternative ideas),
• Red (to evaluate the feelings),
• Finally the blue one (to decide, which thinking should be used further).
On the other hand, when a well-known idea is being discussed, the order could be as follows:
• red
• yellow
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• black
• green (to stand before the negative opinions)
• white and
• blue.
For the specific goal it is possible to use a sequence of 2-3 hats. For example, the yellow hat,
followed by the black hat can be used for the evaluation of the idea. The black hat, followed by the green
one can be used to improve the idea, identify the drawbacks and ways to eliminate them.
Since every participant focuses on a specific offer, the group tries to collaborate more when one
person reacts emotionally (the red hat) and the other one tries to be objective (the white hat), and the last
one is critical forwards the thoughts that arise at the time of discussion.
Step 3. After making the list of solutions, the participants critically check it and choose one solution.
What are the factors of success? The most important factor that ensures the successful
implementation of this method is preserving the most important items of the method:
1) Parallel thinking at work.
According to traditional thinking, the A and B clash. Each side tries to criticise a different approach.
The Six Thinking Hats method allows the use of parallel thinking. A and B, each wear a hat and explore
all sides of the problem. Hostile, conflicting clash is replaced by collaboration considering a problem.
2) Split thinking.
Some people think in the traditional way, try to do too much at once. They have access to the
information, form their thoughts and hear other ideas at the same time. The Six Thinking Hats method
allows divided thinking, i.e., instead of trying to do everything at once, separate different aspects of
thinking. This way you can focus on each aspect in turn. It is like going colour printing, where the primary
colours are separated and then each colour is printed separately on the same page. In the same way the
principle ways of thinking are separated and each of them is adapted in turn.
3) Separation of ego and action.
If a person does not like an idea, he or she does not usually spend time thinking about its
advantages and disadvantages. Performing the six hats method, the thinking person can be asked to
perform a yellow hat “role.“ It’s a challenge to the thinking person who really does not want to be
considered that he or she is not able to not think this way. So the yellow hat forces to act as it is needed,
although someone dislikes the idea. Yellow hat thinking thoughts can turn upside down and make the thinking
person to change their mind. It could happen vice versa. Elated proponent of the idea may be asked to
wear a black hat. This can cause problems, which will reduce the previous elation.
4) Exchange of methods.
A person may get offended if someone asks him or her not to be so negative. However, when
one is asked to think in the yellow hat way, there is no reason to be offended. You can say “black hat
thinking is good, use it more”. You can then say, “We did a good black hat thinking. Maybe now we shall
try the yellow hat?” As the six hats system quickly becomes a neutral game, this method provides a very
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convenient way to redirect thinking or ask specific ways of thinking. It is very difficult to do it any other
way without hurting people.
The main advantages of the method:
• Encourages the parallel thinking between the members of the group;
• Fully thought-provoking;
• Ego is separated from the role. Often the creator of the idea tries to protect it and becomes
impatient to the critics from another person as he or she takes personally the critique towards his
or her idea. Using this idea, the conflicts are avoided as the one “with” the black hat on even being
the author of his or her idea is still forced to criticise it.
The main disadvantages of the method:
• Sometimes it is difficult to change from one thinking to another thinking. For example, from the
critic’s role (black hat) to become the generator of ideas (the green hat). Sometimes that requires
not only changing the hat but also the surroundings.
• It is difficult to distinguish between the thinking patterns of black and blue hats;
• The whole process depends a lot on the skills of the group leader (the blue hat).
T. Misiukonis (2008) in his book “The Coaching Techniques” provides yet another method that
can be applied to a problem or an idea in order to look at them from different perspectives and to generate
new ideas. This is the time travel technology. Its essence is to look at the subject matter from a different
angle, think of different perspectives and try to find possible ideas to help formulate alternative solutions.
Thus, the person generating ideas and solving problems needs to imagine that he or she is in different
ages, i.e., that he/she is 5, 15, 25, 40, 50, 70 or 100 years old and think about how he or she would treat the
situation in question, if he or she was of that age: What thoughts would you have if you were five? What
would you do in this situation, if you were 15? How would you behave being twenty-five? What wisdom
could you share being 70? The age of the actual person’s age should differ by at least 10 years.

4.8. THE SIX SHOES METHOD
E. Janusauskas provides the Six Shoe method proposed by the same psychologist E. de Bono,
which is similar to the Six Thinking Hats method.
The principle is the same: you should select a shoe and identify with its characteristics. Unlike the
hat method, this method does not have a leader. With this method it is necessary to choose two different
shoes and apply with the emphasis on the dominance of one shoe plus on the benefits of the other shoe.
The advantage of this method is that the emphasis is not on thinking but on action.
The Six Shoes method allows moving in two directions:
• What types of actions are needed in this situation?
• “Put the right shoes on and move into specific direction.”
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Meanings of Shoes
• Formal Navy shoes - routine, formalities, work flow control, completeness, instructions,
procedures.
• Grey sneakers - finding and accumulation of information, research, the goal - to get information.
These shoes encourage exploration, but you never know what will be discovered.
• Autumn brown shoes - pragmatism, practicality, flexibility, initiative, opposite to the Navy shoes.
• Orange boots - the anticipation and discussion of risk, priority - security, agility, speed and
emotions.
• Pink slippers - sensitivity, compassion.
• Purple riding boots - the authority, leadership, role play. Violet colour - the pomp and ceremony.
Six Shoes method:
1) Wear two different shoes.
2) Adjust the balance between them.
3) Domination of one shoe + benefits of another one. (http://metodai.lt/sesiu-batu-metodas/).

4.9. FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS
The Force Field Analysis is a technique proposed by Kurt Lewin, which examines the factors
that influence the problem situation. According to K. Lewin, every situation is like a temporal balance
determined by two different forces: driving or suspensory. Driving or positive forces are the forces that
change the present situation, whereas the suspensory or negative forces keep the factual conditions (Latin
“status quo“). This technique encourages creativity, helps to define a vision (goal or proposed change)
and determine the forces necessary to facilitate, and weaknesses that need to be cut off. Force field
analysis describes both individual and group creativity. This analysis is useful for the group in order to
be able to discuss the different ways to understand the action plan and its elements; each participant has
different viewpoint that affects force field analysis.
Areas to use the Force Field Analysis:
• Examining the force balance of the situation/problem
• The plan in determining the most appropriate intermediaries and target groups
• Determining the competitors and partners
• Determining ways to influence every target group
• Force Field Analysis is a model based on assumption that forces facilitate or stop changes.
• Implementation steps of the Force Field Analysis:
1. It is started by clearly defining the problem and describing the changes in the current and
desired situation.
2. The Force Field diagram is plotted. It is important that in the process of charting force field
diagram, each participant is involved in every step of the way and understands what is happening. The
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problem of change is written at the top of the page; the sheet of paper is divided into two columns: the
left column is used for dynamics, the right one to write down the hindering forces ordered.
3. The driving and hindering forces are listed; they are listed in the relevant chart columns.
4. The next step may be to an answer the following questions:
• Are the helping and hindering forces valid?
• Is it possible to change them?
• Which of them are more important?
• How important is every force?
• Which ones can be faced and which ones cannot?
• How much time is needed to change some forces?
• Which forces would bring a sudden change if altered?
• What skills are needed in order to change some forces? Do we have such skills?
• And other.
At this moment of the process the discussion about the importance of different forces should come up.
5. Each force is evaluated on a scale from 1 (poor) to 5 (strong). The evaluation should depend on
the strength and power depending on how much it can influence.
6. Calculate the ratings of the driving forces and breaking forces of the two columns.

4.10. SIMPLEX
Simplex is a system created by Min Basadur from the McMaster University (Ontario) that focuses
on creative solution of problems. Applying this method more time is given to identify the real problem
instead of solution, i.e., Simplex process is designed to help a person, group or organisation to discover,
think, analyse and define complex, ambiguous or strategic issues, focusing on the definition of the
problem and developing comprehension skills before finding a solution and its implementation. Only
when the real problem is defined, the solution is found, and its implementation is planned.
How is this method applied? According to M. Basadur, creativity can be defined as a dynamic and
continuous four-step process consisting of continuous search of problem (identification), definition of them
(understanding), solution their (optimisation) and putting of good decisions into practice (implementation).
Simplex process consists of eight steps:
• Detection:
1. Finding the problem
2. Finding facts
• Perception:
3. The problem definition
4. Finding of an idea
• Optimisation:
5. The evaluation of the idea
6. Action planning
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• Implementation:
7. Obtained approval
8. Implementation
In order to effectively use the creative process to solve problems, participants must have three skills:
1) divergence - the ability to clearly lay out the facts, ideas, concepts, without evaluation or
judging;
2) convergence - the ability as individuals and as a group, using judgement and evaluation,
selection of the most important facts, ideas or solutions;
3) the deferral of judgement - the ability to consciously distinguish between these two actions. All
three skills are applied in each stage of Simplex creative process.
Step 1. Finding the problem: This step consists of the present and the future problems that require
setting the decision. The list of all the problems is presented, one of which is chosen that will have the
main focus.
According to E. Jaunusauskas, often precise finding of the problem is the most difficult step in the
creative process. The problem may be very clear, and if not, then they can be specified using the following
questions:
• How to improve the product or service to better meet the needs of our customers? Why do they
complain?
• What would they perform better if we would give our support?
• How can we be helpful with our knowledge?
• Which of our small problems can turn into big, and how would they affect our business?
• What are the obstacles and hampers to our business?
• How can we improve quality?
• What we do not do that our competitors are doing?
• What is annoying and exhausting our team?
These questions address the problem that exists now. However, it is recommended to look into
different plans and the future. Take a look at how could customers change as well as the market in a few
years. It is advisable to look at the problem from other perspectives. For this purpose, the Six Thinking
Hats and Six Shoes methods that have been discussed in this handbook fit well (see in chapters 4.7 and
4.8) (http://metodai.lt/simplex-metodas/).
Step 2. Finding the facts: this step is to provide more facts. In order to determine as more facts as
possible, the consultant asked the participants the following questions:
• What do you know about this obscure situation, and what would you like to know?
• Is this a problem for you? If so, why?
• What have you tried in order to overcome this situation?
• How other people perceive the situation of the problem?
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• What is the perception of other people on the situation of the problem?
• What processes, details, technologies and services are you planning to use?
Step 3. Definition of the problem. Reaching this stage the problem and all related facts are already
known. Here you need to identify the exact problem or problems you wish to solve and this third step is
for you to help. The initial pretty vague situation here is transformed into a specific problem formulations,
such as: “How can we ...”. It should create up to ten problem formulations; group decides which one of the
following issues should be examined in more detail. Establishes the definition of the problem map. This
is the most powerful and unique Simplex. Two questions are asked: “Why”? (= to extend the problem)
and “What’s stopping you”? (= in order to narrow down the problem). By taking advantage of these two
issues, the problem with a series of related statements. The answers to the questions “Why”? And “What’s
stopping you”? should be short and clear. If questions are too broad, it may be that the answers will not
be as effective as desired. If issues are too accurate, it may be that only the symptoms and components of
the problem rather than its essence will be solved.
The next step has next questions asked, “Why else”? and “What’s stopping you”? At the end of the mind
mapping the participants will agree on the wording of a problem to go to the next step of the process Simplex.
Step 4. Finding ideas. It is the stage the goal of which is to generate as many possible ideas, i.e.,
the participants try to present as many as possible ideas, using different tools for generating of ideas, for
example, Brainstorming (described in chapter 4.1). It is most important not to criticise the ideas but focus
on generating of them. From the whole list the team decides and keeps not more than six ideas.
Step 5. Evaluation and selection: In this step, participants evaluate and choose the one idea as a
solution to be achieved (you can apply the techniques described in section 4.24). The best solution may
be obvious. If it is not obvious, then it should be good to think about what criteria will be assessed on the
idea. It analyses the future prospects of the idea, its application in reality, and all the difficulties that may
be encountered in its realisation.
When an idea is defined, it is proceeded to its development. The main goal - to make sure if it is
worth the effort. In order to determine whether the idea is worth the attention it can be analysed using
the Force Field Analysis (which will help to explore all the pros and cons) (see section 4.9) and the Six
Thinking Hats (will allow to investigate the decision in a variety of perspectives) (see section 4.8) methods.
Step 6. Planning: The sixth step is the planning decision, i.e., when the idea is chosen and the
participants are sure of its success, and it is possible to plan its implementation. Participants agree on the
levels of implementation. At every stage there is information presented: who, how, what, when and where.
The action plan helps not to get lost and timely perform their obligations.
Step 7. Obtaining consent: Here the participants provide a list of problems to solve, the solution
proposed, the benefit of the solution, conflicting decisions and how they can be overcome.
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Step 8. Actions: the eighth step consists of the implementation of the aspects set in the sixth and
seventh steps. The process will be completed only when all actions and implementation steps will be met.
Once the group is selected to comply with the ideas, solutions lead to new problems and situations
vague and the process starts again from the first step.
Collection of good data and analysis of them is one of the most important and most time requiring
item for the successful implementation of the SIMPLEX process. If the team does not performs this task
well, the team may start solving an “incorrect” problem. Simplex expands the opportunity to select precise
information, analyse and organise it, so the right solutions will be made.

4.11. REVERSAL PROVISION or DENIAL OF PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
The procedure of the thinking method “Reversal provisions” allows people to take a different view
on a problem. This method requires that a question, idea or aspiration would be reversed or shown from a
negative side, i.e., vice versa in order to come up with as many ideas as possible or look at the same ideas
in new ways changing one’s attitude.
This procedure seeks to:
• Define not so clear ideas to solve problems,
• Expand the list of ideas made at the Brainstorming session,
• Look for additional processes or opportunities to improve the product,
• Recover after the reproductive Brainstorming,
• Identify the problem in order to find more potential solutions.
The benefit of this reverse method is that facts are presented, which help the participants to look at
the situation from a different view, enhances the ability to develop new ideas and “forces” people to think
“outside the box” (this is a metaphor that means to think differently, unconventionally, or form a new
perspective). The group usually has a lot of fun applying this method.
That technique can be used both by individuals and teams. It is advised to use this method when
looking for problem solutions, avoiding hindrances and in other problem cases. It is not advised to use this
method creating new products as in this case the method is not effective.
How is it implemented?
Step 1. The problem is explained to all group members in a simple and easy way and is written down.
Step 2. The provisions and issues related to the problem are listed.
Step 3. Provisions and statements are reversed, i.e., every provision is denied in every possible
way (one should not need to worry whether the denied provision is “correct”). Such reversing does not
need to be opposite to specific aspects of the problem. The participants can change verbs, attempts, or any
defining words. Thus, reversing can be defined in more general way, i.e., as any change of any problem
statement. The reverse provisions of every statement are written down.
Examples of Reverses. If it were required that the company’s position should be improved, “what
can we do that position of the company would get only worse?” If the problem is how to improve the
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communication between the company, the backside would be: “What should we do in our company that
its communication would deteriorate?” If we want to increase the company’s sales, first of all, all aspects
of how it is reduced should be considered. If you want to generate ideas on how to improve customer
service, you can reverse the problem and think how to make it worse. In this way we get information on
what makes the customer service worse.
Example: “How to decrease client’s satisfaction?”
• Not to respond to customer calls
• When a customer asks, do not call back
• Let those who have least knowledge talk on the phone
• Be discourteous
• Give false (incorrect) information / advice, etc.
Step 4. Denied Provisions are used as stimuli and all sorts of ideas are offered. The group uses the
inverse of each provision as an incentive to new ideas and writes all points of view. The consultant asks
the participants that they would ask themselves, how it would be possible to implement each reverse,
i.e., continue to develop ideas on how to eliminate the negative factors. It helps to see other aspects of
the problem, helps to take sometimes imperceptible aspects and turn them into their strengths rather than
weaknesses.
An example of how to use this method: let’s say that you want to open a new restaurant and you
find it difficult to come up with ideas. In order for them to appear try these reverses:
1. Make the list of the provisions covering the theme. The most common provisions about restaurants are the following:
A. Restaurants have menus: written, spoken or implied.
B. Restaurants get money for food.
C. Restaurants serve food
2. Reverse every provision. What are their reverse provisions?
Reversed provisions are:
A. The restaurants do not have menus.
B. The food in restaurants is free.
C. Restaurants do not serve food in general
3. Ask yourself how you can implement every reversed provision?
“How can we open the restaurant that does not have any menu but will still perform its functions?”
A. A restaurant without any menu
Idea: the chef informs every client what products he or she got today from meat, fish and vegetable
markets. He or she asks the client to choose products and prepares a meal for that client.
B. Food donating restaurant
The idea: an outdoor café in which customers pay not for food, but for the time spent. Use a
self-timer, and tell that the customers will pay by minute. Chosen foods and drinks are free or sold at
their cost.
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C. A restaurant without the supply of food
The idea: open a restaurant with a unique interior, depicting an exotic environment and rent the
places. Let people bring their own food and beverages (picnic baskets, etc.) and pay the fee for the location .
4. Choose one provision and make it real. According to the examples presented, we chose the
reversed provision “restaurant without a menu.” We called the restaurant “The creative chef.” The cook
will prepare meals from selected products, calling them on behalf of clients. Each client will receive a
computer printout of a recipe .
Problem example: HC the refrigerator be improved?
1. List the most important prior provisions of the problem.
• “Keeps the food cold”.
• “The cold air goes out when you open the doors.”
• “The refrigerator uses electricity.”
• “Some foods can be frozen in the refrigerator.”
2. In any way negate every provision (do not worry if you did it “correctly”).
• “The refrigerator keeps the food warm.”
• “When you open the door, the cold air stays inside.”
• “The refrigerator does not use electricity.”
• “Frozen food is defrosted in the freezer.”
3. Use the denied provisions as stimulus and come up with all sorts of ideas.
• Get a small microwave. (“The refrigerator keeps the food warm.”)
• The cold air comes until the doors are closed. (“When you open the door, the cold air stays
inside.”)
• The backup battery for cases of power outage. (“The refrigerator does not use electricity.”)
• Automatic defrosting mechanism clock. (“Frozen food is defrosted in the freezer.”)

4.12. WHAT-IF …? ANALYSIS
What-if...? analysis is the thinking encouraging process during which wide, freely composed
questions are applied, which can be applied to any activity or system:
• searching and evaluating various ways to use products and processes,
• doubting on the current practices and the sharing of alternative solutions,
• reflecting current methods,
• researching possible changes etc.
The team creates hypothetical situations (starting with the phrase “What-if ...?“) and discusses the
“What-if ...”? situations considering tips on how they could be improved.
An analysis of the question: “What if you were a trader of machinery, who would want to increase
the activity associated with regular customers”?
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What-if questions:
• What if I would give regular customers a free car?
• What if potential regular customers would have me really ask to sell them a new car?
• What if potential regular customers will try to pay double price for a new car?
• What if the client’s car would convince him / her to buy another car?
• What would happen if the new cars track people around the city until someone bought them?
Continue asking these questions to have more new ideas. Here are several examples of such thoughts:
• I cannot give regular customers a new car, but I could give them a significant discount.
• I cannot force regular customers ask me to sell them a car, but I can keep in touch with them to
confirm that they have no complaints. This constant attention may encourage past customers to
buy again.
• I cannot double the price for a new car, but I can offer customers pay twice for the difference,
resulting in a better offer from any other dealer.
• Customer’s car will not convince him/her to buy another car, but I can carry a constant campaign
in the media.
• New cars will not follow the customers but I could offer the regular customers to use a mobile
car phone for one year for free.
What-if analysis issues can sometimes be very strange and even absurd. For example, analysing
the question “In what ways can I increase sales”? the following What-if questions could be asked:
• What if the government banned personal sales and I would need to look for other ways to attract
customers?
• What if I would like to sell the phone to the Trappist monk? He practices silence, but can nod in
approval. How would I sell the phone to him?
• What if within eight hours I would meet the sales plan?
• What if I would be able to read the customer’s mind before entering into his or her office?
• What if dogs were trained to sell goods?
• What if during the sales presentation I use only the prescribed number of words? For example, no
more and no less than fifty-five words?
• What if all the products, goods and services cost the same? The car would cost as much as a pencil or a house would cost as much as a hamburger, etc.
• What if I could not talk? How then would I sell goods?

4.13. CIRCLE OF OPPORTUNITY
Circle of opportunity – is an activity that teaches how to be creative and solve problems. Circle of
opportunity is a process that involves randomly selecting problem attributes and combining them to create
a topic for a Brainstorming session. The process can be time-consuming yet very rewarding in terms of
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the ideas generated.
The method was developed by Michael Michalko (1991). This method can be used in a
variety of activities and different groups. It is designed for all individuals, regardless of their age and the
community to which they belong, ranging from students in schools and even kindergartens, where the
circle of opportunities is available for training in creativity, to the company at all levels, where it is used to
solve problems. The circle of opportunity method will be easily understood and implemented everywhere.
Goals of the circle of opportunity;
• help the participants to imagine as many new ideas as possible,
• help the participants to learn how to use this method creating new ideas.
How is this method applied? The circle of opportunity method can be used for small groups of 4-7
people. Every group needs to have dice, markers, two flip charts and some scotch tape. Every participant
needs to have a paper of different colour with stickers and one note book 4x6 Post-it®. The activity takes
about 30 minutes.
The process of the activity:
1. A problem is formulated. Participants write down their findings on a flip chart.
2. A circle is drawn in a clockwise direction and the numbers are written down (from 1 to 12). The
group has to draw a circle with a diameter of 50-60 on a flip chart and number it as in a clock writing the
numbers inside the circle.

3. 12 any related or unrelated to the problem characteristics are selected. The features related to
the problem will outline the main features of the problem. For example, the airlines advertising campaign
may have features such as people, prices, travel, and airports. The features that are not related to the
problem characterise many problems. For example, material, structure, colour, shape, texture, sound, and
strategy. One thing is written down to every number.
4. Two dice (or one) are thrown in the game to select the first feature to be discussed.
5. Once again, two dice are thrown to select the second feature to be discussed.
6. Individually or in a group, brainstorm, create free associations and/or mind-map whatever
thoughts about that attribute that occur to you. Consider the attributes both separately and combined in
order to find an association between the two attributes. Search for a link between your association and
your problem. A quest for free association - is a great way to show your creativity. Start with the first idea
about one attribute and search for connections until you come up with a hypothesis.
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7. Looking for a connection between everyone’s associations. Questions are given to ask ourselves:
What associations can I create?
What do they remind me of?
What analogies stern from the associations?
What is the connection between my and my colleague’s associations?
Can I see something new?
8. It is continued until all 12 attributes are discussed.
The circle of opportunity is a wonderful exercise that can be done after the break or at the end of
the day especially when people begin feeling tired. Drawing, visual elements and the game of dice give
needed energy especially if every group members take turns to draw and throw dice.
An example of applying the Wheel of Opportunities method.
Advertising company wanted to create a new advertising campaign for airlines. They drew a circle
of possibilities:

Director of creativity threw dice and his first feature occurred 4 (green), and the second feature - 9
(cell). He sought free associations: green lawn, green eyes, green emerald, tour, tourists, transportation,
green “flash“ in the Florida Keys island chain, peas, green island in the sun, money, green apples and some
other associations. He joined the green eyes, the trip and tourists to create a new idea of the campaign.
Idea. Green-eyed people get 50% discount on the tax for holiday flights to the Caribbean. Airlines
believing that there are not so many green-eyed people provided this attractive promotional offer to for
a year.

4.14. ATTRIBUTE LISTING
In the fourth decade of the last century a morphological analysis or Attribute Listing method by
Fritz Zvickis was started to be used. The main idea of the method – dividing into separate parts an existing
product or system and determining ways to achieve each of these components. In such a way a renewed,
improved or completely new object is obtained, i.e. the purpose of the method - divide the product or
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process into parts (attributes), and to identify ways to one or even several of the components (attributes)
to improve. Here it is talked about the product, service, or strategy components, characteristics, features
and design elements.
Attribute Listing (features) is a creative method to find new solutions and ideas for the development of new, modern products and services. It is particularly effective when used in combination with the
Brainstorming method (described in section 4.1).
Before presenting the ideas or solutions to solve a complex problem, firstly identify all the
components of the problem (key features). These may include physical, mental, emotional, social, and
similar aspects (depending on the complexity of the problem). Usually, applying this method an existing
product or service can be taken and split into separate parts (features). For example, if a pen is round, you
can ask, why it is exactly round and whether it can take another shape. The flash-light can be described as
a long, round tube made of plastic with a battery and lightening bulb that when you press on the switch
begins to shine through the clear plastic cover. For each component (character), you can find a lot of useful
ideas. Why is it round? Why plastic? Is it possible to turn it on in any way? Can it supply energy from
another source? These questions can help to establish the new products, open up entirely new markets.
Thus, the chosen product or service should be broken down into its specific characteristics and then you
should analyse why this is the case, but not otherwise. Various issues related to well-established features
can help to create original products. With the help of this method the existing problems can be solved. Just
identify what is causing the problem and then focus on each of the factors. With this method it is important
to know how to ask questions to help find unique solutions. Companies that focus on new product development, often use this method to generate new ideas, improving the quality of existing products.
Applying this method first of all it is recommended:
• To identify the product / process / service or the product / process / service components that you
are not satisfied with or would like to improve.
• To create a product or service list or the company’s organisational strategy list of elements. For
example, a pencil (features) consists of the shaft material, graphite material, graphite hardness,
graphite breadth, quality, colour, weight, price and so on. Television plot (features) is composed of
actors, actions, location, weather, etc..
• Make a list of items (e.g., material, colour, weight, use of the product, design), which can be
defined by certain criteria. The measurement properties (attributes) list, which can be applied
to various products: weight, resistance to corrosion, length, colour, water resistance, materials,
style, durability, impact resistance, heat endurable, explosivity, flammability, odour, transparency,
compliance with the water, suspending possibility, loading opportunity, flexibility, stretchability,
compressibility.
• Choose several attributes that are especially important or are interesting .
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Secondly, draw a table, enter the elements / attributes to the table as headings.
In the graphs bellow each heading write down as many as possible signs of variations.

Thirdly,
• Combine one or more of these alternative ways to find out the relevant features, and try to find a
new approach to the process or the product being worked on. For example, you can combine these
features: solar photovoltaic system and a modern style lamp; wooden pole, medium light, medium
light intensity and pole affixed to the ground.
• Discuss the feasibility of alternative solutions.
Example of the Attribute Listing method: creation of a new lamp.
Step 1. The features of a new product are set.
Lamp features could include: energy source, lamp type, light intensity, size, style, finish, material,
colour and so on. Add the following attributes to the table as headings.
Step 2. Using the Brainstorming method, several options of each attribute is presented.
Step 3. A table is composed.
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Step 4. A stage of creation of different connections.
Interesting combinations might be:
• Solar / battery powered, medium intensity, daylight bulb - possibly used in stores to allow
customers to see the actual colour of goods (e.g. clothes);
• High-arc light - are used in developing countries or far from the main power supply systems;
• Ceramic Roman style kerosene lamp - themed restaurants used to simulate lamps that were used
2000 years ago or a simple table lamp that can be painted or covered with wallpaper or covered by
the material so that it is perfectly appropriate to the interior of the room.

4.15 ROTATING ROLES
Rotating roles method is a very effective tool that can be used as an individual or a team technique
to stimulate creativity. The goals of this method are:
• At the same time get acknowledged to a number of approaches to the problem and look at it from
multiple perspectives.
• Expand team prospects related to potential problems or effects of organisational change.
• Expand team perspectives related to problems with respect to process, product or service
improvement.
• Set team interests or options before taking action.
• Discern the different options, “performing” a particular role in a certain position in the organisation
The main idea of this method is that the group generates ideas, looking not from, but from
someone else’s perspective. You can look at the situation from a mediator’s perspective (customer,
supplier, or subordinate), or you can look at it by selecting a fictional character or historical perspective
(e.g., Bart Simpson, Robin Hood or George Washington)
The changing roles method reveals every participant’s ideas in a number of ways. Participants have
the opportunity to develop ideas carrying out different roles and looking at the problem from different
angles.
The biggest advantage of this method - encouraging participants to create and develop more
creative ideas. It can be considered one of the techniques for solving the problems.
How is this method implemented?
Step 1. The consultant prepares a circle with the names of the participants and writes down
the problem (quality of work, the client is unable to communicate with the employee, effective
communication during the main working hours, difficult procedures of punctuality, scheduling problems,
performance evaluation, and so on). Each role must have prepared the roles of cards and a writing board.
Step 2. Participants are seated in a circle around the table, and consultant explains the purpose
of the activity and regulation. The consultant will also briefly describe the position that is appointed or
chosen by each participant.
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Step 3. Each participant looks at the problem through his / her assigned role prism and on a special
card writes opinions, thoughts, views and recommendations. After each participant finishes his or her task,
the wheel is rotated one position forward or the participants change their chairs.
Step 4. This process of change continues and ideas are recorded on the card until all the
participants played different roles. Any role should not be missed.
Step 5. Agent declares the end of the session and completes the writing board, presenting on it the
data that the team will use later solving the problem or improving quality.
If fictional or historical figures are selected, during the session these steps should be followed:
Step 1. A problem is defined and written down.
Step 2. Each person chooses a character, and along with the rest of the group, using the
selected character’s, characteristics comes up with ideas associated with written problem or situation.
Consultant allows participants to create their own desired character portraits or gives them profiles of fictional,
historical or present day heroes. Each participant will be given a few minutes, during which they have to
live up to the designated / chosen character’s role.
Step 3. Ideas are then discussed and further developed by the group.
Participants here can also exchange roles and continue to develop ideas for change in accordance
with procedures.
This method can also be used not on a team, but on a personal level. Then one should follow the
below version of this approach: one person can follow the steps above and put their thoughts and ideas
to a summary getting into all roles. In this case, s/he will be able to look at the problem / situation from
different organisational positions.
After the change, the pursuit of roles, the consultant presents different views among the
participants and encourages critical dialogue led by the “what if ... analysis” (described in section 4.12).
Also some problem solving techniques can be presented.

4.16. WISHFUL THINKING
Wishful Thinking – a method that requires imagination. one of the ways of breaking stereotypes
makes the participants look at the “perfect future”. This method allows the group members to create a
goal that can be achieved. Furthermore, it can increase their motivation and help change the perspective.
For an organisation to achieve good results when Wishful Thinking is used, certain important instructions
(steps) should be taken into account.
Step 1. First of all, the group members are asked to write a brief statement of the problem or
opportunity.
Step 2. The consultant provides an overview and some examples of Wishful Thinking and informs
the group that anything is possible. The team has a discussion in order to understand what is really going
on. Each person needs to develop a vision statement for the future, using such phrases as: in the future, it
would be good if the organisation ... the company would certainly be helpful if ... (something is done) if I
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would run in this situation, I am ...
Step 3. Group members must examine each vision statement and come up with suggestions on
how to do it. Participants begin to fantasise and create such belief statements as:
• We should be able to set our work hours ourselves (so that there would not be conflicts
making the work schedule)
• We would be more happy if we would be able to (meaning communication problems in
this case)
• They cannot take away this job from me (employment guarantee).
All statements are recorded on the board or a flip chart.
Step 4. Participants examine all allegations and discuss practical application. New ideas should be
explored and linked to the current problematic situation. So in this case, in order to get back to reality, the
participants try to answer questions as: “How can we do this”? “Which means we now have that we can
use to solve the problem”?, “What would happen if we tried to implement this idea”? Even more detailed
discussion take place, if the following statements are used: “Although it is difficult to achieve, we can ...”,
“It would be feasible if we ...”.
The methods that break stereotypes encourage the participants to completely eliminate the
boundaries between the problems and look into something completely new. It happens when new
elements and new relationships are introduced. For example, we can create a completely new type of
camera (digital video camera) by adding new elements and interfaces to our old regular camera.
The creative problem solving approach such as Wishful Thinking used by the group will be
effective only if in an organisation is dominated by creative culture. Senior management must
promote excellence in the company and allow people to create their own ideas. In addition, it must ensure
participation and facilitate collective attempts to change their perceptions and imagine the future in
order to enhance creative thinking. In this case, the organisation can effectively use their most valuable
asset - its people - and ensure that they will create new and powerful ideas.
Sometimes it is very hard to come up with new ideas to improve or invent an item. The Scamper
technique is used to help to generate new ideas at the process of improving already existing idea.

4.17. SCAMPER
The Scamper method is a set of nine techniques used to transform any object, service, or process
into something new. The essence of the Scamper method is to generate as many ideas as possible. Try to
ask yourself how you can improve on television, a suitcase, a burger, a mortgage or any other object or
process. Ideas emerge almost involuntarily. Using this method one does not need to pay attention to the
fact that some ideas might be unrealistic or impossible to implement.
When looking for alternatives, it is possible to meet the following results:
1. One of the alternative ideas can solve problem.
2. Alternative idea can help reforming aspects of the problem and so indirectly fix it.
3. Alternative idea can be a great starting point.
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4. One alternative idea may be completely new and not connected to the problem. When this
occurs and you have such idea it is very interesting.
“Scamper“ is a list of issues caused by ideas.
1. (S) Substitute something (what are the things that are possible to be rejected, get rid of,
subtracted, changed?). Substitute objects, places, procedures, people, ideas and even emotions.
Substituting is a trial-and-error method when one thing is substituted by another until a suitable
idea is found. If you want to come up with ideas via substituting, then ask:
• What materials could be changed or added to in order to improve the product?
• What other product, method or process could be used?
• Can rules be changed? What rules could be changed?
• Is it possible to use this product somewhere else?
2. (C) combine it with something else – mix, connect with other parts of services, integrate
(in what way is it possible to connect X with Y? What will happen if these two ideas will be
connected?) A lot of creative thinking involves synthesis of previously unrelated ideas, goods, or
services aggregation process in order to create something new. If you want to combine, ask:
• What kind of ideas can be combined?
• How can you combine the goals?
• What is another thing to be combined with this?
• How can we design a combination?
• What else can we put that increases usability?
• What materials can be combined?
• What would happen if this product would be joined with another already existing product in
order to create something new?
• What should be joined in order to increase the use of the product?
• How to join one’s talent and resources in order to create a new perspective of the product?
3. (A) adapt something to it – recycle, change functions, use parts of other things (what will happen
if this will be changed by that?). Questions are asked:
• Does the past offer some similar things?
• How to apply this product to another use?
• What other process could be applied?
• What could be copied from the other products and applied to our product?
• What other products or ideas could be used as a source of inspiration?
4. (M) modify or magnify it – magnify or decrease, change the shape, modify the attributes
(for example colour). What could be modified? In general any part of any object could be
modified. Even a perfect square can be changed by a round shape to make it look bent even
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when it is not bent. If you want to modify ideas, ask:
• In what way can we improve it to make it better? What could be modified? Is there a way
out? Is it possible to change meaning, colour, move, sound, smell, shape, form? What about
changing the name?
• What about other changes? What changes could be made in plans? In process? In marketing?
• What other form would it take? What about another body?
• Can the packaging be combined with the shape?
• In what ways would it be possible to change the shape, image or features of the product?
• What could be added to it in order to change the item?
• What should be emphasised or highlighted in order to create a higher value of the product?
• What could be improved or extended? What could be made bigger or longer?
• What could be made to make it too big or large? Inflated?
• What else can you add? More time? Tightness? Height? Length? Additional features?
5. (P) put it for other purposes (or can it be used elsewhere for other purposes in other settings?)
• For what can it be used? If we had changed anything, where to use it then?
• What about other ways? What about other markets?
• Is it possible to use this product in a different environment or industry?
• Who else would use this product?
• How would this product work / operate in a different environment?
• Is it possible to recycle the waste of this product and make something new out of them?
6. (E) eliminate something – eliminate the elements, simplify, leave only the main function of the
item (eliminate or minimise?)
• In what way would it be possible to simplify this product?
• What would happen if it were smaller? What should I subtract? Should I divide it? Divide
into different parts? Cut? Simplify? Thicken? Minimise? Less? Clear? Is it possible to remove
the rules?
• What is not necessary?
• What functions, parts or rules could be repealed?
• How to make it faster, stronger, easier and providing more fun?
• What would happen if one part of the product would be eliminated, by what could it be
replaced?
7. (R) reverse or rearrange it – turn it inside out or upside down (flip, change places?)
• What would happen if this is done contrary to what is done now?
• Which components can be customised to change?
• What rules could be changed?
• Can I swap the positive and negative things? What confrontation appears?
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• Should I flip it? Top instead of the bottom?
• Should it be seen from the reverse side? Or should the functions be flipped?
• Do something that is not expected?
Using the Scamper method is very easy.
• An existing item or service that you want to modify or improve or simply is of your
concern is selected.
• During the Brainstorming method questions are asked that are listed in the SCAMPER
method.
• Try to ask as many questions as possible.
• After these two steps there is a pause taken (the incubation period). It is very
important because after the retraction of the work on ideas, the rest of ideas are better
analysed.
• Analysis of ideas. Ideas of personal disposition, perspective, and that are most real are
chosen.
The Scamper method can be used both individually or in groups. Individually it can be used in
every situation depending on the severity of the problem. You can come up with possible solutions without even writing them down and finally try finding the best suitable solution. If the method is used in
groups, the group should have a consultant who will help the members of the group create new ideas. The
consultant is viewed as a teacher, instructor, chairman of the meetings, head of company or department
and so on.

4.18. COMMUNICATION ALGORITHMS
Communication Algorithms method was created by H. E Crovitz. According to this
method, the ideas are offered through unusual combination of elements of the problem and relative
terms (prepositions). The latter are used as stimuli for new ideas. The following prepositions and
relationship related words are suggested:
earlier 		
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now		

from 		

out 		

against

inside

on		due to		if		despite of

in front		above

about		

because of

when		

not far		

with		

any how

round		

near		

how		

later		

between

behind

or		

till		

until		

through

at		

the middle

but		

and		

where		

after		

because

below

around		

to 		

from		

all time

near		

worse

furthermore

along 		

through

while		

outside		

away from

more		

except		

during		

towards

forward
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Stages of method application:
1. Select two important elements of the problem.
2. Select a word meaning relationships and put it between the elements of the problem.
3. Investigate the compound and write down all the ideas that come up.
4. Repeat stages 2 and 3.
Example of the problem: How to improve the portable radio apparatus?
(Source: A. B. VanGundy, 2008)
1. Select two important elements of the problem.
• Radio
• Listener
2. Select a word meaning relationships and put it between the elements of the problem.
• Radio above the listener
3. Investigate the compound and write down all the ideas that come up.
• Put the radio into a hat
4. Repeat stages 2 and 3.
• Radio behind the listener – the radio mounted on the back strap.
• Radio is away from the listener - put the radio on the ball that is thrown to another person.
• Radio below the listener – install the radio in the soles of sneakers.
• Radio, where the listener is – in a place where people go jogging, to build portable radio
vending machines.

4.19. WORD RHOMBUS
In the Word Rhombus different combinations of problem words and phrases are created. At least
four problem words are needed although three words are also possible. (In such case, the method may be
called triangle words.)
STAGES
1. Four key words or phrases are selected from the problem statement.
2. The words are written in the rhombus so that every corner has a word or a phrase.
3. One word or a phrase is combined with other words; ideas that come up are recorded.
4. In Stage 3 the selected word is combined with the remaining two. New ideas that come up are
recorded.
5. Stages 3 and 4 are repeated until all possible combinations are tested and all ideas that come up
are written down.
An example of applying the Word Rhombus method to find solution to a problem. How to
encourage employees to organise their work place? An example of applying the Word Rhombus method
(source: A. B. VanGundy, 2008)
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1. Choose four words or important phrases from the problem statement.
2. Write the words into the rhombus in a way that there would be a word or a phrase in every corner.

3. Combine one word or phrase with another and write down the ideas that come.
Encourage – Work place: put more litter bins and make the surroundings more pleasant.
4. The word chosen in stage 3 combine with other two.
Encourage – Employees: encourage financially those employees who look after their
work place.
Encourage – Organise: to pay the employees for every thrown away piece of litter.
5. Repeat stages 3 and 4 until you try out every possible combination and write down all ideas.
Employees – Work place: create a sense of ownership that people litter less in their workplace.
Employees – Encourage: to create quality circle discussion groups.
Employees – Organise: to hold a contest and award prizes for the cleanest office.

4.20. ANALOGIES
The analogy is a comparison of similarities of similar things. Solving problems creatively,
analogies help to find a new approach, and forces the user to abandon the usual approach.
The following types of analogies are distinguished:
• Direct analogy (starting from some aspect of the problem, one looks for comparable or
analogous situations).
• Personal analogy (what if you were an element in the problem?).
• Nature analogy (what kind of situations in nature does this remind me of?).
• Fantastic analogy (can you place the problem in a fairy tale another mythical situation and
develop it from there?).
• Paradoxical analogy (characterise the issue in two words which are each other‘s opposites).
STAGES
1. Decide what main principle is marked by your problem. For example, a problem - high staff
turnover. The question is raised: How can we reduce the number of employees leaving the organisation?
In this case the main principle of the problem is to keep the employees in the organisation.
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2. Make a list of things (analogies), based on the same principle. In general, if the problem is
connected with people, the analogy should not be connected with them; if the problem is related to things,
think about the analogy with human beings.
3. In this example, provided by VanGundy (2008), such common things, i.e., such analogies will
be needed that are related to withholding something. Create the list paraphrasing the problem: To keep the
employees in the organisation is similar to
• Building a dam for water detention.
• Going to the dentist to save teeth.
• Using “magic” liquids to avoid getting bald.
• Laying the mat to avoid bringing dirt.
• Putting food in a plastic bag to keep it fresh.
• Fertilising the lawn to keep the grass.
• Keeping closed the enclosure of the unridden horse.
4. Select one analogy. The best one is such that is unusual or violate any cultural taboo.
5. Describe the analogy in details using phrases suitable to describe the action. Using different
“miraculous” liquids for hair to avoid getting bold, the following actions are done:
• It is checked if the manufacturer is reliable.
• It is searched for studies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the results.
• It is looked where to buy liquids for hair.
• One travels to the store to buy the product (or orders by post).
• One reads the instructions on how to use the liquid.
• The liquid is constantly being used.
• One looks in the mirror and to check if it is helping.
• One writes a complaint to the manufacturer that the good is not helping.
6. Refer to the following descriptions and offer ideas. Last stage is to explore each of the
descriptions and see if maybe it would help solve the problem of employee retention. For example:
• Improve the reputation of the organisation, so that the employees would be proud to be
working in it (from the “checking reliability of the manufacturer”)
• Organise talk with the leaving employees to find out why they are leaving
• Allow the employees to obtain shares or goods or use services at lower prices
• For employees who have worked for a company for a couple of years give a vacation trip in
their country
• Offer job training programs that increase salaries of those who complete it)
• Ensure that the superiors would continuously meet with the workers
• Develop employee attitude surveys to clarify their biggest worries and be able to anticipate
problems
• Start the program for suggestions from the staff and ask for ideas on how to retain staff.
(VanGundy, 2008).
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4.21. LINKS OF FEATURE ANALOGUES
This method was created by educators Don Koberg and Jim Bagnall. Two methods are combined
there: list of features and analogues. Contrary to analogues, that are based on unrelated problem stimuli,
in this method related stimuli are also used. Therefore, this method can be very attractive to people who
feel that unrelated stimuli are not enough. A. B. VanGundy (2008) presents the essence of this method by
giving an example.
Example of a problem: How to improve filing cabinet?
1. List the components of the problem (title, material, purpose, shape, parts).
2. List the constituent components.
• Title: cabinet of documents
• Material: steel, aluminium, plastic
• Purpose: to store paper documents
• Shape: a four-sided box
• Parts: drawers, drawer rails, handles
3. For each component, create a similar profile
• Title: paper container
• Material: hard as a diamond (steel) flexible as cooked pasta (aluminium) as a soft gelatine
(plastic)
• Purpose: saving battery power
• Form: coffin
• Parts: train wagons (drawers), roller wheels (drawer rails), the trimmer cord (handles)
4. Suggest ideas using analogies.
• Build a paper box (paper container).
• Make one drawer a storage for valuables (hard as a diamond)
• Fit a flexible bulb, which may be removed if needed (flexible as cooked pasta)
• Create different coloured objects and various customised cabinets (as a soft gelatine)
• An electronic mechanism for drawers to open and close (“battery”)
• The top with hinges (“coffin”)
• Several interconnected cabinets (train wagons).
• Wheels at the bottom of the cabinets (roller wheels)
• Pull handles ( the trimmer cord).

4.22. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LIST
Product development list was created by A. B. VanGundy (2008) as an auxiliary tool for
suggesting the ideas of new products. List is composed of a poster with 576 stimuli for ideas divided into four
categories: Try, Do, Think, and Add or Subtract.
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Below the examples of every category are presented:
• Try: draw, wipe out, tighten, turn, elect into parts, whip, inflate
• Do: soft, transparent, magnetic, portable, disposable, late, winding, regulated
• Think: about the elevator, Sir Lancelot, oatmeal, stethoscope, bombs with the clock
mechanism, egg shells, sympathetic ink
• Add or subtract: backgrounds, sexuality, friction, rhythm, sand, vibration, energy,
impatience.
Stages. Product development list can be used in different ways. The simplest way is following:
1. Choose one of the four categories and look at the words and phrases.
2. Select any word - as an incentive to the idea. Experiment with it in your mind and see what a
valuable concept, principle or practice it means.
3. Write down the ideas that surfaced.
4. Repeat steps 1-3.
Problem example: How to improve a flash-light? (Source: A. B. VanGundy (2008)).
1. Choose one of the four categories and look at the words and phrases. Try: turn.
2. Select any one of the word - as an incentive to the idea.
3. Write down the ideas that come up.
Turn: made the torch handle from rubber, so that it could be rotated and bent in every way.
4. Repeat stages 1-3.
* Try inflating: I thought of how a balloon is inflated. Make a flash-light inflated so it would not
sink in the water.
* Make it transparent: these words planted the idea of a transparent flash-light. Make a flash-light
transparent for fun as transparent phones.
* Make it disposable: it is obvious. Let’s make disposable flash-lights!
* Add or subtract layers: layers remind me of what you can put on top and possibly remove. Add
a variety of interchangeable light filters for lenses.

4.23. OTHER METHODS FOR GENERATING IDEAS
Gordon and Little Method (Source: A. B. VanGundy (2008)).
Stages
1. The director describes the problem in general and asks the group to find solutions. The problem:
think of ways to improve something. Ideas:
• Increase.
• Polish.
• More features are needed.
• To use more expensive parts.
• Decrease.
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• Make it flexible.
• Make it changeable.
2. After a few minutes the director specifically describes the problem and asks the group to find
solutions. Problem: think of ways to improve a portable thing. Ideas:
• Adjust wheels.
• Make it lighter.
• Make it easier to open and close.
• More pockets for accessories are needed.
• Make it of comfortable shape to put it in various places.
• Make it in a way it would be easier to lift it.
• Les features or parts.
• Simplify the operation.
3. The director reveals the real problem to the group and asks for a revision of the previous two
problems.
4. Using these solutions as an incentive, the group is looking for the real solutions to the problem.
Problem: How to improve the portable radio apparatus?
• Make it out of stainless steel (from “Polish”).
• Add a flash light and a compass (from “More features are needed”).
• For the interest sake manufacture a flexible rubber radio (from “Make it flexible”).
• Create a portable radio that would fit into a larger sound system (from “Make it
changeable”).
• Pockets are needed for additional batteries (from “More pockets are needed for accessories”).
Stimulation by Items (Source: A. B. VanGundy (2008)).
Stages
1. Make a list of specific things that are not connected to the problem.
2. Choose one thing and describe it in details.
3. Every description use as a stimulus to suggest ideas.
4. Write down all ideas.
5. Choose another item and repeat stages 3 and 4.
6. Repeat stage 5, until you “use” all items.
Problem example: How to decrease the number of employees leaving our organisation?
1. Make a list of specific things that are not connected to the problem.
• Phone
• Television set
• Bicycle
• Car
• Microwave
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2. Choose one thing and describe it in details. Television set:
• Broadcasts multiple channels
• The screen may vary in size
• Operated by remote control
• It is possible to set the time that when the spectator goes to sleep, it will automatically
turn off
• Can be portable
• Broadcasts many shows
• Regulated volume
3. Use every description as the incentive to offer ideas. Write down all the ideas.
Weekly video-conferences with the authorities, to identify the problems (from “broadcasts many
channels”).
• Offer a flexible incentive program to keep employees (from “the screen may vary in size”).
• Make it so that management would regularly meet with staff from the “distant“ departments
of the company (from “controlled with a remote control”).
• Allow the workers to take a nap (from “when the spectator falls asleep”).
• Allow the staff to work from home (from “portable”).
4. Choose another item and repeat stage 3.
5. Repeat stages 3 and 4 until you “use” all items or time is up.
Problem example: How to sell more floor care products?
1. Make a list of specific things that are not connected to the problem.
2. Choose one thing and describe it in details. Item: Horseshoe shape magnet.
• Attracts metal
• Is made of metal
• Horseshoe shape
• Has two sides
3. Use every description as the incentive to offer ideas.
4. Write down all the ideas.
• Attracts metal. The packaging should contain the metal shavings to attract buyers.
• Is made of metal. Produce a bright, shiny metal packaging.
• Is horseshoe shape. To pack the product in a horseshoe-shaped package and presented it as
a “dirt magnet”.
• Has two sides. Pour detergent on one side, and on the - waxing or polishing.
5. Choose another item and repeat stages 3 and 4.
6. Repeat stage 5 until you use every item.
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Semantic Flair (Source: A. B. VanGundy (2008)).
Stages
1. Make two lists of words related to the main problem elements.
2. Choose a word from one list, and combine it with the word from another list.
3. Contribute and write down the idea in accordance with this compound.
4. Repeat stages 2 and 3 until you try out several compounds.
Problem example: How to wean employees from littering in the company’s territory?
1. Make two lists of words related to the main problem elements.
Employee-related issues 		

Items related to trash

Work 					Paper
Game 					

Glass

Breaks 					Metal
Governors 				

Throwing

Pay 					Trash bins
Bonuses 				Wood
Pension 				Collect
2. Choose a word from one list, and combine it with the word from another list.
3. Contribute and write down the idea in accordance with this compound.
All employees should have given specific time to collect litter (from “work-paper”).
4. Repeat stages 2 and 3 until you try out several compounds.
During the lunch break organise the ball throwing competitions, and ask employees to gather
around themselves litter (from “game - throw”).
During a break instruct employees to raise at least one piece of litter (from “break-paper”).
Tell superiors to collect the garbage and set a good example (from “superiors - collect”).
Establish a recycling centre, where the workers are paid for garbage sorting and delivery (from
“wages - gather”).
Comparison of the Cerebral Hemispheres (Source: A. B. VanGundy (2008)).
This approach partially is based on the concepts of analytical and creative thinking. These
concepts are often simplified comparing with the left and right brain hemisphere thinking features. The
left hemisphere of the brain regulates the linear, logical and analytical thought processes, and the right the intuitive, holistic and creative. Applying the method of the Comparison of the Cerebral Hemispheres
in two groups (analysts and developers) the task is given on how to solve the problem: one group must
constitute logical ideas, the other - creative and crazy ideas. Groups should be of equal size. Later, these
ideas are combined, connected in order to generate new ideas, i.e., one idea from the group of “analysts”
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is connected with the idea of the “developers” group in order to set up the new idea or improve the
previous one.
Problem example: How to improve a flash-light?
Logical ideas
• Use enhanced switch.
• Use unbreakable lens.
• Padded tray.
• Battery indicator needed.
• Must be waterproof.
Crazy ideas
• In the dark the flash-light turns on automatically.
• Upon one’s wish the light intensifies or fades.
• By pulling the flash-light can be extended.
• Given the ambient light, the lens is increasing or decreasing.
• Thrown into the air, the flash-light turns on automatically.
Integrated ideas
• Light emerges or fades depending on how hard you press the button (from “Use enhanced
switch“ and “the light gets stronger fading upon one’s wish”).
• The flash-light battery lasts longer upon turning it - from the move a small generator
turns on (from “Battery indicator needed“ and “Ejected into the air, the flash-light turns on
automatically”).
• Make a case shining in the dark. When pressed it glows in different colours (from “padded
case” and “depending on the ambient lighting, the lens increases or decreases”).
The Method of Random Objects
The author of the Random Objects method (also called the Catalogue method or the method of
Focal Objects) - Charles Merlang. Most commonly this method of random objects is used to create
business ideas. Obtained new ideas must be logically evaluated and the best ideas can be implemented.
The essence of this method - combining features of different objects in one thing. Using this
approach, new ideas are looked for in one object (which needs to be improved or developed) by adding
features of random objects. One column should be contain a variety of nouns, and the other - adjectives,
and then each noun is combined with each of the adjectives. It is also possible to combine nouns with
nouns - that can cause unexpected ideas. For example, a combination of the first group of the word “bus”
with a variety of words in the second group bring various ideas: a combination of “bus” and “fragrant”,
produces by a combination of aromatic bus, where passengers sense pine needles or any other odour.
In this way, each noun is connected with all adjectives, and we can get a lot of interesting ideas “liquid
bus” - the bus that is filled with liquid where the passengers sit in special capsules; “changing bus” - the
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bus that depending on the circumstances can change its dimensions, colour and output; “round bus” - the
bus in a shape of a circle: such bus does not need bus wheels, it moves around its own axis and when
entering the water can swim as a ball. In this way combining various things you can get a combination of the
following: aromatic envelope, rubber glass, disassembling boat, and the like.
The process of generating of ideas using this method:
1) the object (prototype) to be improved or developed is determined;
2) 3-4 random objects are selected, for each of these objects several characteristic features
(properties) are found;
3) the identified characteristic features are added to the newly created object (prototype) and new
expressions are obtained;
4) new word expressions in a way of free associations encourage new ideas;
5) new ideas are evaluated and selected the most efficient ones in the terms of implementing them;
6) new ideas are formulated to implement the most effective idea, i.e., to modify the new object.

4.24. IDEAS SELECTION METHODS
1) Setting the priorities. Each group member is given a certain number of points. Group members
give their points for the best ideas in their opinion. The best idea is the one that collected most points.
2) Using the Pluses - Minuses method, ideas (alternative solutions to the problems) are evaluated
according to two criteria: the strengths and weaknesses of every side of the idea. This is a traditional, all
well-known and very common method, which simply considers all the pros and cons of ideas and chooses
the option that has the most advantages and least disadvantages. In the middle of the page a line is drawn
and it is divided into two parts. On one side all the advantages are written down, on the other - weaknesses, and then the results are summarised (see Fig. 7).
Pluses of the idea
(reasons “for”)

Ideas

1. ...........................................
1. ........................................... 2. ...........................................
3. ...........................................
1. ...........................................
2. ...........................................
2. ........................................... 3. ...........................................
4. ...........................................

Minuses of the idea
(reasons “against”)
1. ...........................................
2. ...........................................

1. ...........................................
2. ...........................................

Result

3 “for” - 2 “against” = 1

5 “for” - 2 “against” = 3

5. ...........................................
1. ........................................... 1. ...........................................
3. ...........................................

2. ........................................... 2. ...........................................
3. ........................................... 3. ...........................................

3 “for” - 4 “against” = -1

4. ...........................................
Accepted solution – Idea Nr 2 as it received the highest result (=3)

Figure 7. Evaluating the ideas using the Pluses – Minuses method
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Every idea can be accurately assessed by giving each of them the “weight” through the chosen
system of points, for example: 0 - very weak “plus” or “minus”, 1 - medium intensity “plus” or “minus”,
2 - very strong “plus” or “minus”. In this way it is possible to get different results, resulting in selection
of another idea (see Fig. 8).
Ideas

Pluses of the idea
(reasons “for”)

Minuses of the idea
(reasons “against”)

Result

1. ..................................... (0) 1. ..................................... (2)
1. ........................................... 2. ..................................... (1) 2. ..................................... (0)
3. ..................................... (0)

1 “for” - 2 “against” = -1

Total =2

Total =1
1. ..................................... (0) 1. ..................................... (2)
2. ..................................... (1) 2. ..................................... (2)
2. ........................................... 3. ..................................... (1)

4 “for” - 4 “against” = 0

4. ..................................... (0)
5. ..................................... (2)

Total =4

Total =4
1. ..................................... (2) 1. ..................................... (0)
3. ...........................................

2. ..................................... (1) 2. ..................................... (0)
3. ..................................... (1) 3. ..................................... (1)

4 “for” - 2 “against” = 2

4. ..................................... (1)
Total =4

Total =2

The brackets show the strength of plus or minus in the scale 0 - very weak “plus“ or “minus“, 1 - medium intensity “plus“
or “minus“, 2 - very strong “plus“ or “minus.“
Accepted solution – Idea Nr 3 as it received the highest result (=2)

Figure 8. Evaluating the ideas using the Pluses – Minuses method by giving them “weight”
Another way suggested by A. VanGundy B. (2008):
1. Make the list of criterion that will be used to evaluate the ideas.
2. At the top of each paper write down each criteria.
3. To the left of the criterion column write down the ideas.
4. Check every idea by a check mark in favour of the criteria.
5. Add up the check marks of every idea and select the ones that collected the most of them.
These two options can be illustrated by the problem of how to facilitate communication between
the two departments of the organisation. Let’s assume some solutions for this problem that is thought up:
• Install Internet messages (IM) programs in the computers of both departments.
• Organise weekly meetings to discuss labour issues.
• Designate one person from each departments to coordinate joint projects.
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• Send personnel from both departments to the seminar on improving communication skills.
• Arrange a meeting between the two departments and define specific communication problems,
and look for the solutions.
In order to choose the best idea, all of these ideas are evaluated using the Advantages and Disadvantages method (Table 1 shows advantages and disadvantages of the two ideas).
Table 1. Comparison of two ideas using the method of advantages and disadvantages. (VanGundy, 2008)
The first idea is to install instant messaging (IM) programs
in the departments of both computers.
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Allows you to quickly communicate

• Some people prefer communicating face to face

• Easy to keep and revisit conversations

• Could decrease efficiency

• Convenient

• Is possible to use in order to avoid
confrontation on important issues

• Will appeal to those who like using the computer

• Communication could be misunderstood
• Could use this to pretend working but would be
searching the Internet in vain
• There may be interference with the network
connection

The second idea: to organise weekly meetings in order to discuss labour issues
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Meets the social needs

• Takes long time

• Helps people to understand others' motives

• Conflicts may arise; therefore, some people
may feel uncomfortable

• Everyone participates in solving problems

• Some people can dominate in the discussions

• It is possible to use other people's ideas and find
better solution
Thus, applying the method of Advantages and Disadvantages, the second idea should be chosen
and weekly meetings should be organised to discuss labour issues as this idea has four advantages and
three disadvantages. The first idea, i.e., IM cannot be selected because it has four advantages and six
disadvantages.
Solving the same problem by using the third method the first idea would be chosen, i.e., IM
because this idea in this case have most advantages (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Advantages and weaknesses of the ideas evaluating them using the third method.
Criteria
Little time

Low financial
expenses

Meets social
needs

Convenient

Total

X

X

X

X

4

X

X

The First Idea
The Second Idea
The Third Idea

X

2

X

X

The Fourth Idea
The Fifth Idea

X

3

X

1

X

2

Both method variations have their advantages and weaknesses. The first includes the unique
strengths and weaknesses of each idea. However, it takes quite a long time, it is difficult to compare
because there are no standard criteria.
The advantage of the second option is that it allows to view many ideas in a shorter time than
applying the first option, the criteria are standardised, and therefore more difficult to manipulate the
results, compared with the first option.
So, when choosing between these options, it is better to use the first one when it is most important
to thoroughly evaluate each idea and there is enough time. The second option is more suitable when time
is limited and (or) you want to shorten the list of ideas before beginning to seriously evaluate.
3) Measured Criteria. With this technique, the criteria that decision is supposed to meet should
be listed and points should be assigned to each criterion based on its relative importance in the decision.
Then, each alternative is given a certain number of points according to how fully it meets the criterion.
For points any scale of 1 to 10, 1 to 100, or any other range may be used.
For example we have to choose the means by which we will travel. There are three ideas: by train,
by plane or by car. Four criteria can be formulated: comfort, speed, safety and food. In the table below we
can see that traveling by train is rated at 25 out of 30 points for the “comfort” criterion, while the plane
is ranked a little less comfortable, at 21 out of 30. Once all the alternatives have been assigned their due
points for each criterion, all the points for each alternative are added up and the plane.
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Possible
Points

Train

Plane

Car

Comfort

30

25

21

18

Speed

15

7

15

3

Safety

20

13

17

9

Food

10

6

2

10

Total

75

51

55

40
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4) When you do not have many ideas to choose from then, you should apply the Pairwise
Comparison method, which is used to primarily determine the assessed criteria (e.g., ideas reality
check, compatibility with the goals, compliance with the requirements and so on.), and according
to that particular idea every other idea is compared. For example, if you have four ideas, the idea is
evaluated by each criteria compared to all the other three ideas and it is found which idea is better in
a particular pair. Rating (pairwise comparison) is performed as many times as there is a number of
criteria by which a comparison is established. Another idea is compared with the remaining two ideas,
as well as many times as there are criteria. The second idea is compared with the idea that is left. After
comparing all pairs, the “victories” of each idea are counted in order to identify the best idea.
The assessment of each criterion is done separately, and after summarising all of them together,
the complex indicator of ideas achievement is calculated. The following symbols are used assessing
them: “>” - better, “<”- worse, “=” equal, the same. Calculating the following meanings are given to the
corresponding values, such as “better” - 2, “worse” - 0, “the same” - 1.
Table 3 presents an example which shows that four ideas are compared with each other according
to two criteria: the idea of realism and compatibility with goals.
Table 3. The example of evaluation using the method of Pairwise Comparison
Criteria 1: The reality of an idea
Evaluated idea

Compared to the 1st
idea

Compared to the 2nd
idea

Compared to the 3rd
idea

Compared to the 4th
idea

X

1 idea wins
X

3 idea wins
3 idea wins
X

1 idea wins
4 idea wins
3 idea wins
X

1 idea
2 idea
3 idea
4 idea

Idea number 3 has the best evaluation on the criteria of reality as it “won” three positions
Criteria 2: The compatibility of the idea with goals
Evaluated idea

Compared to the 1st
idea

Compared to the 2nd
idea

Compared to the 3rd
idea

Compared to the 4th
idea

X

1 idea wins
X

3 idea wins
2 idea wins
X

1 idea wins
4 idea wins
3 idea wins
X

1 idea
2 idea
3 idea
4 idea

Idea number 1 has the best evaluation on the criteria of compatibility with goals as it “won” two positions.

5) “Battelle” method
“Battelle” method was developed by the “Battelle“ Institute of Columbus, Ohio, for the
development of business opportunities; it is applied evaluating ideas based on the three levels of
selection. Each level has higher-value criteria. “Battelle“ method is valued for the resource investment
needed to evaluate the idea and gather the necessary information. So, first of all the ideas are easily evaluated
using the information obtained, and then – using the information that is a little harder to get, and finally –
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information that is most difficult to collect. According A. B. VanGundy (2008), such a selection “funnel“
effect helps from the few ideas select only a few. Major stages of “Battelle” approach:
1. Arrange a selection based on the lost value (or exclusion criteria), consisting of questions which
can be answered “yes” or “no”.
2. Set the minimum score to move to the next level.
3. Arrange a selection based on the mean value (evaluation criteria), consisting of questions which
can be answered “yes” or “no”.
4. Set the minimum score to move to the next level.
5. Arrange a selection according to level value (selection criteria) consisting of the value ranges
such as: poor, not bad, good.
6. Set the “weight” of each of the criteria.
7. Set the minimum score to move to the next level.
8. Evaluate every idea using the rejection criteria questions.
9. Reject ideas evaluated that have the “no” response.
10. The rest of the ideas evaluate using the evaluation criteria.
11. Reject all ideas, which did not get the minimum score criteria.
12. Evaluate the rest of the ideas by the numbers according to each of the selection criteria and
multiply the criterion score by the “weight”.
13. Add the results received in stage 12 and compare each of them with the selection criteria by
the lowest score.
14. Reject the ideas that did not obtain the lowest score.
15. If there is more than one idea then try to merge a few of them or analyse them more closely.
This procedure is easier to understand by looking at the target, which aims to improve
communication between departments. The evaluation of ideas of “Battelle” method to have weekly
meetings to discuss work issues can be seen in Table No.4. (This example uses the 3-points “weight”
scale, although greater “weight” ranges would also fit).
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Table No.4. Example of the “Battelle” method

As shown in the example, this idea has withstood all the selections and can be selected to be
implemented, combined with other selected ideas or analysed separately. Remember that the idea of
IM also fulfilled the exclusion criteria. However, a positive feature of this approach is when the idea of
rejection does not go through the rejection selection. This early rejection is beneficial because it allows
better selection of ideas. Some ideas are quickly rejected in the beginning and therefore the group is able
to use more efficiently the remaining time to evaluate ideas. Nevertheless, quick rejection of ideas may be
a weak point. In the first stage, answering the questions “yes” or “no”, you can overlook the ways to avoid
obstacles. Thus, it is necessary to consider how to formulate questions
A. B. VanGundy (2008) provides a few methods for the selection of ideas: an Advocate for Ideas
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and the Nominal Group techniques.
6) An Advocate of Ideas
The group carefully examines the positive aspects of each idea and monitors that any possible
solutions would not be missed. The team then selects ideas and gets ready for analysis. This method is
applied in four stages:
1. Give each member of the group the list of previous ideas.
2. Assign each member the role of advocate for one or more ideas. You can distribute ideas
depending on whether a member will need to implement that idea, whether he or she suggested it,
or whether he or she likes that particular idea.
3. Read aloud the first idea and ask the advocate to explain why that idea would be the best choice.
4. Do the same with the other ideas.
After discussing all the ideas with the entire group review them and select one (or several
connected) as the best solution to the problem.
7) The Nominal Group Technique
1. Take turns to discuss every idea to clarify its logic and meaning. Explain to group
members that this phase is to clarify their understanding of the ideas, rather than discussion of their
advantages. Therefore, without wasting more time, discuss that you would not get stuck on one idea
and avoid violent disputes.
2. For the first time, vote for the importance of each idea.
a) Let each member of the group choose several best ideas. (The team leader must decide how
many ideas to choose from - for example, 10 per cent. Usually it is best to choose from five
to nine ideas.)
b) Ask the group members to write down each idea on a separate 3x5 inch card or post-it note
that have the number of an idea written on the upper-left corner.
c) Let the members of the group silently read their chosen ideas and rank them from best to
worst; here 5 (if there are five ideas) means the best, and 1 - the worst, and so on, until all
ideas are evaluated. Then the assessment should be recorded in the lower right-hand corner of
the card and underlined three times (with the idea that the numbers would not be confused).
d) Collect all the cards, mix them and prepare voting papers. Write the number of the idea
on the left side of the paper and by those numbers write the evaluation of every idea. For
example, if the first idea was assessed by 5, 2, and 3, entries must be 5-2-3.
e) Count the votes and make note which idea collected most votes (by adding all votes).
f) If the winner is found, then stop the process. If it is not clear which ideas has been chosen
as the best then another stage is needed.
3. Discuss the primary vote, investigate discrepancies, and then re-discuss the ideas which got
most and least votes. For example, if the idea four times received 5, and three times 1, it is necessary to
discuss the importance of the idea to check that all understood the idea in the same way. Emphasise that
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the purpose of this discussion is to figure out if everyone is on the same page but not to convince the other
members how to vote.
4. Organise the final voting using the same procedure as in the first round (stage 2).
The NGM selection procedures of ideas very effectively ensure the participation of all levels that
do not interfere with different work positions or dominant personality. This procedure is also very useful
for a large number of ideas to consider. Furthermore, NGM voting focuses on ideas not on the people’s
disagreements.
On the other hand, the NGM does not use accurate assessment criteria. The members of the group
evaluate according to their own criteria that they can tell or not tell to the other group members. Therefore,
NGM voting procedure can be improved: offer a group a common criteria to assessed the idea by. Because
of adding them then during the last vote there will be less discrepancy and no need to frequently re-explain
ideas (VanGundy, 2008).
8) The Reverse Collective Discussion of Ideas
The procedure of this method is the opposite to the Advocate method - it looks not for positive and
negative features of ideas. The key stages of inverted collective Brainstorming are as follows:
1. Give every group member a list of ideas offered previously (or write it on a board or a big sheet
of paper).
2. Ask the group members to raise their hands if they have anything to say about the first idea (it is
also possible to allow all members to speak taking turns).
3. When all notices about the first idea are spoken, ask the group to criticise the second idea.
Continue in this way until you have all ideas criticised.
4. Ask the group to think of ways to correct weaknesses of every idea.
5. Select an idea (or a number of ideas) that have least of uncorrectable or unavoidable defects.
As the advocate ideas method, the Reverse Collective Discussion of Ideas method may last a
long time if you need to discuss a lot of ideas. Therefore, it is best to apply this method when the list of
ideas has been slightly reduced. But the biggest drawback to this method is probably too much focus on
weaknesses. Emphasising what is wrong in every idea can lead to a negative, unfavourable
environment for creating ideas. While positive environment is more important for creating of ideas
but if such atmosphere is not present when evaluating those ideas, the group members have difficulty
connecting and developing ideas (positive) to the final selection.
The main advantage of the Reverse Collective Discussion of Ideas method is that every idea is
thoroughly discussed and it is possible to foresee ways how to correct its disadvantages. Discussing every
idea it is possible to notice and remove possible hindrances for implementation; therefore, it makes the
implementation of the idea easier. At the process of seeking how to remove the weak sides of ideas the
negative atmosphere, that usually is the result of a group that spends a lot of time criticising the ideas, is
decreasing. In addition, if it is found how to overcome obstacles, the likelihood is that the idea will be
successful.
Though the Reverse Collective Discussion of Ideas has advantages, it is possible to combine it
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with the Advocate of Ideas method. In such way the ideas will be thoroughly evaluated, and there will not
be any negative atmosphere. Of course, when deciding whether to use another method, you need to think
about whether there is enough time for both.
Therefore, upon implementation of change, you have to think about participation of staff, the
impact the change will have on them, whether it is big, and anticipated, whether there will be resistance
to change, how will it affect employees.
If the idea of the project will involve other people, they must be invited in planning. In particular, it
is important to involve other people if they put the idea to have significant influence. Their opinion is also
required, when the anticipated change is big and affects many people. In addition, people must always be
included if changes were not asked for as unsolicited changes often are faced with resistance and have a
negative impact on employee attitudes and morale.
In order to overcome resistance to change while implementing the ideas, follow these general rules:
In solving the problem, including the implementation always involve other people when:
their participation is mandatory;
the implemented idea will have direct impact on them;
the change is big and not asked for.
Of course, not everybody who will be affected by those changes will want to come, as well as
obstacles may arise due to time and transportation. Still, you should try to include more people. As
much as possible, specifically explain what changes will be brought by the implemented idea. Nothing can cause resistance as the unclear messages about change. People are usually afraid of the unknown more than of specific changes. Insufficient information about the changes actually will reduce the
possibility of the success of the idea. Planning to implement an idea that promises changes, focus on what
personal benefits can be expected with its implementation. If people see any benefit for themselves - no
matter how insignificant it looks to you - the road for implementation of ideas will be much smoother. If
possible, try to get the whole group equally aware of the need for change. If the need for change
arises from inside, then the change is more supported. Determine whose opinion is the most important
throughout the organisation, and convince the people to support the change. It is much easier to
convince a few people that changes are needed than in the entire organisation. Convince the most influential
people that change is necessary, they will convince others. But those are not necessarily the officially most
influential authorities. The change will be support more if it has the support from informal leaders.
9) Five W
The Five W method is suitable not only formulate the tasks but also to implement ideas. If the
implementation is not complicated this method allows to be sure that idea meets the problem. (It is also
possible to use this method combined with other methods.) The main stages are:
1. Ask who, by what, where and when is connected with implementation works. For example,
you can ask questions such as: Who will implement the idea? What he or she will do? Where will he or
she implement this idea? And when will this idea be implemented? Each answer should be as accurate as
possible.
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2. Ask question why to every previous question and answer. For example: Why these people should
implement this idea? Why should they do what they came up with? And so on. (When you ask “why”, you
find logical explanation for every action and ensure that no important actions are missed.)
3. If while asking questions it becomes clear that an action of implementation has been unnoticed,
create a new implementation strategy.
4. Implement the idea.
10) Six W
Your database search efforts can be significantly more successful if you learn to use the helping
keywords. These keywords are 6W: who, what, where, when, why and what way. These questions will
help you in different situations during the data searching process.
WHO will help you to identify anyone who may be involved in the problem.
WHAT will help to identify any problem items, materials, resources or elements.
WHERE overviews the area, location, position, situation or key problem issues.
WHEN detects time, intervals, schedules, dates, start, end, or the final terms of the problem.
WHY explains the cause of problems, objectives, goals or intentions.
WHAT WAY helps to identify previous actions taken, things that are now occurring, and the steps
that can be taken.
Refer to the following words when formulating questions to help you explore every conceivable
aspect of the problem. At the data search divergence stage it is necessary not to lose any information that
could be helpful to understand the situation and eventually take constructive creative action.

SELF-COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. What methods could a team use to come up with creative ideas?
2. Describe three situations where Brainstorming can help and explain why.
3. What are the main Brainstorming success factors?
4. It is important in Brainstorming to:
• Create only one good idea
• Create a wide variety of ideas
• Criticise all ideas
5. At the Brainstorming process, the person who records all the ideas should:
• Accurately record all the ideas
• Just write down unusual ideas
• Group ideas by priority
6. What are the benefits of the “Six Thinking Hats“ method?
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7. The White Hat - is: only
• creative thinking (emotional statement)
• facts (fact finding)
• critical thinking (negative aspects)
8. The Blue Hat - is: only
• critical thinking (negative aspects)
• process control
• positive thinking (positive aspects)
9. What is the “Reverse Provision“ technique?
10. Briefly describe the procedure.
11. Reversing an approach means:
• you have to do a direct inversion of the problem dimension
• you need to change the verb
• any change of the statement of the problem which brings influence by changing the direction.
12. The consultant should explain to the participants that:
• information, reversed provision is not a proper answer but the other way to take a look at the
existing information
• they need to reverse their provisions in a unique way
• when the provisions are reversed, the technique is ended.
13. Briefly describe the implementation of the method of the Wheel of Opportunities.
14. Which of the following statements provided below describe the goal of the Wheel of
Opportunities method?
• help the participants to find a solution to their problems;
• help the participants to come up with as many new ideas as possible.
15. List the steps of the Attribute (features) Listing method.
16. What other methods is it possible to use along with the Attribute Listing method?
17. Of what nature is the technique of the exchanging roles – individual or team?
18. Briefly describe this technique (or its both versions).
19. The process of exchanging roles can be stopped:
• even though not all participants performed all parts,
• when all participants performed all parts,
• when the consultant wants to finish it.
20. What is Scamper?
21. Is it true that the Scamper is the compilation of nine techniques used to transform any object,
service or process into something new?
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PRACTICAL TASKS

1. EXERCISES AND TASKS
1) An exercise for building the capacity to formulate a problem
The Three Little Pigs (Source: V. Obraztsovas, “Kūrybinis problemų sprendimas”. Vilnius, 2012)
Many of you know the fairy tale “The Three Little Pigs”. Let’s remember the main idea of this fairy tale.
What wording of a problem is it possible to come up with according to this fairy tale? Write down the
wording of the problem beginning with the words “In what ways is it possible?”
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The author of this exercise V. Obrazcovas (2012) notes that many people have suggested the following
wording of the problem:
In what way the pigs could have built better houses?
In what ways the pigs could have found stronger building materials?
In what ways the pigs could have avoided the wolf?
In what ways could the pigs have get rid of the wolf?
In what ways the pigs could become friends with the wolf?
Are your problem formulation options similar? Do you remember the fairy tale that there are other
characters that could identify a number of problems? What about the wolf? What could be the problems
looking through the eyes of the wolf?
In what ways can we express our dissatisfaction?
What ways are there to catch the pigs when they are not at home?
What are the ways to get into the pigs’ houses?
In what way is it possible to suppress the desire to taste pork?
In what ways can I set traps, traps to catch the piglets?
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Continue the list of problems:
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
Additional problems can be formulated looking into a fairy tale indirectly through the eyes of their
heroes, for example, through the point of view of the police:
What can be done to protect the pigs?
In what ways can the wolf be caught at the crime scene?
Seller:
How can one sell more traps to wolves?
What can be done to lure the wolf into the butcher’s shop?
In what ways can we sell some powerful fans?
Continue the list of problems:
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
2) Using the methods of Lotus Petals and Mind Mapping find the roots of these problems:
• Unemployment level
• A significant change in the labour force
• Level of corruption
3) How to decrease the labour turnover (use the Simplex method).
4) Using the Brainstorming, Splitting Into Parts or Reverse methods, answer the questions:
1. How can we use a locomotive? How can it be improved?
2. How to apply the adhesive tape? How can it be improved?
3. How to create a pleasant environment in the workplace?
To perform these tasks, the proposed V. Obrazsovas’s “The Guide for Generating Ideas” (2012) will
help you:
1. Look for new ways and opportunities of use. Is there another way to use it, despite the current
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provision? Can anything else be produced?
2. Borrow an idea from a similar area. Ideas are shaped while connecting them. Take a look if ideas
used in other areas can be adapted so as to contribute to the improvement of your project. Which
hat needs to be adapted? Is there anything that can be copied? What other thoughts are raised by
this item? What in common these general ideas, facts, objects, processes have?
3. Expand. What to increase? What to add? What to make more frequent? Add another component
or part of it? Duplicate? Reproduce? Create something stronger, longer, thicker?
4. Exchange or change into something else. Change the shape, colour, sound, smell, movement,
location, orientation, power supply, etc. Remove anything? Add something that is not present there?
5. Reduce. What to reduce? Compress anything? Divide something? Remove anything? Make
lighter? Split? Simplify, reduce, ease someone? Express something in a more lenient way?
6. Use the alternatives. What do you use instead? Another tool? The next process? The other type
of energy? Change the location? Time? What other parts, spare elements, materials, methods could
be used? Change the location, attitude or tone of voice?
7. How to reorganise? Swap places of the components? Change order? Maybe replace any part of
the object? Reverse the order of cause and effect? Change pace, speed, and schedule?
8. Change places. Invert the positive and negative factors? Apply the reverse method? Turn
something upside down or to another side, change places, change positive with negative.
9. Connect, mix, make an alloy. Combine? Combine different tools? Combine goals, ideas?
Example. Suppose, a paper clips manufacturer wants to improve their product. He or she is looking
for ideas through asking:
• What can I change in the paper clip?
• What can I connect to a paper clip in order to get something else?
• What can I adjust to the paper clip?
• How can I modify the paper clip?
• What can I increase or add to the clip?
• What other uses of the clip can be found?
• What is the opposite of compression, clamping of clips?
• What device of the clips could be better?
One manufacturer changed the metal clips to plastic, added other colours and produced plastic paper
clips of different colours, so that the different colours of paper clips can be separated. In this way another
paper clip use was found.
5) Examine the following problems using the Six Thinking Hats method.
Problem 1 - An employees is constantly late in submitting reports on time.
Problem 2 - Tasks are performed in teams but teamwork is ineffective.
Problem 3 - Employees resist changes introduced in the company.
Problem 4 - Suppliers fail to perform contractual obligations to supply the raw materials for the
agreed price.
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The White Hat – facts (identifying facts):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The Red Hat – emotions (manifestation of emotions):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The Black Hat – critical thinking (negative aspects):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The Yellow Hat – positive thinking (positive aspects):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The Green Hat – creative thinking (creative ideas come up only when information is revised):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
The Blue Hat – controlling the thinking process (ensures that each hat are effectively joined into the
overall Illustration):
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
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6) By applying the Reverse Method provide ideas to address these problems:
1) You want to open a kindergarten
Provisions: ..............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Reversed provisions: ...............................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
What are the ways of implementation? .................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
2) You want to open a beauty salon

Provisions: ..............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Reversed provisions: ...............................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
What are the ways of implementation? .................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
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3) You want to organise foreign language learning courses.

Provisions: ..............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Reversed provisions: ...............................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
What are the ways of implementation? .............................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
4) You want to improve the vacuum cleaner.

Provisions: ..............................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
Reversed provisions: ...............................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
What are the ways of implementation? ................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................
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7) Using the SCAMPER method improve: a refrigerator, a washing machine, a cash register,
a glass, a birdhouse.
Substitute: ..............................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Combine .................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Adapt .......................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Modify/Magnify ......................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Put to other uses ..................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Eliminate.......................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................

Reverse ......................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
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8) Create as many business ideas using the Random Objects Method.
Objects
Drum
Ribbon
Combine
Cube
Newspaper
Ship
Motor
Circle
Island
Glass
Spoon
Combs
TV
Fire
Nail
Rope
Envelope

Features
Round
Aromatic
Evolving
Elastic
Evaporating
Rubber
Icy
Sticky
Continuous
Airy
Pressed
Spherical
Threadlike
Liquid
Sliding
Shining
Thick

.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................
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2. CASES
CASE ANALYSIS 1
COMPANY SITUATION SUPERIOR PRODUCTS COMPANY
The Superior Products Company is a medium-sized manufacturing company, located in a suburb
of Fresno, California. The company has no trade union and in the past two years tried to incorporate
objective performance review system, which was designed purposefully to provide staff feedback. The
system is designed to be objective, focused on time and presentable.
The loss of the bid contract to competitors pushed The Superior Products Company
management to consider temporarily lay off one, two or three low performance workers working in a panels
manufacturing department. This department produces panels that are sold in electronics firms. This
exemption may be temporary, but the management wants to be sure that they were correct to present
employees objectively reasonable decision.
In the department which seeks to reduce the number of employees there are:
1. Albert Banks: white man, 42 years old, married, 3 children, 2 years of education at institution
of higher education, 14 years in the company.
2. Bob Brown: black man, 37 years old, widowed, 2 children, high school graduate, 8 years in
the company.
3. Chris Everet: white female woman, 24 years old, single, a graduate from high school, two
years in the company.
4. Dave Fram: white man, 50 years old, single, a graduate of junior college while working, 15
years in the company.
5. Pat Peters: white female woman, 36 years old, married, four children, a graduate from High
School, 3 years in the company.
6. Ray Alfredo: a man of Spanish origin, 40 years old, married with one child, High School
graduate, three years in the company.
7. Fred Green: white man, 39 years old, divorced, 2 children, 2 years in college, 7 years in the
company.
8. George Jones: white man, 42 years old, married, no children, 1 year in college, 9 years in the
company.
Company assessed the workers of this department by factors that are presented in Table 1. Rating
shows average score.
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Table 1

Employer
Albert Banks
Bob Brown
Chris Everet
Dave Fram
Pat Peters
Ray Alfredo
Fred Green
George Jones

Weekly
average
performance
a
39.6
43.4
35.2
40.4
40.2
39.6
36.2
45.2

Waster b
(%)

Absence c
(%)

Cooperation
approach d

Loyalty d

Potential for
promotion d

4.9
5.3
0.9
4.7
9.6
3.4
4.8
7.0

6.3
7.9
0.4
13.2
9.3
6.1
5.0
3.6

good
poor
great
great
poor
good
good
not bad

good
not bad
good
great
not bad
not bad
good
not bad

not bad
not bad
good
not bad
not bad
poor
not bad
good

a Higher score = greater productivity. b Lower score = fewer defects. C lower score = less truancies. d Possible rating: poor,
good, good good.
a

Task: Help the company to decide which three employees to lay off. Apply the “pros - cons” and
“measured criteria” methods for the task. Do you get the same result?
(Source: Harvey D., Bowin R. B. Human Resource Management: An Experiential Approach. New
Jersey, 1996)
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CASE ANALYSIS 2
EVALUATION OF THE CANDIDATES AT THE WORKPLACE
Your multinational corporation is choosing potential employees. The company will hire four new
employees. Each department (human resources, manufacturing, marketing, finance) needs a new employee.
The following résumés will give the information on each candidate. You must rank each candidate 1-8.
One = first choice for employment.
Eight = last choice for employment.
Give arguments for your choice. Apply “pros - cons” and “measured criteria” methods for the task.
Do you get the same result?

CANDIDATES
Bill Smith. Bill majored in business administration focusing on small business. He graduated two years ago.
Work Experience

Lieutenant (U.S. Army), summer job construction worker, salesman;

			

part-time worker, research assistant, sandwich sales business operator.

References		

Not provided

Personal information 23 years old, married
Fred Jones. Fred will receive a bachelor’s degree in accounting in June this year.
Work Experience

Junior Auditor textile plants summer job

References 		

Two excellent, one average

Personal information 24 years old, single
John Green. John will receive a bachelor’s degree in psychology with a minor in human resources
management.
Work Experience

Summer work on the farm, in the hospital as a student employee.

References 		

One excellent, one average

Personal information 22 years old, single
Chad Long. Chad has a bachelor’s degree in political sciences with a minor in environmental sciences,
received 2 years ago.
Work Experience

Insurance salesman (full-time), half-day sales vendor, restaurant staff and the

			

General Assembly of the California legislature Assistant

References		

Two good

Personal information 25 years old, single
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Robert Anlt. Robert will receive a Bachelor of Arts degree this year.
Work Experience
Summer work for a construction company and management intern-ship in a large
			corporation.
References		
Two good
Personal information 22 years old, single
Anthony Bono. Anthony majored in business administration and received a bachelor’s degree a year ago.
Work Experience
Accountant (full-time), management intern-ship (summer).
References		
One good
Personal information 22 years old, married
Mary Post. Mary majored in electrical engineering and received a bachelor’s degree a year ago. She is
currently in the army.
Work Experience
Lieutenant (U.S. Army), store salesperson (summer).
References 		
One excellent, one good
Personal information 22 years old, single
Sue Wing-Wa. Sue graduated with BA in mathematics two years ago from the Cheng-Kung University, China.
Work Experience
Assistant Professor (half-time)
References 		
Two good
Personal information 22 years old, single
(Source: Harvey D., Bowin R. B. Human Resource Management: An Experiential Approach. New Jersey, 1996)
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CASE ANALYSIS 3
CAPACITY REDUCTIONS: DELTA CORPORATION
Delta, founded in 1985, is a small family business of microcomputers. The company grew quickly
on microcomputer boards, disk drives, optical disk drives, tape backup drives, and innovative ways of
dealing with the computer hard disk problems. Both managers and workers worked long hours, often
sacrificing their personal time to the growth of the company.
Unfortunately, the economic downturn has resulted in significant sales decline, and there is clearly
shown that there must be some changes made to the company to survive.
Your committee will have to make recommendations for some staff capacity reductions (lay-offs),
all of whom are married, the same age (28), and who have had no experience prior to employment in Delta.
The president has asked you to analyse the personal information of 10 employees, who are the
most necessary. They are all good people, but because of the decline in sales and earnings and declining
economy it is necessary to prepare a 1 percent reduction in staff. So, you are given the rating system where
“1” is the least likely to “10” - the most likely to be “unnecessary”. There are at least 11 employees in each
of the five departments. Employees other than those which are listed to you, are working in the company
for at least 8 years, and cannot laid off this time.
Apply measured criteria approach to make your decision. Listed below there are the criteria that
you can include:
1. Education
2. Work performance
3. Seniority
4. Technical skills
5. Attitude
6. Leadership
7. Efficiency
8. Productivity
9. Work functions
10. Social skills
STAFF PROFILES
Finances
Gwen – work experience of three and a half years; four years of college; average
annual job performance evaluation (75 percent); mediocre technical skills and leadership potential; steady,
polished employee; works long hours; worked on the staff performance plan for two years; non-smoker
and non-drinker; often complains about working with smoking colleagues.
Hal work experience five and a half years; four years of college; rated average and above in the
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annual assessment (80 percent); high technical skills; moderate leadership; always on Saturday mornings;
often works through lunch breaks; worked in payroll computerisation committee last 18 months; is a
favourite and has good relations with fellow employees; very neat and stylish.
Research and development
Carole – PhD in Engineering Sciences; work experience of two and a half years; above average
research engineer performance evaluation (90 percent); high technical skills; atypical working hours
(sometimes works late into the night, and does not appear to lunch the next day); developed a new
solid-circuit device patent last year; rarely participates in social events; it is stated that she is unfriendly
and disagrees and argues with colleagues.
Dave – Master of Engineering; work experience of three and a half years; average above average
performance evaluation (75 percent); moderate technical skills; moderate leadership; working steadily
from 8 am to 5 pm; working in several research and development projects, but neither one is finished yet;
is always ready for a coffee break or telling a joke; is a favourite among co-workers; never complains
about the work tasks.
Marketing
Tony – Master of Business Administration; two years of work experience; the work performance
evaluated higher than 95 percent of the performance evaluation; high technical skills; low leadership;
irregular working hours (often comes to the office at 9.30 and often plays golf on Wednesday
afternoons); sells a large number of product units of his product line; rarely socialises with co-workers; often is
criticised that his desk is messy and disorganised; loaded with unanswered correspondence and memos.
Ken – four-year college degree; work experience of 18 months; rated above average distinguished
worker (85 percent); moderate technical skills; high leadership; has been criticised for not doing all the
sales, but has good sales data and developed an advertising campaign of a new product line; although a
good bowler; refused to bowl for a company team; there were gossips going around that sometimes he
drinks quite hard.
Human resource management
Eduardo – four-year college degree; work experience of 18 months; rated as above average worker
(85 percent); moderate technical skills; high leadership; often sits further from the table and often misses
meetings; developed and implemented a new management development program; is a favourite, although
often has a different opinion from the leaders; frequent long coffee breaks and lunch.
Frank – two-year college diploma; 4 years of work experience; rated as above average work
performance (70 percent); low technical skills; leadership is above average; works long hours;
regularly participates in all meetings; reorganised the performance evaluation system in the past two years; is
included in many of the company’s activities; part of an organisation the goal of which is to help members
improve their communication, public speaking and leadership skills; known as a friendly, easy-going guy.
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Production
Irv – four-year college degree; work experience of 18 months; rated as an exceptional
employee performance (90 percent); high technical skills; low leadership; has been criticised that does not
participate in the committee meetings; developed and implemented the control products computerisation
process; does not communicate with colleagues; known as carelessly dressed (often wears white or red
socks to a suit).
Jackie high school; 6 years of work experience; rated as the average performance of the
employee (75 percent); moderate technical skills; moderate leadership; always attends the meetings; works
steadily from 8 in the morning until 5 in the evening and Saturday mornings; chaired the improving software
security committee last two years; participates in all events; plays in the company’s bowling and soccer
teams; known as very neat and organised.
(Source: Harvey D., Bowin R. B. Human Resource Management: An Experiential Approach. New Jersey, 1996)
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CASE ANALYSIS 4
THE BOB KNOWLTON CASE
Bob Knowlton was sitting alone in the conference room of the laboratory. The rest of the group had
gone. One of the secretaries had stopped and talked for a while about her husband‘s coming induction into
the Army and had finally left. Bob, alone in laboratory, slid a little further down in his chair, looking with
satisfaction at the results of the first test run of the new photon unit.
He liked to stay after the others had gone. His appointment as project head was still new enough to
give him a deep sense of pleasure. His eyes were on the graphs before him but in his mind he could hear
Dr Jerrold, the project head, saying again, “There‘s one thing about this place that you can bank on. The
sky is the limit for a man who can produce!”
Knowlton felt again the tingle of happiness and embarrassment. Well, dammit, he said to himself,
he had produced. He wasn‘t kidding anybody. He has come to the Simmons Laboratories two years ago.
During a routine testing of some rejected Clanson components he had stumbled on the idea of the photon
correlator, and the rest just happened. Jerrold had been enthusiastic: a separate project had been set up
for further research and development of the device, and he had gotten the job of running it. The whole
sequence of events still seemed a little miraculous to Knowlton.
He shrugged out of the reverie and bent determinedly over the sheets when he heard someone
come into room behind him. He looked up expectantly: Jerrold often stayed late himself and now and then
dropped in for a chat. This always made the day‘s end especially pleasant for Bob. It wasn‘t Jerrold. The
man who had come in was a stranger. He was tall, thin, and rather dark. He wore steel-rimmed glasses and
had on a very wide leather belt with a large brass buckle. His wife Lucy remarked later that it was the kind
if belt the Pilgrims must have worn.
The stranger smiled and introduced himself, “I‘m Simon Fester. Are you Bob Knowlton?” Bob
said yes, and they shook hands. “Doctor Jerrold said I might find you in. We were talking about your work,
and I‘m very much interested in what you are doing.“ Bob waved to a chair.
Fester didn‘t seem to belong in any of the standard categories of visitors: customer, visiting
fireman, stockholder. Bob pointed to the sheets on the table. “There are the preliminary results of
the test we‘re running. We have a new gadget by the tail and we‘re trying to understand it. It‘s not
finished, but I can show you the section that we‘re testing”.
He stood up, but Fester was deep in the graphs. After a moment, he looked up with an odd grin.
“These look like plots of a Jennings surface. I‘ve been playing around with some autocorrelation
functions of surfaces – you know that stuff”. Bob, who had no idea what he was referring to, grinned
back and nodded and immediately felt uncomfortable. “Let me show you the monster”, he said, and
led the way to the work room.
After Fester left, Knowlton slowly put the graphs away, feeling vaguely annoyed. Then, as if he
had made a decision, he quickly locked up and took the long way out so that he would pass Jerrold‘s
office. But the office was locked. Knowlton wondered whether Jerrold and Fester had left together.
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The next morning, Knowlton dropped into Jerrold‘s office, mentioned that that he had talked
with Fester and asked who he was. “sit down for a minute”, Jerrold said. “I want to talk to you about
him. What do you think of him?” Knowlton replied truthfully that he thought Fester was very bright
and probably very competent. Jerrold looked pleased. “We‘re talking him on”, he said. “He‘s had a
very good background in a number of laboratories, and he seems to have ideas about problems we‘re
tackling here”. Knowlton nodded in agreement, instantly wishing the Fester would not be placed with
him. “I don‘t know yet where he will finally land”, Jerrold continued, “but he seems interested in what
you are doing. I thought he might spend a little time with you by way of getting started”. Knowlton
nodded thoughtfully. “If his interested in your work continues, you can add him to your group”. “Well,
he seemed to have some good ideas even without knowing exactly what we are doing”, Knowlton
answered. “I hope he says; we‘d be glad to have him”.
Knowlton walked back to the lab with mixed feelings. He told himself that Fester would be good
for the group. He was no dunce, he‘d produce. Knowlton thought again of Jerrold‘s promise when he
had promoted him – “the man who produces gets ahead in this outfit”. The words seemed to carry the
overtones of a threat now.
That day Fester didn‘t appear until mid-afternoon. He explained that he had had a long lunch with
Jerrold, discussing his place in the lab. “Yes”, said Knowlton, “I talked with Jerry this morning about it,
and we both thought you might work with us for a while”. Fester smiled in the same knowing way that he
had smiled when he mentioned the Jennings surfaces. “I‘d like to”, he said. Knowlton introduced Fester
to the other members of the lab. Fester and Link, the mathematician of the group, hit it off well together
and spent the rest of the afternoon discussing a method of analysis of patterns that Link had been worrying
over for the last month.
It was 6:30 when Knowlton finally left the lab that night. He had waited almost eagerly for the end
of the day to come – when they would all be gone and he could sit in the quiet rooms, relax, and think
it over. “Think what over”? he asked himself. He didn‘t know. Shortly after 5:00 p.m. they had all gone
except Fester, and what followed was almost a duel. Knowlton was annoyed that he was being cheated out
of his quiet period, and finally resentfully determined that Fester should leave first.
Fester was sitting at the conference table reading, and Knowlton was sitting at the desk in the little
glass-enclosed cubby that he used during that day when he needed to be undisturbed. Fester had gotten the
last year‘s progress reports out and was studying them carefully. The time dragged Knowlton doodled on
a pad, the tension growing inside him. What the hell did Fester think he was going to find in the reports?
Knowlton finally gave up and left the lab together. Fester took several of the reports with him to
study in the evening. Knowlton asked him if he thought the reports gave a clear Illustration of the lab‘s
activities. “They‘re excellent,“ Fester answered with obvious sincerity. “They‘re not only good reports;
what they report is damn good too!“ Knowlton was surprised at the relief he felt, and grew almost jovial
as he said goodnight.
Driving home, Knowlton felt more optimistic about Felter‘s presence in the lab. He had
never fully understood the analysis that Link was attempting. If there was anything wrong with Link‘s
approach, Fester would probably spot it, “And if I‘m any judge”, he murmured. “He won‘t be especially
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diplomatic about it”.
He described Fester to his wife, who was amused by the broad leather belt and the brass buckle.
“It is the kind of belt that Pilgrims must have worn,” she laughed. “I‘m not worried about how he holds
his pants up,“ he laughed with her. “I‘m afraid that he‘s the kind that just has to make like a genius twice
each day. And that can be pretty rough on the group.“
Knowlton had been asleep for several hours when he was jerked awake by the telephone. He
realised it had rung several times. He swung off the bed muttering about damn fools and telephones. It
was Fester. Without any excuses, apparently oblivious of the time, he plunged into an excited recital of
how Link‘s patterning problem could be solved. Knowlton covered the mouthpiece to answer his wife‘s
stage-whispered “Who is it?“ “It‘s the genius,“ replied Knowlton. Fester, completely ignoring the fact
that it was 2:00 in the morning, proceeded in a very excited way to start in the middle of an explanation
of the completely new approach to certain of the photon lab problems that he had stumbled on while
analysing past experiments. Knowlton managed to put some enthusiasm in his own voice and stood
there, half-dazes and very uncomfortable, listening to Fester talk endlessly about what he had
discovered. It was probably not only a new approach, but also an analysis which showed the inherent
weakness of the previous experiment and how experimentation along that line would certainly have
been inconclusive. The following ay Knowlton spent the entire morning with Fester and Link, the
mathematician, the customary morning meeting of Bob‘s group having been called off so that Fester‘s
work of the previous night could be gone over intensively. Fester was very anxious that be done and
Knowlton was not too unhappy to call the meeting off the reasons of his own.
For the next several days Fester sat in the back office that had been turned over to him and did
nothing but read the progress reports of the work that had been done in the last six months.
Knowlton caught himself feeling apprehensive about the reaction that Fester might have to some of his
work. He was a little surprised at his own feelings. He had always been proud – although he had put on a
convincingly modest face – of the way in which new ground in the study of photon measuring devices had
been broken in his group. Now he wasn‘t sure, and it seemed to him that Fester might easily show that the
line of research they had been following was unsound or even unimaginative.
The next morning, as was the custom, the members of the lab, including the secretaries sat around
the conference table. Bob always prided himself on the fact that the work of the lab was guided and
evaluated by the group as a whole and he was fond of repeating that it was not a waste of time to include
secretaries in such meetings. Often, what started out as a boring recital of fundamental assumptions, to a
naive listener, uncovered new ways of regarding these assumptions that would not have occurred to the
researcher who had long ago accepted them as a necessary basis for his work.
The group meetings also served Bob in another sense. He admitted to himself that he would
have felt far less secure if he had had to direct the work out of his own mind, so to speak. With the
group-meeting as the principle of leadership, it was always possible to justify the exploration of
blind alleys because of the general educative effect on the team. Fester was there; Lucy and Martha
were there; Link was sitting next to Fester, their conversation concerning Link‘s mathematical study
apparently continuing from yesterday. The other members, Bob Davenport, George Thurlow and
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Arthur Oliver, were waiting quietly.
Knowlton, for reasons that he did not quite understand, proposed for discussion this morning a
problem that all of them had spent a great deal of time on previously, with the conclusion that a solution
was impossible, that there was no feasible was of treating it in an experimental fashion. When Knowlton
proposed the problem, Davenport remarked that there was hardly any use of going over it again, that he
was satisfied that there was no way of approaching the problem with the physical capacities of the lab.
The statement had the effect of a shot of adrenalin on Fester. He said he would like to know what
the problem was in detail and, walking to the blackboard, began setting down the “factors” as various
members of the group began discussing the problem and simultaneously listing reasons why it had been
abandoned.
Very early in the description of the problem it was evident that Fester was going to disagree about
the impossibility of attacking it. The group realised this and finally the descriptive materials and their
recounting of the reason that had led to its abandonment dwindled away. Fester began his statement
which, as it proceeded, might well have been prepared the previous night although Knowlton knew this
was impossible. He couldn‘t help being impressed with the organised analogical way that Fester was
presenting ideas that must have occurred to him only a few minutes before.
Fester had some things to say, however, which left Knowlton with a mixture of annoyance,
irritation and, at the same time, a rather smug feeling of superiority over Fester in at least one area.
Fester was of the opinion that the problem had been analysed was really typical of group-thinking and,
with an air of sophistication which made it difficult for a listener to dissent, he proceeded to comment on
the American emphasis on team ideas, satirically describing the ways in which they led to a “high level
of mediocrity”.
During this time, Knowlton observed Link stared studiously at the floor, and he was very
conscious of George Thurlow and Bob Davenport‘s glanced toward him at several points of Fester’s
little speech. Inwardly, Knowlton couldn‘t help feeling that this was one point at least in which Fester was
off on the wrong foot. The whole lab, following Jerry‘s lead, talked if not practised the theory of small
research teams as the basic organisation for effective research. Fester insisted that the problem could be
approached and that he would like to study it for a while himself.
Knowlton ended the morning session by remarking that the meetings would continue and that
the very fact that a supposedly insoluble experimental problem was now going to get another chance
was another indication of the value of such meetings. Fester immediately remarked that he was not at
all averse to meeting for the purpose of informing the group of the progress of its members – that the
point he wanted to make was the creative advances were seldom accomplished in such meetings, that
they were made by individual “living with“ the problem closely and continuously, a sort of personal
relationship to it.
Knowlton went on to say to Fester that he was very glad Fester had raised these points and that he
was sure the group would profit by re-examining the basis on which they had been operating. Knowlton
agreed that individual effort was probably the basis for making the major advances, but that he considered
the group meetings useful primarily because of the effect they had on keeping the group together and on
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helping the weaker members of the group keep up with ones who were able to advance more easily and
quickly in the analysis of problems.
It was clear as days went by and meetings continued that Fester came to enjoy them because of
pattern which meetings assumed. It became typical for Fester to hold forth and it was unquestionably
clear that he was more brilliant better prepared on the various subjects which were germane to the
problems being studied, and that he was more capable of going ahead than anyone there. Knowlton
grew increasingly disturbed as he realised that his leadership of the group had been, in fact, taken over.
Whenever the subject of Fester was mentioned, in occasional meetings with Dr Jerrold, Knowlton
would comment only on the ability and obvious capacity for work that Fester had. Somehow he never felt
that he could mention his own discomforts, not only cause they revealed a weakness on his own part, but
also because it was quite clear that Jerrold himself was considerably impressed with Fester‘s work and
with the contacts he had with him outside the photon laboratory.
Knowlton now began to feel that perhaps the intellectual advantages that Fester had brought to the
group did not quite compensate for what he felt were evidences of a breakdown in the cooperative spirit
he had seen in the group before Fester‘s coming. `More and more of the morning meetings were skipped.
Fester‘s opinion concerning the abilities of others of the group, with the exception of Link, was obviously
low. At times, during morning meetings or in smaller discussions, he had been on the point of rudeness,
refusing to pursue an argument when he claimed it was based on the other person‘s ignorance of the facts
involved. His impatience of others led him to also make similar remarks to Dr Jerrold. Knowlton inferred
this from a conversation with Jerrold in which Jerrold asked whether Davenport and Oliver were going to
be continued on; and his failure to mention Link, the mathematician, led Knowlton to feel that this was
the result of private conversations between Fester and Jerrold.
It was not difficult for Knowlton to make a quite convincing case on whether the brilliance
of Fester was sufficient recompense for the beginning of this breaking up of the group. He took the
opportunity to speak privately with Davenport and with Oliver and it was quite clear that both of
them were uncomfortable of Fester. Knowlton didn‘t press the discussion beyond the point of hearing
them in one way or another say they did feel awkward and that it was sometimes difficult for them to
understand the arguments he advanced, but often embarrassing to ask him to fill the background on which his
arguments were based. Knowlton did not interview Link in the manner.
About six months after Fester‘s coming into the photon lab, a meeting was scheduled in which the
sponsors of the research were coming in to get some idea of the work and it‘s progress. It was customary
at these meetings for project heads to present the research being conducted in their groups. The members
of each group were invited to other meetings which were held later in the day and open to all, but the
special meetings were usually made up only of the project heads, the head of laboratory, and the sponsors.
As the time for the special meeting approached, it seemed to Knowlton that he must avoid the
presentation at all cost. His reasons for this was that he could not trust himself to present the ideas and
work that Fester had advanced, because of his apprehension as to whether he could present them in
sufficient detail and answer such questions about them as might be asked. On the other hand, he did not
feel he could ignore these newer lines of work and present only the material that he had done or that had
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been started before Fester‘s arrival. He left also that it would not be beyond Fester at all, in his blunt and
undiplomatic way – if he were present at the meeting, that is – to make comments on his [Knowlton‘s]
presentation and reveal Knowlton‘s inadequacy. It also seemed quite clear that it would not be easy to
keep Fester from attending the meetings, even though he was not on the administrative level of those
invited.
Knowlton found the opportunity to speak to Jerrold and raised the question. He remarked to
Jerrold that, with the meetings coming up and with the interest in the work and with the contributions that
Fester had been making, he would probably like to come to these meetings, but there was a question of
the feelings of the others in the group if Fester alone were invited. Jerrold passed this over very lightly by
saying that he didn‘t think the group would fail to understand Fester‘s rather different position and that
he thought that Fester by all means should be invited. Knowlton then immediately said he had thought so,
too; Fester should present the work because much of it was work he had done; and, as Knowlton put it,
that this would be a nice way to recognise Fester‘s contributions and to reward him, as he was eager to be
recognised as a productive member of the lab. Jerrold agreed, and so the matter was decided.
Fester‘s presentation was very successful and in some ways dominated the meeting. He
attracted the interest and attention of many of those who had come, and a long discussion followed his
presentation. Later in the evening – with the entire laboratory staff present – in the cocktail period
before the dinner, a little circle of people gathered about Fester. One of them was Jerrold himself,
and a lively discussion took place concerning the application of Fester‘s theory. All of this disturbed
Knowlton, and his reaction and behaviour were characteristic. He joined the circle, praised Fester to
Jerrold and to others, and remarked on the brilliance of the work.
Knowlton, without consulting anyone, began at this time to take some interest in the possibility
of a job elsewhere. After a few weeks he found that a new laboratory of considerable size was being
organised in a nearby city, and that the kind of training he had would enable him to get a project head job
equivalent to the one he had at the lab, with slightly more money.
He immediately accepted it and notified, Jerrold by a letter, which he mailed on a Friday night
to Jerrold‘s home. The letter was quite brief and Jerrold was stunned. The letter merely said that he had
found a better position; that there were personal reasons why he didn‘t want to appear at the lab anymore;
that he would be glad to come back at a later time from where he would be, some forty miles away, to
assist of there were any mix-up at all in the past work; that he felt sure that Fester could, however, supply
any leadership that was required for the group; and that his decision to leave so suddenly was based on
some personal problems – he hinted at problems of health in his family, his mother and father. All of this
was fictitious, of course. Jerrold took it at face value but still felt that this was very strange behaviour
and quite unaccountable, for he had always felt his relationship with Knowlton had been warm and that
Knowlton was satisfied and, as a matter of fact, quite happy and productive.
Jerrold was considered disturbed, because he had already decided to place Fester in charge
of another project that was going to be set up very soon. He had been wondering how to explain to
Knowlton, in view of the obvious help Knowlton was getting from Fester and the high regard in which
he held him. Jerrold had, as a matter of fact, considered the possibility that Knowlton could add to his
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staff another person with the kind of background and training that had been unique in Fester and had
proved so valuable.
Jerrold did not make any attempt to meet Knowlton. In a way, he felt aggrieved about the whole
thing. Fester, too, was surprised at the suddenness of Knowlton‘s departure and when Jerrold, in talking
to him, asked him whether he had reasons to prefer to stay with the photon group instead of the project
for the Air Force which was being organised, he chose the Air Force project and went on to that job
the following week. The photon lab was hard hit. The leadership of the lab was given to Link, with the
understanding that this would be temporary until someone could come in to take over.
Questions:
1. What is your opinion of the company‘s human resource manager? Is the HR manager in control?
(to answer this question use the Brainstorming method)
2. What are your specific suggestions to the HR manager for preventing the repeat of
Jerrold-Knowlton situation? (to answer this question use the Force Field Analysis and the
Simplex methods).
(Source: Harvey D., Bowin R. B. Human Resource Management: An Experiential Approach. New Jersey, 1996)
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CASE ANALYSIS 5
THE MERGER
Tom Nelson was a young, college-trained, and ambitious purchasing agent at Lakeview General
Hospital in up-state New York. Until recently he had been sure his superiors considered him an excellent
employee. His pay increases had been substantially above average, and his boss frequently complimented
him on his work. He had been highly motivated and displayed the same enthusiasm for his job that he
showed in his competitive handball and volleyball games. Tom liked the area and hoped to stay, having
aspirations to move up the ladder to the top administrator’s job.
Lately, however, Tom sensed that all was not well. The hospital had been purchased by a private,
profit-oriented organisation, and there were frequent directives from corporate headquarters that things
should be done differently. Some were reasonable, but others seemed to Tom to decrease efficiency and were
very irritating. The corporate vice president in charge of purchasing had visited only once, and that brief
visit had left the impression that the corporation was going to do most of the talking and very little listening.
Tom’s boss seemed subdued and preoccupied, and now seldom commented on Tom’s work. There had been
some speculation that the purchasing function might be consolidated with the purchasing department of
another hospital owned by the same corporation. This possibility was not unreasonable, because the other
hospital was only fifteen miles away. Tom wondered whether he would soon be out of a job.
Tom’s coping with the situation took several forms. For one thing, he stopped making proposals
that would increase efficiency. Further, he triple-checked his work to make sure there were no mistakes.
He had a reputation for being accurate, but now accuracy was becoming almost an obsession. He also
stopped volunteering for task forces that the hospital had traditionally used to tackle procedural problems
involving several departments.
Tom was aware of the reasons for his changed attitudes and behaviour: “If I make a mistake,
they’ll build up a file to use against me so they can lay me off; if I don’t, somebody in headquarters will
get the credit anyway; I’m not going to give headquarters any excuse to criticise my work,” Tom thought.
“And I’m not going to waste my time improving the efficiency of this place when those fools at corporate
systematically make things worse. I’m going to lie low for a while and concentrate on my handball game.”
Questions
1. Discuss the motivation-performance-satisfaction relationship in Tom’s situation. (to answer this
question use the methods of Brainstorming and the Six Thinking Hats)
2. What could the human resources department have done to ensure continued good performance
on the part of employees? (to answer this question use the Simplex method)
3. What can the human resources department do now? (to answer this question use the Simplex
method)
(Source: French W. Human Resources Management. Boston, 1990)
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CASE ANALYSIS 6
SALLY GRAY, VP OF SALES
Sally Cray, vice president of sales at Cosmopolitan Cosmetics in Philadelphia, had called a
meeting of her department heads for the next morning. One of the agenda items was the question
of giving sales employees at headquarters more freedom in starting and ending their workdays. The
accounting department, in cooperation with the personnel department, was experimenting with a
“flextime” work schedule, under which employees could arrive earlier or later than the traditional
8:00 a.m. and leave earlier or later than 5:00 p.m., providing they put in a full forty hours each week.
Everyone was required to be on company premises between 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. each day,
however. It was too early to tell precisely how well the procedure was working in accounting, but the
personnel director had told Sally it seemed to be a success. Employees were saying they liked the new
system, and the accounting supervisors were reporting that people were getting just as much done as
before, and maybe more. Besides, there were no longer any tardiness problems.
Sally was concerned about adopting flextime in the sales department. For one thing, the flextime
suggestion had come from a group of clerical employees in international sales, and Sally was afraid the
company might be letting nonsupervisory employees influence policy too much. Besides, she had always
worked an 8:00 to 5:00 schedule in the days before she had become a supervisor, and once she had started
moving up the managerial ranks, she had typically worked much longer than an eight-hour day. Now she
usually arrived about a half-hour later than her subordinates but stayed an hour or so longer at the end of
the day and frequently had dinner meetings with customers after that.
Another thing bothering her was that West Coast customers frequently called as late as 2:00 Pacific
Time, which was 5:00 p.m. at headquarters. Flextime might mean that employees would miss many of
these calls, causing the company to lose business. Besides, it hadn’t been many years since the company
had agreed to let office employees fill out time sheets and dispense with the time clocks that seemed to be
an annoyance to everyone. With flextime, people might have to start punching time clocks again.
“Well,” Sally thought, “I’ll see what my department heads have to say. Maybe they know more
about it than I do.”
Questions
1. What can Sally do to ensure that there are salespeople in the office to accept calls from West
Coast customers? (to answer this question use the “What-if” method)
2. What are some of the major advantages of flex-time? (to answer this question used the methods
of Brainstorming Mind Mapping)
3. What are some of the disadvantages? (to answer this question, use the Lotus Petal method)
(Source: French W. Human Resources Management. Boston, 1990)
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CASE ANALYSIS 7
THE FIRST DAY
Jim Greenlee was embarrassed. This was his first day as production supervisor at Marlin Chemical
Company, and he was late for the 8:00 a.m. meeting at which he was supposed to be introduced to the
other supervisors. The rain had slowed traffic to a crawl, and the parking lot was jammed. The elevator
had taken forever to come, and then it had stopped at every floor.
The meeting was under way when Jim finally arrived, but Jim’s new boss, Adele Swanson,
sounded warm and pleasant as she introduced him to the group. Jim apologised for being late, and
then the meeting turned to other matters. Jim leaned back and tried to look relaxed, but his anxiety was
intense. “New job, new people, new surroundings, and I’m off to a bad start,” Jim thought. Everyone’s
name had gone out of his head, and he couldn’t concentrate on the meeting. Mostly he watched faces
— some of which looked friendlier than others, he decided.
At the end of the meeting, Adele asked for a volunteer to show Jim around the building, escort
him to the personnel department, and then bring him back to her office by 10 a.m. Two or three people
volunteered, and Murray was given the assignment. Murray seemed friendly enough, and he showed Jim
most of the features of the building, including the location of the cafeteria and the washrooms. As they
walked, Murray commented on the responsibilities of each of the other supervisors in the department, and
Jim detected that Murray had definite likes and dislikes about different members of the group. Murray also
had a comment about Adele: “She’s O.K., but she gets so busy she forgets to tell us some important things.
Then when you ask for the information you need, she seems irritated about being bothered.”
When Jim got to Personnel, he was taken to the employee benefits section, where he was briefed
on the retirement plan, various insurance programmes, and other company benefits. He understood
some of what he was being told, but he left realising he would have to study the stack of pamphlets he
had been given.
When Jim got back to Adele’s office she was on the phone, so Jim sat in a comfortable chair
outside her office for some fifteen minutes. He tried to concentrate on reading the pamphlets, but his
mind was preoccupied with what his group of subordinates would be like and whether there was going
to be much resistance to his coming in as the new supervisor. When Adele was free, she escorted Jim to
his section and introduced him to the members of his staff. At one point she said, “We’re glad to have
Jim here. Things are going to be different now.” This remark mystified Jim, and he hoped the comment
didn’t sound as threatening to the others as it did to him. Everyone seemed polite in a guarded sort of
way, and Jim tried his best to be friendly.
Questions
1. Was Jim Greenlee’s orientation and induction successful? Think about the main purposes of an
orientation (to answer this question, use the Pluses-Minuses method)
2. If you were the employee benefits person, how would you have improved Jim’s orientation
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process? (to answer this question use the Word Rhombus method, “What-if” method, and for the
discussion of the idea – the Reversal Provision method)
3. Adele’s remark that „things are going to be different now“ really threw Jim. What can he do now
to make his staff feel less threatened and to ease his own tension? (to answer this question use the
“What-if” method of analysis, and for discussion of idea use the Six Thinking Hats method).
(Source: French W. Human Resources Management. Boston, 1990)
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CASE ANALYSIS 8
TO LOOK GOOD OR BE GOOD: THAT IS THE QUESTION
Sandy Pritchard and Bonnie Cameron had been sonority sisters in college, both majored in
marketing and, as coincidence would have it, they both took jobs in the marketing research department
of Big Time Foods in Chicago. Their similar backgrounds even led them to becoming room-mates in a
North shore apartment.
Six months have passed since Sandy and Bonnie began their jobs. As required by Big Time’s
personnel policies, both have been evaluated by their boss, Maureen Ritter, and Ritter has just completed
discussing their individual appraisals with each woman.
Later that night, Bonnie and Sandy discussed their appraisals over a glass of wine.
“I think I’m going to begin looking for another position,” Bonnie commented. “I know I’ve done
a darn good job here during the past six months, but that isn’t the way Ritter sees it. She said I dress
too informally, that I have a bad attitude, and she wondered if I could fit in at Big Time. I guess what
really bothers me is that when I asked her for some specific examples of where I wasn’t doing what was
expected of me, all Ritter could do was mutter something about acting like a professional.”
Sandy wasn’t surprised by Bonnie’s appraisal or her response. She knew Bonnie well and
she thought the two were very much alike. In fact, she thought that there wasn’t a bit of difference
between the two of them when it came to performance on the job. This, in spite of the fact that Ritter’s
appraisal of Sandy’s first six months was glowing. Ritter remarked that Sandy was an excellent worker, was
intelligent and conscientious, and concluded that “you can be sure that there is a bright future ahead for
you in this company.” As Sandy thought about the differences between Bonnie’s performance appraisal
and her own, she couldn’t help but note the one major difference between the two women. Bonnie was
very creative, very aggressive, and never afraid to speak her mind. Her iconoclastic tendencies even
extended to her dress. She rarely wore a bra, or nylons, or the traditional business suit. Because her
work was geographically isolated and required almost no interaction with company personnel outside
of the marketing research department she liked to dress comfortably – which usually meant a full-length
granny dress, or jeans and a blouse, and an Indian headband to keep her hair back. Sandy on the other
hand, while creative and aggressive, always dressed meticulously in tailored suits, complemented by
attractive matching shoes and handbag. Sandy thought that Ritter was guilty of confusing Bonnie’s style
with her job competence.
Task
Help Maureen Ritter to become more effective performance evaluator. Make a table using the
principle of the measured criteria method that reflects the performance evaluation criteria. What criteria
will be evaluated? What is the impact each has (what is the importance of each of them)? In order to set
the importance of the criteria, you can apply the pairwise comparison method.
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The presented below performance assessment systems will help you to perform this task.
Performance evaluation content consists of three elements: the work can be seen in the results of
the work, the work itself (time costs, job complexity, variety of tasks, level of autonomy, the nature and
degree of responsibility, creativity, and standard procedures) and personality (the efforts, skills, education,
work experience, in-depth knowledge, organisational skills, work discipline, the quality of performing the
commitments, independence, initiative, the ability to make decisions, creative activity, ability to assess
and accept criticism, psychological adaptation to the team).
Identifying the assessment criteria, one needs to decide what actions or issues should be considered.
It should be noted that what is assessed is very important because the wrong choice of criteria can lead to
the bad consequences: usually the employees focus their full potential towards what will be required of
them (i.e., what will be assessed). If employees know that the quantity of work will be measured, they try
to maximise their labour productivity. If they know that the quality of work will be assessed, as well as
their efforts and initiative, then their activity will be focused specifically on meeting the wanted criteria.
It is possible to distinguish four performance evaluation criteria:
1. Employee characteristics, i.e., personal employee characteristics are assessed. There are two
possible methods of the personal characteristics assessment system: 1) in order to evaluate different works
and specific work tasks, specific characteristics are selected. 2) the same list of characteristics is used to
evaluate different work tasks but at the evaluation of different jobs, a particular characteristic is given a
different value. Evaluation of performance in the first way, the selected characteristics are more related to
the work and the requirements. However, it is - more time-consuming method of evaluation. The second
method is not only faster and easier, but also helps in planning of human resources, since evaluation by
this method can be done to compare employees performing different jobs.
In this way it is more evaluated, what a person is like, not what he or she does; thus, the major
deficiency of this criteria group is that the focus is on the person, not his or her performed work. In
addition, this performance evaluation criteria group has questionable validity, since the employee’s
behaviour at work may depend on a specific situation - situational and environmental factors. In
addition, the reliability is reduced by the fact that some features are difficult to define (for example,
what is the meaning of “loyalty” and “hard work”?); often, the same features can be interpreted in
different ways, i.e., one evaluator will assess one characteristic in one way and another evaluator will
assess the same characteristic in another way.
2. Employee behaviour is assessed when assessing performance and allocating rewards is more
important how the work is done rather than personality of the employee. Behavioural assessment is more
related to the performed work, evaluation criteria are much more specific than assessing characteristics.
The assessment can be used in the selected range, for example, “Never”, “Sometimes”, “Always” or
“Good,“ “Average,“ “Poor.“ In addition, the measured behaviour element can be expressed not by an
adjective but by specific statements describing the behaviour being assessed, which are perceived by
different evaluators in the same way and evaluating the same employee use the same understanding and
the same system.
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3. Employee knowledge (skills), i.e., it is assessed what an employee knows. This method is first
necessary to identify the “measured“ fundamental knowledge (skills) and make their different lists to
evaluate the knowledge of employees performing the different tasks.
4. Employee results, i.e., it is assessed whether the task is completed, what the results are, and
whether they are useful. Employee results are to be assessed only when it is not important in what ways
the results were achieved and the success of the operation can be achieved by the use of a number of
ways. Evaluating the results it should be kept in mind that sometimes the results do not depend on the
employee but on some environmental factors that are considered to be out of the worker’s control.
Such environmental factors as equipment failures, changes in the economy, inadequate staff support,
inadequate budget, and other factors that may have a significant impact on operating results.
Shaping the performance measurement system it is recommended to include all groups of
evaluation criteria.
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CASE ANALYSIS 9
THE PROMOTION DECISION
The position of sales manager in the industrial accounts department of Enterprise Insurance was
vacant. The previous department manager, Steve Tanaka, had been very successful and had just been
promoted to vice president of sales. He and the company president, Nancy Finley, thought Al Thompson
might be Steve’s logical successor. As a sales representative, Al had shown that he was bright, aggressive,
and ambitious.
Nancy and Steve wanted some confirmation that Al was the right candidate for the job, so they
hired a psychologist to provide some additional information about Al’s qualifications. The psychologist,
who had done a good deal of work with the firm over the years, gave Al a battery of tests, interviewed him
at length, and wrote a report evaluating his potential as a manager.
Al did well on the tests. He scored very high on the intelligence test, and according to
the interest survey, his interests were clearly compatible with the role for which he was being
considered. Moreover, his academic credentials were outstanding; they included an advanced
degree with honours from the best business school in the region. The psychologist saw no reason
not to recommend AI for the managerial position, and she found plenty of evidence for predicting
that Al would be successful. She wrote her report accordingly, and Al was offered the job, which
he promptly accepted.
Al was very pleased with the job offer, viewing it as a desirable career move as well as an
opportunity to earn considerably more money. As a sales representative he had been paid on a
salary-plus-commission basis. Now he would receive commissions based on a percentage of all of
the insurance sold by his subordinates, as well as a substantial increase in salary.
Shortly after Al accepted the new position, a memo was circulated announcing his
promotion to manager, effective the following Monday. Right after lunch on the day this announcement
was made, a delegation of Al’s new subordinates came to Nancy’s office requesting a meeting. To Nancy,
it seemed more like a demand than a request. What the delegation wanted to talk about was widespread
dissatisfaction with the decision to promote Al to manager.
Nancy immediately called a meeting of all of the industrial salespeople. Steve was included in
the meeting, but Al was not invited. It was immediately apparent when the meeting convened that the
salespeople were angry about the promotion and that some were ready to leave the company. What
bothered them most, they said, was that AI had a reputation for promoting his own interests at the
expense of others. He had a long history of taking customers from his peers in ways they perceived
as unethical. One sales representative stated it this way: “Al’s not a team player; he’s out for
himself. I don’t trust him and I won’t work for him”. It was clear to Steve and Nancy that they a serious problem on their hands.
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Questions
1. Was the psychologist at fault for recommending Al for the promotion, based on the data she had?
(Answer to this question buy using Brainstorming and What-if ...? methods)
2. What other steps could Steve and Nancy have taken to ensure they were doing everything to fill
the position with the correct employee? (Answer to this question by using the analogies method)
3. Now what can Steve and Nancy do? (Answer to this question by using Brainstorming, pluses minuses methods)
(Source: French W. Human Resources Management. Boston, 1990)
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CASE ANALYSIS 10
HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
As Stan Rush, vice president of human resources, read the letter he was both angry and frightened.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission wanted to know why a firm whose work force was 60
percent female had only 20 percent female managers.
Stan’s anger was caused by the fact that he had instituted programs to equalise women’s salaries
and to hire and promote solely on the basis of qualifications. His fear was that these programs would
not matter. Although women employees could seek any managerial position, few had applied. He knew
his response to the EEOC would be crucial, and that more had to be done to get more women managers
on staff.
Questions
1. What would you put in your response to the EEOC? (Answer to this question by using Brainstorming method)
2. What would you do to get more women into management? (Answer to this question by using
Brainstorming method, and the selected idea - 6 thinking hats method)
(Source: French W. Human Resources Management. Boston, 1990)
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CASE ANALYSIS 11
CHOOSING A SUCCESSOR FOR HARRY THOMPSON
Harry Thompson‘s mind drifted back over nearly 30 years to when he had founded Auckland
Chemical Co. The fledgling company was less than 2 years old when the young George Bolton had joined
it. In those precarious years, when the company was in danger of failing, Bolton chipped in his meagre
savings to keep it afloat. Bolton’s tireless energy in scouting out sales prospects for the firm’s products
had been a critical factor in Auckland’s survival. But with the development of a new enzyme, the company
suddenly began to prosper. Now, after large-scale diversification, Thompson was chairman and president
of a group with annual sales of $250 million. The company was a success.
Now, facing voluntary retirement, Thompson was increasingly concerned over his successor as
chief executive officer. It had long been the unspoken assumption that the job would go to Bolton, who
was 5 years Thompson’s junior. But Thompson had begun to have serious reservations about Bolton’s
judgement. More and more Bolton tended to delay making decisions, and he seemed unwilling to change
with the times. At a recent management meeting, he had fought fiercely against installing anti-pollution
equipment in a new plant. Michael Summers, vice president for industrial products, had carried the day,
arguing that he felt such pollution control equipment would become a legal necessity. Indeed, 6 month
later such a law was passed.
CHOICE OF TWO BRIGHT MANAGERS
Thompson also feared that the bright young managers in the firm might grow restive
under Bolton’s indecisive leadership. He was particularly worried about the possibility of losing either
Summers of Linda Kemp, vice president for pharmaceuticals. Both were in their early forties. Thompson
had privately earmarked them both as chief-executive material. At this point, it was almost impossible to
choose between the two.
Summers was the more visibly brilliant of the two. His division had grown faster than any of the
others. He had a sharp, analytical mind that struck immediately to the heart of a problem. And he was
never afraid to make changes and to adjust to new conditions. But Thompson suspected that sometimes.
Summers changed things just for the sake of change. The industrial products division was noted for the
frequency of its executives’ vertical and lateral job moves. In Thompson’s view, the booming sales of
industrial products had been achieved in spite of, not because of, job rotation that occurred as often as
three times a year for some executives.
Kemp, on the other hand, was a far less flamboyant manager, but she had a knack for getting people
to work effectively together. Perhaps more importantly, she was content to let others get the credit. For
instance, Bolton was Auckland’s official representative in negotiations over a joint operation last year. But
a director of the other firm involved later told Thompson: “We didn’t think Auckland would be able to
handle this. After all, you had little experience in this field. It was Kemp who finally persuaded us”. The
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operation had since proven profitable.
However, Kemp sometimes seemed to lack decisiveness. She still occasionally referred
decisions on whether to go ahead with a new product to Thompson, who had started his career in the
pharmaceuticals division. She also had retained some managers, admittedly in relatively unimportant
posts, long after they were not performing satisfactorily.
Before his retirement become imminent, Thompson had coasted along, avoiding the
soul-searching experience he now faced. For 5 years he had seen the managerial transition as merely a
matter of handing the reins over to Bolton. Thus he would fulfil the unspoken promise, and Bolton would
realise his dream of running the company he had helped to build. In the meantime, Thompson Illustration
either Kemp or Summers coming to the fore as Bolton’s obvious successor, and company would have
another 5 years’ hard work from both these brilliant executives.
In fact, Thompson now admitted to himself, the choice between the two would be just as difficult
5 years hence. The only difference is that he would be spared the unpleasant task of making the choice.
Now, as his departure was imminent, Thompson felt that perhaps he owed it to the company and to its
thousands of employees to act decisively, to ruin a lifelong friendship, and to trigger the departure of one
valuable executive in order to continue the firm under strong leadership. If he was right, was Summers or
Kemp the person for the top job?
Questions:
1. What are some key factors to consider in making such a selection decision? (Answer to this
question by using Brainstorming method)
2. What should Thompson have done differently? (Answer to this question by using Brainstorming
and Simplex methods)
3. Should Thompson postpone his retirement in order to resolve the succession issue? (Answer to
this question by using the Six Thinking Hats method)
4. Use the Plus-Minus and / or the Measured Criteria method.
(Source: Cascio W. F. Managing Human Resources: Productivity, Quality of Work Life, Profits)
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CASE ANALYSIS 12
THE OFFICE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
In 1992, the Office Equipment Company (OEC) had to replace its manager in San Salvador,
El Salvador, because the present managing director (a U.S. national) announced suddenly that he
would leave within one month. OEC manufactured a wide variety of small office equipment (such as
copying machines, mail scales, paper shredders) in eight different countries that was distributed and sold
worldwide.
OEC had no manufacturing facilities in El Salvador, but had been selling and servicing there since
the early 1970s. OEC had first tried selling in El Salvador through independent importers but quickly
became convinced that it needed to have its own staff there to make sufficient sales. Despite political
turmoil, which over the last few years had bordered on being a full-scale civil war, OEC‘s operation in El
Salvador (with about 100 employees) had enjoyed good and improving sales and profitability.
OEC was in the process of constructing a factory in El Salvador that would begin operations
in early 1993. This factory would import components for personal computer printers and assemble
them locally. The government would allow up to 10 percent of the output to be sold locally, provided
at least 90 percent was exported. The assembly operation would employ approximately 150 people.
El Salvador offered an abundant supply of cheap labour. Furthermore, by assembling and exporting,
OEC expected to be able to ward off any import restrictions on the finished goods it sold within El
Salvador. The construction of this plant was being supervised by a U.S. technical team, and a U.S.
expatriate would be assigned to direct the production. This expatriate team, and a U.S. expatriate would be
assigned to direct the production. This expatriate director would report directly to the United States on
all production and quality control matters but would report to the managing director in El Salvador for
all other matters, such as accounting, finance, and labour relations.
The option of filling the managing director position with someone from outside the firm was alien
to OEC‘s policy. Otherwise, the options were fairly open. OEC used a combination of home-country,
host-country, and third-country nationals in top positions in foreign countries. It was not uncommon for
managers to rotate among foreign and U.S. domestic locations. In fact, it was increasingly evident that
international experience was an important factor in deciding who would be appointed to top corporate
positions. The sales and services facility in El Salvador reported through a Latin American regional office
located in Coral Gables, Florida. A committee at the regional office quickly narrowed its choice to the
following five candidates.
Tom Zimmerman. Zimmerman had joined the firm thirty years before and was well versed in all
the technical and sales aspects required in the job. He had never worked abroad for OEC but had visited
various of the company‘s foreign facilities as part of sales teams during his career. He was considered
competent in the management of the duties he had performed during the years and would retire in about
four and a half years. Neither he nor his wife spoke Spanish; their children were grown and living with
their own children in the United States. Zimmerman was currently in change of an operation about the
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size that the one in El Salvador would be after the factory began operating. However, that operation was
being merged with another, so his present office would become redundant.
Brett Harrison. At age forty, Harrison had spent fifteen years with OEC. He was considered
highly competent and capable of moving into upper-level management within the next few years. He had
never been based abroad but had worked for the last three years in the Latin American regional office, and
he frequently travelled to Latin America. Both he and his wife spoke Spanish adequately. Their two children, ages fourteen and fifteen, were just beginning to study Spanish. His wife was a professional as well,
holding a responsible marketing position with a pharmaceutical company.
Carolyn Moyer. Moyer had joined OEC after getting her MBA from a prestigious
university twelve years earlier. At age 37 she had already moved between staff and line positions of growing
responsibility. For two years she was second-in-command of a product group about the size of the expanded one in El Salvador. Her performance in that post was considered excellent. Currently she worked as a
member of a planning staff team. When she joined OEC, she had indicated her eventual interest in international responsibilities because of her undergraduate major in international affairs. She had expressed
a recent interest in international duties because of a belief it would help her advancement. She spoke
Spanish well and was not married.
Francisco Cabrera. Cabrera was currently one of the assistant managing directors in the larger Mexican operation, which produced and sold for the Mexican market. He was a Mexican citizen
who had worked for OEC in Mexico for all his twelve years with the company. He held an MBA
from a Mexican university and was considered to be one of the likely candidates to head the Mexican
operation when the present managing director retired in seven years. He was 35, married with four
children (ages two to seven). He spoke English adequately; his wife did not work outside the home
and spoke no English.
Juan Moreno. At 27 he was assistant to the present managing director in El Salvador, a
position he had assumed when he joined OEC after completing his undergraduate studies in the
United States four years before. He was considered competent, especially in employee relations,
but lacking in experience. He had been successful in increasing OEC’s sales, an advantage being
that he was well connected with the local families who could afford to buy new office equipment
for their businesses. He was not married.
Questions:
1. Whom should the committee choose for the assignment and why? (Answer to this question by
using criteria method)
2. What problems might each individual encounter in the position? (Answer to this question by
using Brainstorming and 6 thinking hats method)
3. How might OEC go about minimising the problems that the chosen person would have in managing the El Salvador operations? (Answer to this question by using Simplex and What - if...?
method)
(Source: Fisher C. D., Schoenfeldt L. F., Shaw J. B. Human Resource Management. USA, 1993)
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Summary

SUMMARY
Teaching tool for students, teachers, as well as for those interested in creativity and education
issues. Its purpose - to help the reader master the essential theoretical knowledge of creativity and be able
to apply the methods of creative practice.
The handbook analyses the concept of creativity, presents creative personality traits,
demonstrates creativity and describes the environmental determinants promoting creativity. It
briefly discusses the characteristics of creative problem solving, highlights the place of divergent and
convergent thinking in the process. The handbook also focuses on the delivery of creativity methods.
The fourth chapter describes the tools and techniques for generating ideas and methods to select the
best ideas.
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